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TEACHING THE YOUNG IDEA

Suggestion I R ockland Officer H as Been

«5»
R egarding the Care of
M aking a Special S tudy A t Evening Session Of High School Opens the Eyes Of
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visors throughout the State have
Parents Present Thursday Night
Fallen
Foliage
F
ort M unroe
been Instructed that between Nov.
1, 1931 and May 15, 1932, they shall
In many cities and towns through- : First Lt. Charles G. Hewett,* Batbar excessively heavy vehicles of all
In spite of the inclement weather biology class was trying to make
out the country there is a commend- tery E. 240th Coast Artillery, returned
kinds from roads and bridges that
>able movement on foot to do away to Rockland today from duty as stu- an audience of more than 274 gath- everybody understand the differences
would be damaged by their passage.
between an element, a compound and
The law reads, however, that It
with the old method of disposing of | dent at the Coast Artillery School, ered in the High School auditorium a mixture as applied to various food
•<.
.«.
■>. .*. gp does not apply when the ground Is
Thursday
for
the
opening
exercises
substances. A special apparatus set
the leaves which cover lawns and Fort Munroe, Va. His studies were
*•*
solidly frozen, nor to compact por
One thorn of experience Is
of the third annual evening session up by Nelson Rokes was hard at work
gardens
during
the
fall.
'
completed
yesterday
and
at
the
grad— worth a whole wilderness of ••• tions of cities or towns having a
The customary practice of burning uatlon exercises marki
the end o( of the High School. The first half taking water apart. Gurth, Wamba,
population of 5000 or more.
warning.—Lowell.
hour was occupied by a repetition of Cedric the Saxon and Isaac of York
u eates a vicious smoke nuisance . ,
, ,
,
,
•••
.«.
Pamphlets
containing
the
law
and
which
is
objected
.to
by
even
the
most
his
nine
weeks
course
he
received a parts of two assembly programs re- were certainly being talked about in
,a. ,c. |£ listing the weights and traction
j lair-minded citizen. Often the leaves [ certificate showing that he was a cently given before the school. The ! Miss Parker's class. Delighted laughone act play "Not Quite Such A ter from Mrs. Carillo's room indicatThe General Realty Company of methods of vehicles th a t shall not be
I art raked into the street gutters to ' graduate with honor.
permitted
to
use
the
roads
which
su
Rockland has been Incorporated
| be burned. While this is reasonably
As a special student he studied ar- Goose” with Carol Gardner, Carl ed that scenes from "She Stoops to
pervisors
shall
post
against
their
with a capital stock of $50,000.
i safe place from the standpoint of tillery and gunnery as applying to Philbrook, Mary Ginn. Robert Allen Conquer" presented by the Juniors
Katherine C. Derry Is president and traffic, have been distributed by the
| fire hazard, it may be quite destruc the 155 G.P.F. which is now the arm and Bernadette Snow in the cast, and were appreciated. "Le Voyage de M.
commission.
Margaret I. Crockett treasurer.
tive to the pavement. Especially is of the local battery. The course be Liszt’s "Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6" 1Perrichon" was being read and transthis true if the street is paved with gan with a week at the Auburn Rifle played by Horace Booth with an ex- i lated in Mrs. Jackson's class,
The freshmen under Miss Coughciushed stone bound together with a Range Sept. 14, where Lt. Hewett re planation by Lawrence Crane.
Kenneth Orcutt acted as presiding lln’s guidance were supplementing
tar or asphaltic material. The dam
officer. The fine quality of this previous work on materials in in
age is evidenced in later months by a
assembly program drew expressions dustry by a study of producers, the
crumbling or disintegration of the
of delight from many, especially uses of the professional worker, the
street surface.
when it was learned that this was white collar clerk and the hard hand
A useful method of disposal which
'truly a sample of regular assembly ed toiler, while Miss Leadbetter's
ir meeting with almost universal ap
programs and not especially arranged freshmen were wrestling with “Armis
proval is to compost the leaves. This
for the occasion. T h at was the key pugnabat” and other ablatives of ac
is easily done by piling alternate
note of the whole session, “Regular companiment.
layers of leaves and dirt on the
Down in the gym Coach Heal gave
lessons.” "Let the visitors see what
ground or in a rough wooden box of
everybody a good time with group
goes on every day.”
suitable size. Before covering each
In accordance with this idea Mrs. marching and games. Miss Pike’s
layer of leaves with dirt, spread a
Spear's typewriting classes were do freshmen were beginning the trial of
thin coating of a mixture composed
ing regular practice work, “blinders." Charles Darnay and the Ancient His
of 2 parts hydrated lime, 2 parts su
and all. Mrs. Robinson’s class in tory class was doing things to the
Open to Old and Young
perphosphate and 1 part ammonium
office practice was making out Medo-Persian Empire. At the oppo
sulphate
on
the
mass.
Continue
in
monthly statements from invoices, site end of the corridor in the manual
Master of Ceremonies from the
this manner until all the leaves and
and Miss Lermond's Sophomores training room Freeland Hill and
Chateau Ball Room, Bangor
debris are used.
were practicing “Bankers' 60 day i Chaney Ripley turned out practice
Early
in
the
spring
the
pile
of
projects on the lathes, Norman Stan
method” in interest.
Grand March at 9.30
I material should be forked over and
Mr. Durrell, the submaster had a ley was binding a book, Leander
Announcement
has
been
made
here
duced
the
sub-zero
temperatures.
It
I
at
that
time
a
little
more
of
the
laboratory class a t work in two divi Thomas was making bulletin boards,
BALLOON DANCES
today that Perry's Market has been was discovered that quick-freezing in ' iime - superphosphate - ammonium
sions, one investigating the efficiency and a couple of cedar chests were
appointed
distributor
of
Birdseye'
temperatures
as
low
as
minus
sixty
j
sulphate
mixture
may
be
added.
LOVING CUP PRIZE
of the block and tackle and the other under construction.
Frosted Foods.
Perry’s Market, caused the ice to form in m inute, These materials, which are procurBetween times the filing machine
of the inclined plane.
Loving Cup on display in the
which is located at 428 Main street, crystals instead of in large crystals, j able at garden supply stores, hasten
The number of visitors in Mrs. was pointing up the teeth of a saw
will
be
equipped
with
refrigerating
This
m
eant
that
quick-freezing
inj
the
rotting
process
and
add
to
the
window of Paramount Restaurant
H art’s trieonometry class was a belonging to the Boy Scout camp and
| cabinets which keep quick-frosted sured against damage to the food <fertilizing value of the decomposed
distinct tribute to the high intelli the nifty new sander was doing its
$10 IN GOLD TO SECOND
perishable foods, including meats, cells and th a t food so frozen would mass. During the summer the com
gence of Rockland citizens, though stuff. Everywhere about the build
!
poultry,
fish,
fruits
and
vegetables,
retain
its
original
flavor
and
texture
PRIZE WINNER
one of them confessed he wasn’t sure ing alert youngsters made the most
post may be used on the lawn, on
1at a continuous temperature of from indefinitely.
whether the lesson was on lines as of every opportunity to show their
flower beds, around shrubs, etc.,
1st Lieut. Charles G. Hewett
THE GREATEST DANCING
zero to eight above. Products which | Birdseye Frosted Foods have been furnishing the soil with the much
functions or functions as lines or appreciation of the Interest which
have
been
quick-frosted
in
portable
distributed
throughout
New
England
CONTEST EVER HELD IN
whether it made any difference prompted so many parents and
needed and highly valued humus.
; freezing machines will be sent to during the past few months. Perry's
friends to give up an evening to find
ceived instructions in rifle and pistol which. Anyhow it was deep stuff.
MAINE
Perry's Market where they will be Market will be the first distributor
Miss Goding's class was absorbed ing out where and how boys and girls
range wbrk. He then reported to the
T
H
R
E
E
Y
E
A
R
PLAN
in
Rockland.
Birdseye
Frosted
Foods
I
delivered
to
Rockland
housewives
in
Miss this big time and you will
school at Fort Munroe where his real in a discussion, in French, which ac from 13 to 18 spend their days.
will go on sale there today.—adv.
j their original packages.
The Seniors won the attendance
studies began. While at Munroe cording to the book handed over by
have lost oat on the time of your
Quick-freezing of foods is as revoH ighw ay W ork In W arren Lieut. Hewett lived at the famous a polite youngster was on “A Table" contest with a percentage of 109.
life!
FROSTED STRAWBERRIES
I lutionary a development in the pro
Inn, now the Officers’ Club, but seemed to be mostly about food They had more than one visitor for
and W ashington Is Plan Sherwood
duction of food as the internal com
near which is the prison where Jeff and eating. One gathered that a each pupil in the class. The percentEleven
thousand
eight
hundred
ex
bustion engine was in the field of
age by classes was as follows: Class
Davis was confined after his capture ‘serviette" is not a little servant
ned By Com m ission
Watts Hall, Thomaston
transportation. The process was in- perimental packages of strawberries,
Miss Tower's class in general sci 1932, 83 visitors, 109 percent; Class
at the end of the Civil War.
containing
42
varieties
of
berries,
I vented by a Massachusetts scientist,
Lieut. Hewett was selected for the ence was discussing heat, tempera 1933, 88 visitors, 84 percent: class 1934,
A 1932 state highway construction
■Clarence Birdseye, who conceived the were quick-frosted during this year's
course at Monroe shortly after the ture and different kinds of thermo 47 visitors, 55 percent; class 1935, 56
program
calling
for
the
building
of
NOV. 16, NEXT MON.
strawberry
season.
A
portable
quick
idea while living in Labrador. There
Second Battalion was reorganized as meters. Later in the same room the visitors, 43 percent.
he studied the refrigerating effects frosting unit followed the season 61.491 miles of surface treated roads, tractor drawn artillery. The reor
46.61
of
bituminous
macadam,
and
north
from
Louisiana
to
Wisconsin.
of the intense cold upon deer and
ganization called for specially trained
Kirkpatrick’s
fish. He noticed th at a deer was This experimental work with perish- 31 of concrete, a total of 139.10 miles officers to handle the new equipment.
at
a
cost
of
$4,298,170
has
been
ap
frozen solidly a few minutes after j able foods is a project of the Birds6-Piece Orchestra
proved by Gov. Gardiner and the Lieut. Hewett, from his prior training
being killed and th at fish caught; eye Laboratories. Gloucester, Mass,
as an engineer, was the logical man
Executive Council.
through the ice was as hard as i i r p l i r a
for the course. His return today
Of
the
total
cost
$1,485,600
is
marble a few seconds after being; WK W A N 1 tK lL N O W i
charged to the Federal government, marks the completion of his success Camden Land Case Occupies Two Days — County
flipped from the water. Mr. Birdseye |
making Maine's expenditure $2,812,- ful work a t the school. During his
Attorney Otis Tries His First Criminal Case
found that meat and fish thus quick
work there he took an active part f.1
A Troublesome Growth
570.
frozen were especially delicious when
the
historical
celebration
a
t
York
The
program
as
approved
was
the
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:—
----------------------------—
.—
cooked. The flavor and texture were
I would like to ask through your ^culmination of many weeks of study town on the 150th anniversary of the
| unimpaired even after being in the
Superior Court swung back into the I the murder of Reddington Genthner.
------ —Commission.
------- ■—‘— surrender of Lord Cornwallis.
— the
‘u- State Highway
j frozen state several months.
, paper if any reader can tell what *by
harness Thursday when the cases of The trial will open Monday. Two of
During
the
World
War
Lieut.
Hew
Gov.
Gardiner
and
the
Executive
His subsequent experiments repro- wil1 ki» or Prevent mushroom growth
ett was a member of the First Division Fred W. Elwell vs. Chauncey P. Bor- N y one & ]leutenant of the police
| on a law'n. coming up from roots of Council.
This provision is made for Knox and saw service, in France during the land and Fred W. Elwell vs. Mary ; department and the other the nurse
! an old tree which has been cut down?
W. D. H.
and neighboring counties, on the entire period of the war. He was Lord Sexton, tried jointly, were j who attended Mank in a hospital,
wounded while a member of the First
three-year basis:
Engineers and received a citation for opened. The jury went to Megunti- , after he had slashed his throat in an
hotel.
Knox
ANOTHER
bravery while under fire. After the cook Lake to view the premises in Albany
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr. of Rockland,
| (2) Warren, 1, 2.96, S. T. G„ $65,- Armistice Lieut. Hewett was a student dispute, and the evidence, which was
counsel for Mank, has not indicated
120, $32,560, $32,560.
at Edinburgh University, Scotland. Be
Washington. 101, 3.49, S. T. G„ ing native of Rockland he returned to of a technical and complicated na what his line of defense will be. but
it is understood that he will call eight
EVERY WEDNESDAY $69,800. none,' $69,800.
his home town in 1925 to become sec ture, was not completed until late or nine witnesses.
8.00 o’clock
retary of the Chamber of Commerce. yesterday afternoon when the court
Lincoln
Genthner was found shot to death
Edgecomb, 128, 1.50, B. M. $54,000, He enlisted in Battery E in October, ordered a verdict for the defendant. In his little home on the morning of
P IA N O S !
in Pete Edwards’
1930.
'His
training
andprior
service
Gould
for
plaintiff;
Dwinal
and
Bird
none. $54,000.
July 13, and a large sum of monev
Music by
(2) Edgecomb, 1, 1.07, S. T. G„ soon earned his appointment as a 2d for defendant.
which he carried was missing. Mank
»
♦
♦
♦
Lieutenant.
Not
satisfied,
he
took
$26,750, $13,375, $13,375.
disappeared a few days later
New Bam
While one jury was in Camden
(2) (1) Newcastle, 1, 4.81, S. T. G„ the examination and received his pro
motion
to
1st
Lieutenant
March
29,
Utqxer Limerock Street
A real slaughter sale of artist
$120,250, $60,125, $60,125.
Thursday the criminal docket was
Y O U R FA V O R IT E POEM
(21 (1) Damariscotta, 1, 3.40, S.T.G., 1931, the rank he now holds.
NEW; pianos, cottage rented this
again taken up and the case of the
Clark
Island
Orchestra
His
return
will
be
of
great
assist
$85,000,
$42,500,
$42,500.
season only, guarantee goes with
132S&T143
If I had to live my life again I would
(2) (1) Nobleboro, 1. 4.28, S. T. G„ ance to Battery E and the Second State vs. Arthur Laurilla was tried. have
every piano. Just think, a good
made a rule to read some poetry
Battalion as his newly acquired knowl A conference followed the introduc and listen
$107,000, $53,500. $53,500.
upright piano,
to some music at least once n
(21 (1) Waldoboro. 1. 7.09, S. T. G., edge will be put at work instructing tion of evidence, and a plea of nolo week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
of
happiness.—
Charles Darwin.
in
the
various
schools
during
the
$198*520, $99,260, $99,260.
was entered, the case being filed with
winter.
For Details, Apply To
THE EVE OF THE BATTLE OF
Hancock
The monthly statistical report the respondent ordered to pay costs.
WATERLOO
Ellsworth. 1, 6.40; B. M. $224,000, issued by the Adjutant General, cov Although he has been in office There was a sound of revelry by night.
N. B. Every Piano Sold Under
MONDAY,
NOV.
16
nearly
a
year
this
chanced
to
be
$96,000,
$128,000.
ering the entire military forces of
And Belgium’s capital had gathered
Guarantee
UNEMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION
then
Bucksport. 174, 4.60; S. T. G., $92.- Maine, shows the excellent standing County Attorney Otis’ first criminal
NEW SCHEDULES
Her Beauty and her Chivalry, and
trial,
and
this,
curiously
enough,
did
000. $46,000.
Been Selling Pianos 41 Years
being made by the batteries of Rock
bright
NOW AVAILABLE
decision.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The lamps shone o’er fair women and
land and Thomaston These bat not come to a jury
* ** *
brave men:
EASY TERMS
FROM TICKET AGENTS
teries, making up the Second Bat
T H E T H R IF T S H O P
hearts beat happily; and
The case on trial today is that of A thousand
talion of the 240th Coast Artillery, re
when
Rockland, Maine
John
Johnson
vs.
Charles
H.
Harri
Music
arose
with
Its voluptuous swell.
ceived a rating of 76% and stood 4th
eyes looked love to eyes which
Served 300 C ustom ers Last in the list of 10 battalions in the man, alienation being cnarged by the Soft spake
aine
again.
Battery F iThomaston) head plaintiff. Campbell for plaintiff; And all went merry as a marriage bell;
entral
CAMDEN, ME.
M onth— R e p o rt of C hair State.
But hush! hark! a deep sound strikes
ed the second battalion with a rating Bird for defendant.
134Stf
like a rising knell!
• * • *
136-137
m an, Miss G ertru d e Sm ith of 81. This rating also gave Battery
F fourth place in the State's 132 line
Court Messenger J. C. Burrows was Did ye not hear lt?—No; ’twas but the
Miss Gertrude Smith, chairman of units, and second place in the 240th's called away from the city yesterday Or thewind,
car rattling o’er the stony street:
11 batteries.
On with the dance! let Joy be unconThe Thrift Shop presents the fol
Private Everett J. Mason, Battery and Robert A. Webster occupied his
flned;
No sleep till morn, when Youth and
lowing report of its activities in A (Portland) has been transferred to chair.
• • * •
Pleasure meet
Battery E because of change of resi
October.
To chase the glowing Hours with flying
Among the visiting attorneys in the
feet—
dence to Rockland.
• • ♦•
heavy sound breaks In
The efficiency of Batterv E was well court room yesterday were Bradford But hark!—that
once more.
Amount taken in, $449.29; amount demonstrated during the parade of C. Redonnet of Wiscasset and Francis
As
If
the
clouds
Its
echo would repeat;
spent, $78.75, which includes eight Armistice Day. The Battery marched Bate Of Kennebec County.
And nearer, clearer, deadlier than be
*• ♦»
persons employed a t 40 cents per into Winslow-Holbrook Square and
fore!
Arm! it Is—It is—the cannon's
hour'; six pairs new shoes for chil in less than 15 minutes placed the 155
There will be no session of Superior Arm! opening
roar!
dren; two pairs new rubbers for chil Gun in its firing position and fired a Court next Tuesday, as Judge Fisher
dren; one pair boys’ trousers; ten salute from the sub-calibre equip will attend the memorial exercises for Within a windowed niche of th a t high
suits children’s winter underwear; ment. Manv remarks of approval the late Justice Norman H. Bassett Sate hall
Brunswick's fated chieftain; he
yam for mittens; filling for quilts, were heard from the hundreds that in Kennebec County.
did hear
* • *•
That sound the first amidst the festival.
crib size.
saw the demonstration.
Its tone with Death’s pro
During October the Shop was open
Dr. Elmer T. Gould, a Camden And caught
phetic ear;
30 hours, and 300 customers were
physician, who was indicted by the And when they smiled because he
deemed lt near.
grand jury for an alleged criminal His heart
served.
Aside from this, great
more truly knew th at peal too
operation, was arrested Thursday by
amounts of clothing, some furniture,
well
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick on a similar Which stretched his father on a bloody
yarn and new materials have been
bier.
charge. He has been under $5000 bail And roused
given away. Orders were filled for
the vengeance blood alone
since his first arrest.
Miss Corbett. All mittens are to be
could quell;
• * * •
He
rushed
Into
the field, and. foremost
given away. Many clubs and church
fighting, fell.
Twenty-five witnesses have been
organizations are sewing, as well as
rian e will leave Rockland for summoned by the State for the trial Ah! then and there was hurrying to and
individuals, and many of the stores
fro.
of William G. Mank of Waldoboro in
have sent in new merchandise.
tears, and tremblings of
Vinalhaven, North Haven and Lincoln County Superior Court for And gathering
The Shop now has a very well
distress,
And
cheeks
all
pale, which but an hour
regulated system which works excel
Stonington at 8 A. M. and 3.30
ago
lently—even so, any member of the
Blushed
at
the
praise of their own love
The annual cafeteria supper given
liness;
two committees is very glad for sug
P. M.
by the Congregational ladies Thurs And there were sudden partings, such as
gestions or criticisms. Mrs. William
press
day night in the vestry, drew a
Effective Nov. 16
Ellingwood is treasurer, Mrs. E. D.
from out young hearts, and
large number of patrons who ex The life
choking sighs
Spear is secretary, Mrs. G. A. Law
pressed approval of the excellent food Which ne’er might be repeated; who
rence has charge of the sales force,
could guess
and service. While the menu offered
Mrs. E. K. Leighton has charge of
more should meet those m utual
RAY-DIO SUNSHINE BURNERS many tempting combinations the lob If evereyes.
tlie desk, Mrs. Kennedy Crane is
Model U, the only range burner ster patties seemed to be the high Since upon night so sweet such awful
buyer, Miss Charlotte Buffum solic
morn could rise?
listed by Underwriters Laboratories liner. Red berries and pine arranged
its and collects the clothing, Mrs.
in huge bowls formed effective deco And there was mounting In hot haste:
CHARLES D. GOULD
George Wood prices the clothing.
the steed.
375 Main SL
Rockland rations. Mrs. A. C. Jones as chair
And here the executive committee
squadron, and the clat
man was assisted by Mrs. Russell The mustering
Factory Representative
tering car.
wishes to thank the committee of
Phones 326—922
137*139 Bartlett, Mrs. Oliver F. Hills. Mrs. Went pouring forward with Impetuous
church representatives which has
Charles A. Rose, Mrs. Fred L. Linespeed.
forming In the ranks of
worked so hard and given so much
kin, Mrs. John O. Stevens. Mrs. E. And swiftly
war;
time, also the people of Rockland
Stewart
Orbeton,
Mrs.
Joseph
Emery,
And
the
deep
thunder peal on peal afar;
P A IN T IN G
and those outside, who have made
Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy. Mrs. Ralph And near, the beat of the alarming
(inside
and
out)
drum
amd are continuing to make, the
Hanscom, Mrs. E. L. Scarlott. Miss Roused up the soldier ere the morning
Papering, Ceilings Whitened.
T hrift Shop entirely successful.
Charlotte Buffum. Mrs. John M.
star;
Prices Reasonable
Pomeroy, Miss Margaret Snow. Mrs. While thronged the citizens with terror
FRANK
AMES
dumb,
Carl Sonntag, Mrs. Nettie B# Frost, Or whispering,
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
with white llpe—“The
135-137
Rockland
Mrs.
Clarence
Munsev,
Mrs.
N.
A.
will be open Saturday nights here 9 Grove Street,
foe!
They come! they cornel’*
137*lt
—Lord Byron (1788-1834).
Fogg and Mrs. R. E. Thurston.
after.—«4v,

D on’t M iss the S ea so n ’s
O utstanding Dance Event!

$ 5 0 Prize W altz Contest

SUPERIO R COURT, PA RT TW O

HELP

W ANTED

TW ENTY-FIVE MEN ARE W ANTED

B A R N DANCE

A N N U A L SALE

IMMEDIATELY BY LOCAL CONCERN
TO DIG CLAMS

$100

CHANGE OF TIME

THOM AS, P ian o M an

M
C

BIGGEST STORE IN ROCKLAND

RENT!

T he E astern Furniture C om pany S tore a t 2 8 3 M ain S treet, H as B e en P laced

M AINE AIR

W ith Me For Im m ediate R ental. S tore W ill Be A vailab le A s Soon A s th e P resent

TR A N SPO R T

A uction Sale Is O ver.

H ere Is a Splendid O pportunity For E ith er the Entire S tore or a P a rt T hereof.
For T erm s Inquire of

RO BERT U. COLLINS

3 7 5 M ain S treet

R ock lan d

T elephone 77
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Every-Other-Day
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code afterm ath
M oran Believes V oters H av e

Rockland, Me.. Nov. 14. 1931.
Personally appeared Franx S. Lyddle,
D one Fine Thing— W a n ts
who on oath declars th a t he Is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
a C em en t Road
a rd that of the Issue of this paper of
Nov. 12. 1931, there was printed a total
of 6173 copies.
W H BUTLER
Having been a valuable factor in
Notary Public.
the drive for the Code bill E. C. Mo

“O N M Y SE T "

RO CKPORT
r w ii\ i v i\ t

! few days as S'1681 at 018 home of Mr.
l and Mrs Chester P. Wentworth,

Rev. G F. Currier was the p rinci-, Miss Edna Qregory a graduate of
pal speaker at the Knox County the Faelten Pianoforte School. Bos
Ministerial Association meeting at ton, has been given permission to |
the Congregational Church in War hold piano classes, group instruction,
ren Monday. Rev. H. I. Holt served in the Rockport schools, beginning
as host and 19 sat down to dinner Tuesday. Nov. 20. She will be at the
which was served by the ladies’ Village School next Tuesday from 9 !
circle.
to 10 a. m. and from 2.30 to 3.30 p. m.
Mrs. A. H. Chatfield has closed her
Raymond B. Page has bought the
summer home. Aldermere, and mo Jennie Hartford house on Pleasant j
tored Tuesday to Boston where she street which he has been occupying
wil^ visit for a few days before pro for sometime.
ceeding to Cincinnati for the winter.
• • • •
Mrs. Nellie Alexander»has returned
Improvements Going On
to her home here after two months’
The work of rebuilding Mechanic j
stay at Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham re street as planned and financed by
turned Wednesday from a ten days’ Mrs. Edward W. Bok is nearly comtrip which included in its itinerary, pleted. The old street has been torn i
Boston. New York, Philadelphia, and up and a modern macadamized road '
Washington. D. C. They also visited laid, giving a permanent hard sur- p
their son Herbert S. Ingraham who face. The grade at the junction of p
Russell avenue and Mechanic street p
is a teacher at Newburyport, Mass.
There were 13 members present at has been raised and the corner widthe Farm Bureau meeting Tuesday en<^ ' A c° mPletf set of catch basins at the home of Mrs. Erline Davb J and stone
has bee" lnsutalled1to
"Christmas Wreaths." was the sub- take care of all water and a bitum in
ous
sidewalk
is
now
being laid. This
ject discussed, Dinner was served at
is certainly a great improvement and
noon.
The annual inspection of Harbor very much appreciated by the towns Light Chapter takes place next Tues- pe2??e' ,
„
.
day evening with Mrs. Belle Frost.
7116 former Merriam building on
district deputy grand matron as in- Russell avenue, now owned by W. F
specting officer. Supper will be Dillingham is receiving a coat of
served at 6 30.
| PaintMr. and Mrs Earl Davis, daughter. A living rown U belng added
the
Farline and Mrs. E. R Noyes recen t-1Annle RusseU house on Russe11 ave:
ly motored to Boston and on their n,uean attractive wall erected
return were accompanied by Mrs J. a-onB the front of the property. In
, C. Davis who had been se n d in g a the sprin« 11 ls Panned to build a
terraced garden at the west end of
few days in that city.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle was en the new addition.
Improvements have been made on
tertained Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Nina Carroll. A baked bean the Edwin Simmons residence, n o t!
the least of which is a large plqzza'
dinner was enjoyed at noon.
The Epworth League of the M. E. on the back from .which a beautiful ,
Church will hold a social at the ves view of the harbor may be enjoyed. ;<
try Friday evening. A good time for The work was done by W. F. Dilling
ham.
all.
• • • •
This is the last day of the R.HB.
Chureh Notes
Carnival at Town hall and if you
Baptist Church, Rev. George F.
have not already attended you will
surely want to be among the crowd Currier: M orning• worship at 10.45
that will enjoy the fine entertain with special anthem by the choir;
ment to be presented this afternoon children’s story; sermon, “The Ex
and evening and also to be in at the perience of Religion;” church school
awarding of the $125 Bosch radio at for learners of all ages; B.Y.P.U. at
the close of the evening performance. 6 o'clock, subject. "Making My Com
The hall with its many gaily decorat munity Better;" evening service a t'
ed booths presents a striking picture 7. chorus selection for all to sing.
and the snappy programs, and elabo "The Call of Christ." sermon "The I
rate costumes are well worth the Resolution For Service;" boys' hand
price of admission. As the last pub work class a t 4 on Monday; Tryto- ’
licity stunt, the seniors headed by the help Club meets at the home of Mrs.
High School band and followed by Z. D. Hartshorn; Ladies' Circle Wed- !
horribles paraded in Camden, Rock nesday with Mrs. William Whitney;
land and Thomaston Friday morning. Thursday a t 7, prayer meeting, fol- !
This was scheduled to take place lowed by choir rehearsal.
Methodist Church, Rev. F. F
Thursday afternoon but owing to the
Fowle: Usual Sunday service, ser
rain was postponed.
Mrs. Maria Knight is spending a mon a t 10JO; Supday School at!
noon; young people’s service at 6 and
prayer service a t 7 p.m .; Ladies' Aid
will hold an all-day session Wednes- '
day; Johnson Society meets Wednes
CROSLEY
day evening, place to be announced
later; prayer meeting Thursday eve
ning; young ladies' sewing class.
Monday a t 7 o’clock; first aid class
for all persons 16 years of age or
older a t the vestry Monday at 7.

God is a Spirit: and they that ran Jr. Thursday gave the Rockland
worship him must worship him in Lions Club an inkling into w hat may
be expected from the new system,
spirit and in truth.—John 4:24.
which does not actually become a
law until proclaimed by the Gover
Listen in tonight at 6.45 on
ON M ERR IE EN G LA N D nor.
WCSH for Miss Elaine Blouin,
The first State to adopt th e Ad
Maine's talented young singer
ministrative Code was
Illinois.
R otarians E njoyed A nna This
was in 1917, and recruits have
wbp is to compete in the district
finals of the Atwater Kent Au
Coughlin's T alk on Her since averaged once a year.
“It Is a start In the right direction."
dition Nov. 23 in New York.
Sum m er’s S tudy
said Mr. Moran, who predicted that
Miss Blouin broadcasts each Sat
the 3ureau of Purchasing would show
urday night at 6.45.
Anna E. Coughlin yesterday de a great saving for the taxpayer, and
lightfully entertained the Rotary Club in support of that claim read a letter
“Watch your step!” was the
with a characteristic sketch of her from North Carolina, showing that
Boston Globe broadcaster's ad 
the
State
had
saved
$150,000
in
the
recent travels in historic England.
vice yesterday morning. He had
The English lake country greatly in purchase of gasoline, alone, since
reference to the conjunction of
the
Code
was
adopted.
trigued the travelers who struck it
The speaker declared that th e b u d -' a supposedly unlucky day and
immediately after a shower with a
date.
get
officer would be in continuous
sun-drenched countryside of rugged
hills of vivid green mirrored in the control, instead of having the hap
hazard system now in vogue.
An abbreviated concert ver
thousand lakes.
“I would not expect a great saving
sion of the Gilbert and Sullivan
Chester and the Lancashire manu
comic opera, “The Gondoliers"
facturing district were of special in from the consolidation of th e Health
terest with unemployed thousands and Welfare departments,” Mr. Mo- 1 will be sung by the American Vo
ran
continued,
"but
I
would
expect
j
cal Quartet on the National
about in listless idleness. This con
improved service and more value Music League Program next
dition has since improved. The old from
the
dollar
spent.
Monday, at 4 p. m.
Roman ruins were viewed with in
O o
"I don’t think you will ever see'
terest both at Chester and Bath Maine go back to the old system. A
where the stone pillars still stand to large amount of the success will de
The unemployment program
which the Romans moored their pend upon the selection of capable! broadcast from WJZ Thursdayboats.
night was one of the season's
people to fill the positions, especially
The primary object of the trip was the head of the Health and Welfare
best features, including, as it did.
to study the people themselves, their department. This official was often
music by a regimental band and
habits, customs and characteristics. referred to throughout the campaign
chorus of 1200 voices, and
Miss Coughlin felt a people loving as the 'superman.' but it will not be speeches by notables, including
children, dogs and flowers as do the much of a job compared w ith what
ex-Gov. Alfred E. Smith. The
English, were safe. She presented the position requires in other States.
national metropolis is to make
some highly interesting side lights The present governor is tremendous its drive next Monday, and al
on Ramsay MacDonald and his ly interested, and realizes th e neces
ready has $10,000,000 in sight,
standing in England.
sity of getting the right man.
the chairman announced. The
Judge Walter H. Butler was form
“The results are going to be better
broadcast came in with remark
ally brought into membership. The than the advocates of the Code have able clearness.
revival of the Boys' Band was dis ever prophesied, and in tim e there
cussed and the club will participate. will be a demand to include other d e - !
The Saturday afternoon foot
Visiting Rotarians included Frank partm ents within its scope. There I
Vui&uia M M 45
Morrow, Dr. C. H. Jameson, Marcus was much criticism because Civil ball broadcasts will be especiallyinteresting to local football fans
Chandler and John Bird of Cam Service was not included, but as a
den. Chester Soule of Portland was m atter of fact only one-third of the now that the local season has
been concluded. Everybody is
a guest. He will be remembered as States with Administrative Code have
The Sensationally Successful New Visionola, Home Talkie Unit by Sparton,
looking ahead to the Harvard
the mighty "Pus'' Soule who cap Civil Service. Some thought the
and Yale game, one week from
tained Colby football to the cham Code an experiment instead of a sure
today.
thing; I believe in it, and hope it will
Will Be Given Its First Free Public Demonstration at the
pionship some years ago.
be a cure. The only 'if' in th e situa
tion
is—if
the
right
men
are
appoint-1
A very interesting meeting of the
Havana, New York and Chi
Parent - Teacher Association took ed to office."
cago will be neighbors tonight,
Mr.
Moran
was
very
em
phatic
in
piece Monday evening. The first
when the Lncky Strike dance
part of the program was devoted to regard to the treatment of th e coast
hour is broadcast. Distance will
counties
by
the
Highway
Commission.
a demonstration of rhythmic band
be annihilated by the magic of
"They
should
rise
in
their
m
ight!"
he
training under the direction of Mrs.
radio when the Cuban capital
declared.
“A
gravel
road
will
not
do
Esther Rogers, supervisor of music.
becomes the first foreign point
on
Route
No.
1,
and
if
they
do
r
u
t
on
The children drawn from grades two
to be linked in a sponsored pro
a
gravel
surface
it
will
be
many
years
of the McLain School, first played a
gram over an NBC network.
643 MAIN STREET
number they had practiced, then before you see a cement road.”
ROCKLAND, ME.
The Siboney Orchestra, directed
Past
President
Charles
T.
Smalley
Mrs. Rogers showed how a new piece occupied the chair Thursday. The
by Alfred Brito, will play music
is worked out. I t was most interest attendance was not up to snuff, prob from the Carribbean for two fif
ing and the response and under ably because of the changed date of teen-minute periods during the
standing displayed by the children meeting.
hour. Wayne King and his or
was quite amazing, particularly to
chestra, playing from Chicago,
those who were not acquainted with
will alternate with the Cubans,
C
H
R
IST
M
A
S
C
L
U
B
S
the methods used for training these
while W alter Wincheil, news
Presentations Frequently Afternoon and Evening
bands. Joseph Blaisdell, president,
paper columnist and author, will
FR
IEN
D
SH
IP
introduced Miss Lou Buker of Au Eight T housand B anks W ill
speak from th e NBC studios in
Joseph Thibodeau spent a few days
gusta as the speaker of the evening.
New York.
with friend6 in North Whitefield last J
T
u
r
n
Loose
$
6
0
0
,0
0
0
,0
0
0
Miss Buker who as supervisor of the
week.
elementary grades of the- Augusta
S hortly
SPE ED , T H E N SO M E
John L. Stevens has returned from
schools occupies a significant place
There will be a public supper to- 1 A real boon to a score of u n em -, There will be a rehearsal of the
Matinicus.
in State educational circles had no
Six
hundred
million
dollars
will
be
Arthur T. Simmons of Dedham, who night at Legion hall from 5 to 7 under I Ployed men and a dozen trucks is the j chorus for th e Universalist “Evening
particular topic, basing her talk on
Hobbs P o n d Scene of a R e
* C'
Per7
°f “ Usic.” “ V 116 o'™ ?* W^ nesday
recently underwent a serious surgical the auspices of th e American Legion I ? ro£ ct. °f M
the slogan "A fair chance for every distributed to about 12.000,000 mem
...
... •
i,’ ' m
n6w dock wlth rock' T h e ! nl8ht a t 7.30. Sunday afternoon.
m arkable D em onstration
operation in a Boston hospital, was
American boy and girl" in keeping bers of the Christmas Club by more
gaining although slowly at last re- Auxiliary. Mrs. Minnie Miles win procession of trucks daily is con- Nov. 29. has been set for this musical
with American Education Week now than 8.000 banking institutions and
be in charge.
of O u tb o a rd Racing
Jports.
being observed all over this country.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard of ’
Miss Buker touched upon many organizations within the next two
A very interesting demonstration of
Rockland Visited friends in town
phases of child training in both weeks.
......
______the high speed possibilities of modern
Tuesday.
school and home, the relation of the
For the first time in the history Of design
dpsjBn in
(n outboard
n ilth o a r d racing
racin o’ boats
h n a ts was
w as
J Mrs. Ralph Simmons has returned j
home and the school, the value of its 21 years of service, Christm as Club given Sunday afternoon through the
ij from a visit with her parents, Mr.
acquaintance between teachers and and its subscribing banks are coordi courtesy of Donald Flower, president
and Mrs. Clarence Harding in Au- j
parents, and stressed particularly the
and
designer
of
the
Flowers-Falcon
burndale. Mrs. Harding and John
importance of the pre-school child nating the distribution of this $600,- Boat Manufacturing Co. of Oyster
Harding accompanied her home lor
as outlined at the White House con 000,000.00 with the activities of thou Bay. L. I.
3^a short visit.
ferences both in Washington and in sands of local merchants in more than
The event took place at Hobbs
Mrs. Joseph Thibodeau spent a
Augusta. Her talk contained a 4,000 communities in a program to Pond before a representative number I
: few days this week in Portland.
wealth of practical and valuable inspire wise and useful spending durmembers of the Pine Tree Out
Motor club John
RusseU Davis of Thomaston was Jth j
suggestions that can be carried out ing the week beginning Nov. 30 to be
town Tuesday.
in almost every community. A good known as Christmas Club Prosperity Camden, host. The first demonstraTheron Miller has a position with
ly number of members were pres Week.
tion was given with a class A boat
the Chase National Bank in New
I t Is the belief of those Identified and a Johnson Twin Class A 12 h. p.
ent. although the attendance mark
York city.
is stil, far from w hat it should be. with this plan that a slow an d steady motor. This particular boat th at Mr.
Mrs. Nancy Rogers and Miss Mary
Members should make an effort to recovery to normal conditions will be Pjower drove has twice equaled the
Rbgers attended recently the silver
attend these meetings, for all over accomplished by a logical approach world championship in speed, under
wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
COMPLETE WITH TUBES
the country the importance of the to a subnormal buying public to spend actual racing conditions, and it cerSamuel Davis in Portland.
Parent-Teacher Association is mak wisely. not extravagantly, according tainly was a revelation, even to those
AND TENNABOARD
Capt. and Mrs. Roy Morton of Cut- 1
ing itself felt more and more. The to their present ability. An appropri- accustomed to seeing high speed, in
ler are visiting relatives in town.
Rcckland organization stands among ate time to start such a movement is , sman boats to watch this FlowersMrs. Edna Simmons Davis of
Ihe foremost in Maine, both in offered by the Christmas Club dis- i Falcon perform. The pond was j
■
Boothbay Harbor and Miss Glenice
membership, accomplishment and tribution of $600,000,000.00 in cash somewhat rough, and a strong southSimmons of Friendship, daughters of
during the week of Nov. 30.
west wind was blowing, but in spite of
financial standing.
Authorized Crosley Dealer
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Simmons of
• • • •
! that Mr. Flower demonstrated the
Hatchet Cove each underwent an
The average amount received by ease with which these boats could be 632 MAIN ST.
Crossing Main street in front of
ROCKLAND operation for appendicitis Tuesday at
high speed, their general
the Postal telegraph office Thursday each member is slightly under $50
State Street Hospital. Portland. Both
1 3 7 - lt
” Sto.ghpg®mti
afternoon Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury was while the figure stood a t $54.60 in
are progressing favorably.
and the club
run into and knocked down by an 1930. This is about one-twelfth of the
“
haV: hias
automobile driven by Jay W. Holt, —
v.ho was proceeding northward. Mr. savings account on the average^ in deal
think QVer during the coming
Holt saw the pedestrian as she the banks of the country. While wjnter months and lt is
to pre.
stepped from behind another car. several Individual institutions in many dict that there wm bg mQre th an P ne
but the pavement was slippery from sections of the country report an Flowers. Palcon boat ln the Pine
rain and his brakes did not immedi actual increase over last year, and club races next season
ately take effect. Mrs. Pillsbury outstanding in this group are the Pollowlng this Mr plower demon.
was thrust to one side and the wheels mutual savings banks in New York | strated his own personal Class B boat
did not pass over her. One knee was and New England, curtailed payroUs with a Class B engine. This outfit
quite badly injured, and body bruises in industrial centers and distress has been officially clocked with speed
were sustained, but no bones were withdrawals in practically all sections in excess of 44 miles an hour and |
broken. The accident was investi have occasioned a reduction of about taken as a unit it was the opinion of j
6% in the total for the entire country those gathered to witness this test
gated by Patrolman Ingraham.
as compared with last year's figures.
that never before had there been j
The “automobile” social given by The inception of the Christm as Club anything in Maine waters of quite the 1
the Epworth League in the Methodist idea, twenty-one years ago, anticipa speed shown by this particular design
vestry Wednesday evening proved de ted the need of providing an easy, and type of racing boats. Most of
lightful and novel. Posters bearing simple and practical method of sys the time the only part of the boat
slogans of the road were shown on tematically accumulating funds for that appeared to touch the water was
the walls and an atmosphere of ga the specific purpose of Christmas a few inches of the forward step and
rages, roadside stands, oil stations, needs, but it has developed a real aid about the same area at the stern.
etc., pervaded the vestry itself. to permanent thrift in the banks of Outside of this the boat rode perfect
ly flat and practically clear of the
Games in keeping with the idea were tile country.
On a basis of a direct-by-mail i n - . water. Mr. Flower is to be congratuplayed, under the direction of Miss
Dorothy Wells, field worker from the quiry to individual Christm as Club \ lated on turning out such a clean— that good old N ew England Stand-by.
Deaconess Association of Boston, and members, it is estimated by President lined, excessively fast racing craft as
And our mince meat (faithfully prepared
when the guests were taken for an Rawll th a t more than 10.000,000 per is manufactured and sold by his com
"automobile trip," refreshments were m anent savings accounts, directly pany.
from a famous old “D ow n E a st” recipe) is
served at a stop for "gas and tire traceable to club membership, have
all
ready for the pie— solid w ith meat,
service." The spirit of the affair was been brought to banking institutions
STRAN D THEATRE
entered into with zest by the large since the inception of the plan
raisins, currants, and spices— pure, rich,
group of young people attending.
twenty-one years ago.
A brief but heavenly happiness
and w h o leso m e.
New York State leads the other after a life of toil and misery—love
States
with
$123,000,000
while
Penn
The next meeting of the Garden
without riches, and then riches
Costs no more than inferior brands.
Club will be held next Tuesday eve sylvania reports about $66,000,000.
without love—and finally an ending
ning at 7.30. Mrs. Ava Lawry has
Is Essentially a Rockland Institution. It Stands Squarely Behind Its Merchandise
as delightful as it is surprising—this
I f you w ant the kind o f m ince p ie mother
invited the club to meet at the Cop W IT H TH E B O W L E R S
is the sort of role that the charming
used
to
moke,
aak
yo
u
r
ir
o
c
e
r
for
At All Times!
per Kettle. The executive board
Janet Gaynor presents to her mil
voted to hold an evening meeting this
lions of admirers in "Merely Mary
The Star Alleys made a nice little Ann,” coming Monday and Tuesday.
month to enable those members to
“Sales May Come and Sales May Go” But Our Store Remains To Serve At All
No. 3 can
attend who are busy during the day. comeback in the Inter-City series last Charles Farrell, doing the finest
makei
night,
but
the
margin
of
victory
was
Times— Offering Quality Merchandise At the Lowest Prices Consistent With
The program committee asks that
work of his career opposite the
two pie«
every member take a question for the only two pins. The summary: Star dainty Titian-haired star—settings
Sound Merchandising and Offering the Additional Courtesy of Easy Payments.
Alleys—Shields,
486;
Phillips.
449;
question box.
There will be a
that a r e > perfect copies of their
speaker. All persons interested in Fitch, 466; Thomas, 492; French, British originals—an intensely huoutdoors are again asked tc join the 487; total, 2380; Recreation Alleys—
FREE DELIVERY
FREE DELIVERY
512; Lawry, 443; Black, 450;
,,
...
Garden Club and help to make Rock Norton,
Mitchell, 470; Mayo, 503; total, 2378 Portm« cast headed b>' Bery> Mercer
land a lovelier place in which to live.
. , , .
i and J. M. Kerrigan—and Henry
T h e kind your m oth er m ade
Thursday night’s games a t the Star King’s splendid direction—these are
“Merely Mary Ann,” with Charles Alleys resulted thus: Thomaston additional reasons for the popularity
Farr-11 and Jan et Gaynor, the pic- 1291, Texacos 1252; Texacos 1449. oi this unique screen offering.
Made by the
"Merely Mary Ann,” adapted from
ture that the patrons have been A.&P. 1337.______________________
Israel Zangwill's play by Jules
313-319 M ain Street
an ” ous to see. will be shown at the
Rockland, M aine
MEDOMAK CANNING CO., R ockland, M e.
Furthman, is arousing much en-1
Ft'■ Theatre Monday and Tuesthusiasm for its exceptional enter-1
r
A special children’s matinee
tainment qualities.—adv,
Will b. held Tuesday a t 4 o’clock.
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P age T hree

TA LK OF THE TO W N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 13-14 — Rockport — High School;
Carnival, at Town hall.
Nov. 14—Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets with Pleasant Valley Orange, ir
Rcckland.
Nov. 17—Republican mayoralty caucus
nt City Council chambers
Nov. 17—Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxiliary
bridge. Legion hall.
Nov. 18—Republican ward caucuses.
Nov. 18—Baptist Men s League.
Nov. 18—Ladies’ night, Elks Home.
Nov. 18—Democratic mayoralty caucus.
Nov. 19—Democratic ward caucuses.
Nov. 24—Old-fashioned dance, Miriam
Rebekah Lodge.
Nov. 24—Donation Tea a t the Home
for Aged Women.
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 1—Dramatic reading in Unlversa11st vestry, auspices Methebesec Club.
Dec. 2 —Methodist Ladles’ Aid fair.
Dec. 2—Thomaston—Annual fair of,
Methodist Ladles’ Aid.
Dec. 4-5 — Camden — Meguntlcookl
Grange fair.
Dec. 7—City election.
Dec. 9 — Rockport — Christm as sale
Methodist Ladles' Aid.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

WEATHER
The Rockport seniors who defied
superstition by choosing Friday the
13th as their carnival date had no!
cause for regrets on the score of,
weather yesterday. It was a delight
ful day, noon temperature 59 and'
wind northwest, and today is cut from,
the same pattern, 9 o'clock mercury
45 with cloudless sky and vane point
ing northwest. The forecast for to-fc
morrow is cloudy but barometer is,'
higher. November weather does not
enjoy the best of reputations, but in’
these first two weeks umbrellas were'
needed for the first time in the show
ers of Thursday afternoon.
Capt A. B. Norton, Capt. Irving
Earbour and son Norman are in the
Machias region in search of big
game.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
Tuesday night with supper at 6.
There will be candidates for the eve
ning session.
Much speculation arises as to which
Educational Club team will receive
the booby prize in the membership
drive which ends tomorrow.
The meeting to elect new officers
for the Country Club scheduled for
last Tuesday has been postponed un
til next Tuesday afternoon.
1
The afternoon starting tim e of thel
Maine Air Transport’s plane from*
Rockland for the islands will be
changed Monday to 3.30 instead of 4.'
The Past Grands’ and P ast Noble
Grands' Association will meet in Ten
an t’s Harbor next Wednesday night.
Supper on arrival of the visiting mem
bers.
Fancy, green tagged Vermont tur
key will sell in the vicinity of 45 cents
a pound this season, according to an
Associated Press despatch from that
State.
Dr. N. A. Fogg addressed the'
Camden - Rockport Lions
Club
Thursday evening when it met for
luncheon at Wadsworth Inn, Cam
den.

R eady T o d a y !
A NEW WAY TO BUY THE FINEST
Meat • Fish • Poultry • Fruits • V egetables
The QUICKEST M e a ls '
You Ever P re p a re d
T h a t’s w h at y o u ’ll say w hen y o u r m eat o r fish,
vegetables an d d essert, are Birdseye F ro sted Foods.
Meat, fish, or poultry comes in sanitary packages. Just take
it out of its cellophane wrapper and drop it into the
pan or broiler—that's all.
Peas are all shelled—a saving of 20 to 30 minutes of your
time whenever you serve them. They cook in 7 minutes.
Spinach is entirely free from sand. Drop it directly into
boiling water. Don't even wait for it to defrost. In 10
ipinutes it will be ready to eat.
Berries are washed and hulled. Every berry in the box is
perfect. Defrost—pout into dishes—add sugar and
cream. You simply must taste them to know how good
. they are.
All Birdseye F ro sted Foods are easy to buy, cook,
and serve. G iv e yourself th e e x tra leisu re Birdseye
Frosted F o o d s a d d to every w o m an ’s w eek and give
your fam ily th e benefit o f the finest fo o d s . . . quickfrosted at th e ir b est w ith all th e flavor and g o o d 
ness sealed in a n d h eld unchanged!

T A R T IN G today you can purchase at

All Birdseye Frosted Foods are packaged,

o u r store the famous Birdseye F rosted

convenient to buy, easy to use, and tem pting

Foods the whole country is talking about!

to every appetite. All are scrupulously clean

T h in k o f being able to buy the finest m eats,

—ready to be served o r cooked just as they

S

fish, poultry, fruits, and vegetables as easily
and quickly as any packaged food w hose qual
ity is guaranteed by label. T he cleanest and
m ost w holesom e foods you have ever p u r
chased, brought to you in sanitary cartons—
never exposed—never handled.

come from the package. They are econom ical
—you g et w hat you pay for! A nd they are in

LEGS

season 365 days of the year! N o m ore guess

R e a d y fo r

store fo r a delicious tender steak o r roast and
the best selected cuts o f m eat—the finest

Birdseye Frosted Foods are different from

quality. And im agine being able to serve

anything you have ever had before. They are

oysters in July—raspberries in December.

quick-frosted by a revolutionary process th at

Come in to our store today and see these

seals in the flavor and retains it unchanged.

Birdseye Frosted Foods. Y ou w ill be delighted

T h e s e m o d e r n f o o d s a re s e le c te d a n d

with th e ir attractive appearance—then take

packaged when at their absolute peak o f

home one o r two products and we know that

perfection.

you w ill be b*ck fox more!

LAM B

P a c k a g e d . . .T rim m e d

w ork o n quality—you can send Jimmy to the
have every assurance that you will get only

O F

th e

O ven

Legs of lamb are typical of the eating
qualities, convenience, and economy
of Birdseye Frosted Meats and Poultry.
Here is the finest selected spring lamb
carefully trimmed and Mree-quartersof
the bone removed. Weight is from 4'/j
to 53/i lbs. — with not an ounce of
waste! You pay only for what you get
—and you get the best every time. You
buy it wrapped in m oisture-proof
cellophane and handle it just like fresh
meat—cook it when it reaches your
kitchen or put it in the refrigerator
until you r.re ready to use it.

P e r r y ’s M a rk e t

Maine State Airways, headed by
Everett A. Munsey today sold a
Challenger ’ Five bi-plane to Frank
Ruth Mayhev. Tent meets Monday
Luke and Charles Alexander of Bos
HATTON’S PEN FAILS
MONTPELIER FLOWERS
EUGENE M. STUBBS
at 6 o’clock.
ton who are flying it to th a t city to evening with supper
_____
i
day.
Eugene Mears Stubbs, treasurer of Jesse Tolman Mentions Several When Californian Undertakes to De
. At the meeting of the Camden
scribe Scenery In His Old Home
Which He Thinks Should Flourish
the John Bird Co., and for half a
So much interest is being shown up( ^ ° ';aly Club Tuesday Rev. Ralph century identified with that well
State
There
around Portland that they are st l ;—Uaydcn told of his recent trip to
wholesale house and its pre
ously talking of a roller polo league., Denver as delegate to the National known
Los Angeles, Nov. 3.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Rockland unfortunately has no hall ^convention of the Episcopal Church, decessors, died Thursday morning,
With regard to the bluebells men- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
a week’s illness of double pneu
available for that purpose, but some i'J’nd what is expected of a minister after
My last letter was w ritten from
of the fans may slip over to Bath to
relation to civic and other duties, monia. Failing health had been tioned in Adella Veazie's Ramble/ Mascot, Tenn. I am now in Los An
see a game now and then.
I Among the visiting Rotarians were upon him for some time, and though No. 29—the harebell (campanula ror geles, having finished my journey
_____
P*. C. McLoon, Judge Walter H. he possessed an unusual amount of tundifolia) may be found along the •from Rockland via Mascot. In my
Capt. A. D. Morey of the Gulf tank ' Butler, Dr. Walter Conley and vitality he was unable, in his 81st beacnes at Owl’s Head, particularly last letter I tried to describe some
year to withstand the malady which
boat has returned from a successful i Arthur L. Ome.
on the side of the peninsuia forming of the scenery between Rockland and
had attacked him.
■
hunting trip in Northern Maine with
Bath but could only make a feeble
the outer edge of Rockland harbor.
The
plea
the
Junior
Y.P.C.U.
of
Funeral
services
will
be
held
at
the
a nine-point buck weighing 24!
The old-fashioned bluebell (cam attem pt at it. The scenery from
the
Universalist
Church
made
for
a
dockland
Congregational
Church
at
pounds. Friends are congTatulatin;
2 o'clock this afternoon. Rev. W. S. panula rapuncloides) has grown in Bath to Portland was ju st as fine.
Mr. Morey, as this deer was shot wit Victrola was promptly answered by Rounds officiating. The burial will the garden of the old Gay place, at It would seem that nature was trying
the loan of one by Miss Adelaide
a bow and arrow.
the corner of North Main and Gay to outdo all previous occasions. I
_____
! Holmes, the machine being ac- be in Achorn cemetery.
streets, since 1867, 64 years at least, never remember seeing such a beau
Mr.
Stubbs
was
born
in
Appleton
Lois, 6-vear-old daughter of M r.' companied by several records. The June 20, 1851, son of the late Peter and flourished there last summer by tiful display. Perhaps it was just
and Mrs. Fred C. Lindsev, Jr., Laurel Union is making a study of hymns Adams Stubbs. He graduated from ] the outer edBes of the garden, beside the time of year, Oct. 12, when the
street, while riding on a tricyclf&anc' for this PurPose would appreci- the Eastman Business College in the walk and any place where it coloring is the best. However I can
Wednesday fell in some way break-**^ receiving hymn records. The Poughkeepsie, N. Y„ in 1880 and on i could 8et a foothold. It grew on my only say that it was beyond de- |
ing her left arm above the elbow.’Hf'eetings which are held at 5 p. m. his return was employed in th e office grandmother s place a t Rockville in scription.
She was taken to Knox Hospital each Sunday are steadily increasing of John Bird’s store at Blackington’s 1 18®2> and two years ago I found a
When the train reached Brunswick
where x-rays were taken and the
interest and membership, most Corner, now Rockland Highlands. sP°radic plant on the site of the old and stopped for a few minutes I
break set.
gratifying to those in charge, Mrs. This was the beginning of his conKeen place beside the abandoned looked out of the car window and
_____
E .L. Toner and Miss Evelyn Sherer. nection with the Birds, though des- load leading from the Alvin Oxton saw
the same things I saw 58 years |
place
to the Ben Spring road (by the ago—some of them a t least. It
An outstanding dance event is
tined to be broken by a stay of four
MRS.
E.
B.
SILSBY
way,
why
do
they
not
give
the
unem
scheduled for Monday night in Watts
brought to my mind my first sea voy
years in Boston, where he was em
ployed a job a t restoring that old age. I was on my way to Gardiner
hall, Thomaston, when a well known
ployed by Davis, Cole & White.
sextette will sponsor the advent o f , ^ e death of Mrs. Edward B.
road,
and
the
one
leading
across
the
with Capt. Ira Montgomery to join
Returning to Rockland he was
the master of ceremonies from Ban- Silsby,
occurred last Sunday
treasurer of the John Bird Co., Will White place? Most of the road-1 Ihe schooner Van Buren. We loadgor's Chateau Ballroom with liberal' at h e r 2at? ,h0IVe on Summer street, made
bed
is
in
fair
condition
now,
and
it
where he remained until the begin would be an addition to Rockland’s ] ec her with lumber out of the Ken
prizes and a loving cup. Kirkpatrick's !os'1 to Rockland, a woman of unusual ning
nebec River, and I remember well
of his fatal illness. Mr. Stubbs beauty spots).
orchestra will provide the music.
f intellectual attainments, whose imhow heavy and wet it was to handle.
■V| press had been stamped upon the was in every sense a self-made man,
This bluebell (C. glomerata) of out We made the voyage to New York
and improved his opportunities to great-grandmothers ought to be
J
social,
civic
and
religious
life
of
the
Twenty-five men are wanted a
City without mishap. The crew as
the utmost. He had an enviable
once by the Unemployment Associa community. This found its expres reputation throughout the State as among the attractions of Montpelier, I remember were Capt. Ira Mont
sion
in
her
membership
with
the
and so ought the old-fashioned prim
tion to dig clams for a local factoryr
a credit man and auditor.
rose—which is not a primrose at all, gomery, mate Steven Cook, steward
Transportation will be provided and Progressive Literary Society, Methe
Mr. Stubbs had served as presi but a true Rosa. The class book of John Doherty, seamen Frank Mont
besec
Club
and
Shakespeare
Society
the men applying for the jobs need
she had served as secretary dent of the Rockland Y.M.C.A., was Botany by Alphonso Wood, A. M., gomery and W. J. Hatton. Many
not be experienced. Any man inter which
in other capacities, and the Con ai one time vice president of the dated at Meriden. N. H. 1847, refers changes have taken place since that
ested should call at the Chamber of and
time and the old wooden vessels
gregational Church, for which she Rockland Loan & Building Associa
Commerce office and ask Miss Benner had been an energetic and painstak tion, and was especially active in the to the Star of Bethlehem as orni- have faded from the picture.
thogalium umbellatum, and Mi's
for details.
ing worker.
Sons of American Revolution, having Julia Hills had one on the bank at
At 2.30 the train enters North
Station, Boston, and I realize that I
Mrs. Silsby’s health had been fail six Revolutionary ancestors who were
Boys 12 years old or over are in ing for some time, and since suffer officers or soldiers in the Continental the south side of her house, which have left the good old State of
vited to the Baptist Church vestry ing a paralytic shock a year ago last Army. He was a deacon of the Con she told me was older than I was— M |ine behind. But T he Couriernext Monday night at 7.30. A special, Easter she had been confined to h rr gregational Church and the parish which was a-plenty even then! An Gazette comes to me regularly and I
other Montpelier plant. Miss Hills
boys’ night will be held with games, bed. death being due to a very sud treasurer.
appreciate it very much for in it I
and stunts, followed by refreshments.; den ill turn. During her long illrTess j Mr. Stubbs was three times mar was a most delightful neighbor. find the news of my home land. My
Assistant Scoutmaster Earl Bickmorft the had displayed marked courage ried, his first wife being Helena “Age could not wither, and custom next will be from Boston to Mascot.
will be in charge assisted by Scout and cheerfulness, and maintained her Rivers Hewett, to whom he was I'nnld not 'tale, her infinite'variety.”
W. J. Hatton.
master Charles Collins and the Field interest in current affairs, through wedded July 21, 1876; and who died She was always prom pt with a, come
back.
Scout Executive. Don't miss it!
the medium of the press, until the ( Oct. 28, 1878. His second wife was, Vne
_________
o two or three
„„.vv years
_____
evening
be
N O R T H C U SH IN G
day which marked the end. She r e - , Leila E. Perry, to whom he was mar- i fore her death an auto banged up
A new organization now in the ceived
devoted „care
.„.i .most -i-.„i„.i
„ „ from her
Sept. 22, 1886, and who died | against the end of her house, next to
Mrs. Mary F. Hall of Winchendon,
process of forming has come forth ii only child, Mrs. Harriet Silsby Frost;
10, 1916. His third wife, to i r-av street. A knock sounded at the Mass., is visiting her mother Mrs.
New York. It is known as The Actori and frem her niece, Mrs. Caro Fern- April
whom he was married Oct. 4, 1922, door, and as she appeared register Frances
Foster.
Club of Maine, and among the name! aid Maxey, who returned Mrs. Silsby's was Lillian Morrell of Malden, Mass.
already enrolled anpear William love for her with a daughter's aflec- She survives him; together with a ing extreme disapproval, a stranger
Mrs.
Iola
Smith and Mrs. Mary
stood there hat in hand, and evident Hall were guests
Farnuin. Lew Cody. J. Harold Mur* ftion.
of Mrs. Gordon
son, Arthur R. Stubbs of Boston; ly under the influence.
ray. Maxine Elliott, Gertrude Elliott.
in Rockland Tuesday eve
The deceased was born at Cran
“Madam," he said, with a bow so Spaulding
Rudy Vallee, Phillips H. Lord and berry Isle, her maiden name being and a sister, Mrs. M artha Jones of
ning.
Lewiston.
profound that h e nearly fell in the
Kenneth Stoner.
Ann E. Fernald. Her parents were
H. E. Smith has a new Reo truck.
The last years of Mr. Stubbs' life door, “I beg your pardon for running
Abraham and Nancy (Moore) Fern
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Risteen and
The housekeepers for the Baptist ald. She graduated from Castine were spent at East Union, where he into your houshe, but I losth control daughter
Phyllis were in Friendship
Men's League meeting of Wednesday Normal School, and subsequently occupied an attractive country' es of my machine.” The lady regarded Sunday and
calling on Mr. and Mrs.
will be Mrs. Addie Small, chairman, taught school in several towns. Rock tate, beautified by' quantities of him severely.
“Well," she said, “if you had had Roland Burns and their young
Mrs. Frank Ulmer. Mrs. Margaret Fi- port among them. Her marriage to shrubs and flowering plants of which
control of yourself perhaps you could daughter Joanne Mae.
field. Mrs. Mattie Packard. Mrs. Dr. Silsby was followed by residence he was especially fond.
Among those who have come from have controlled your machine!"
Mrs. G. O. Dolliver has been having
Kathleen Marston, Mrs. Alice Kalert ■in Bluehill, Amherst, Cherryfield and
"Y-Yes, ma’am,” said the offender a week’s vacation from her duties at
Mrs. Oscar Duncan. Mrs. Lend Rockland, the couple coming to this out of town to attend the funeral
Young. Mrs. Carl Morse and Mrs.) city in 1903. Here Dr. Silsby built up are Frederick A. Morrell of Putnam, humbly, and he wended his devious Senter Crane’s Rockland store.
Two cars were in collision Tuesday
Nora Stickney.
an extensive practice, and finally es Conn, and Frederick A. Morrell, Jr., way down the walk and was seen no
; moreafternoon at the turn entering Clark
tablished the hospital bearing his of New York.
____________
But I fear I am "Rambling" more woods and badly damaged.
Grace Chapter, O.E.S. of Thomas name. In all his undertakings he
than Sister Veazie.
when in Portland —you can buy
Mrs. Lettie Starrett and Airs. Em
ton was inspected Wednesday night had the valued assistance of his wife.
Jesse A. Tolman
- o ti-u ., js . j in u n i
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
meline
Derry of Thomaston were re
with Mrs. Belle Frost. D.D.G.M.. as nDr.
Silsby died in 1921.
: home news, ;it central News Co.. 66 ConRockland, Nov. 9.
inspecting officer. There were visit
cently guests at H. E. Sm ith’s.
Funeral services for Mrs. Silsby gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381' 2 Conwere
held
a
t
the
family
residence
!
Kress
st.
ors from Golden Rod Chapter of
Miss Callie Smith entertained the
Rdckland. Naomi of T enant's Harbor Tuesday forenoon. Rev. W. S. Rounds
Variety Club Wednesday evening.
Forget-me-not of South Thomaston ^officiating. The bearers were Herbert
Mrs. Nellie Benner recently visited
1855
1931
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
and Ivy of Warren. A banquet pre Maxey of Rockland and three nephews
her aunt MS’s. D. L. Maloney.
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
ceded the meeting, and in the enter from Somesville. whither th e ' body
O steopathic Physician
Waldoboro and Rockland
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can bus
tainm ent which closed the events, was taken for interment.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Highlands
Mrs. C. E. Rollins presented readings
In addition to the relatives above 35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
home
news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
Artistic Memorials in Stone
PHONE 136
and Mrs. Evelvn White sang, both mentioned Mrs. Silsby is survived by
gress St.: or Ross News-stand. 381',a Con
• 122R-t,f
members of Golden Rod.
gress 8t.
jfcthree brothers and a sister.

IN THE

SERMONETTE
Light Amid Darkness
A still clear night in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire,
the only light the stars above.
You think of God, and wonder
many things. During uncounted
ages light did not penetrate
through our earth's steaming a t
mosphere. Genesis describes it
graphically in its opening verses,
“the earth was without form and
void and darkness was upon the
face of the deep.” W hat im
mense periods passed before God
said “Let there be light" we can
only guess; but this we know,
th a t after light came shining
through, it was still uncounted
eons before there was a human
being to see that light.
Yet in these mountains we have
an early witness of at least some
of earth ’s opening chapters.
Geologists tell us th at during the
great ice ages, when New Eng
land was engulfed in glacieA, the
great ice cap was nearly a mile
thick; but during it all we know
the nearby peak of Mt. Washing
ton was never covered. I t may
be th a t this mountain stood, in
•the period of Azoic rocks, before
the light of heaven even shone
upon it,
Man came, and he too passed
through spiritual Azoic ages. He
apprehended God and found Him,
but not until the "fulness of
time,” when under the stars at
Bethlehem Christ was born, did
the full light of heaven shine
upon him. John says of Christ,
“T h at was the true light, which
lighteth every man that cometh
into the world.” Christ declared
plainly “I am the light of the
world; he that followeth after me
shall not walk in darkness.”
W hen we can have the light,
why walk in the darkness?
W. A. H.
The Rockland Spiritualist Associa
tion holds its mid-month meeting to
morrow in K. P. hall, Camden a t 2.30
and 7.30 p. m. Mrs. Julia A. Barker
will deliver lecture and messages
from spirit at both services.
• • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the 24th Sunday after Trinity: Holv
Communion at 7.30; church school
at 9.30; matins and sermon at 10.30;
vespers at 7 p. m.; Friday, Holy Com
munion a t 7.30.
• ***
At the Universalist Church at 10.30
Rev. George H. Welch will have as
the topic of his sermon “A Bridged
Gulf.” The quartet will sing as an
anthem “O Come Let Us Sing” and
Mrs. Gladys Morgan, contralto, will
give as a solo “How Lovely Is the
Hand
of God,” Loughborough.

Church school will meet at 11.45;
junior Y.P.C.U. at 5 with Mrs. E. L.
Toner and Miss Evelyn Sherer in'
charge, the subject, “Hymns” and
senior Y.P.C.U. at 6 with Miss Mary
Thomas leading. The week's activi
ties include circle supper Wednesday
a t 6 p. m.
• *• •
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will,
preach on the subject “A World Out
look." The Pilgrim Choir will sing.
The Sunday School will convene at
the noon hour. The Comrades of the
Way will meet in the vestry at 6
o'clock.
• • • •
At P ratt Memorial M. E. Church,
Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor: The sermon
subject at the 10.30 service will be,
"Christ Healing the Cripple;" at the
7.15 service Mr. Marr will speak on,
“Promises To Overcomers.’' Sunday
School ls a t 12 and Epworth League
at 6 o’clock. Prayer service is at 7.15
Tuesday evening.
• • *•
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
corner of Cedar and Brewster streets.
Sunday services are a t 10.30 and
the subject of the lesson sermon to
morrow will be "Mortals and Im 
mortals." Sunday School is at 11.45.
Wednesday evening testimony meet
ing is a t 7.30. The reading room is
located at 400 Main street, and is
open week days from 2 until 5 p. m.

*• »•

“Some Prayer Questions: "Who?
How? W hat?” will be the subject
of the sermon at the First Baptist
Church on Sunday morning. The
choir will sing “The Lord In
Strength." Nevin, and “The Earth Is
the Lord’s.” Lynes. A growing church
school will meet at the noon hour,
and the Christian Endeavor meeting
will be at 6 o’clock. “W hat Is the
Purpose of Life?” is the- topic, Ken
neth Hooper the leader. The peo
ple's evening service at 7.15 will open
with the prelude and everybody's
sing. The choir will sing “The Open
Door,” Parkhurst and "Send the
Light.” Gabriel. Mr. MacDonald will
give the last sermon in the series on,
“Alien or Citizen” at this time, subfcct, "Citizen: What I t Implies.”
The happy player and praise meeting
will be held on Tuesday evening at
7.15.

»»• •

At the Littlefield Memorial Church.
Rev. L. G. Perry will preach at 10.30
from the subject. "Inspiration of the
Scriptures.” Junior Church will meet
at the same hour, led by Miss Olive
Bragg, for children from five years
old upward: Sunday School at 11.45.
everybody invited: B.Y.P.U. at 6 15
having the topic, “W hat is life?” led
by Miss Vivian Chaples. The eve
ning service a t 7.15 will be opened by
a rousing song service accompanied
bv the church orchestra. The your.g
ladies’ choir will have a special num
ber and th e soloist will be Mrs. Eve
lyn Hart. The subject of the pastor’s
sermon will be "Redemption in
Christ." Monday evening at 7.15
there will be a meeting of the Sun
day School teachers and- officers in
the vestry. Praver meeting comes at
7.30 on Tuesday evening and orches
tra rehearsal a t the church on Fri
day evening.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear grand
son Raymond A. Richards. Jr., who died
Nov 15. 1926Today recalls sad memories
OI a loved one gone to rest.
And those who think of him today
Are those who loved him best.
In our hearts your memory lingers,
Sweetly tender, fond and true;
There ls not a day. dear Raymond,
T hat we do not th in k of you.
Gone but never to be forgotten, by
papa, grammle and grandpa.
Raymond A. Richards. Mr. and Mrs.
Orrin P. Condon.
Rockland.
•
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Raymond A. Richards.
Jr., who passed away Nov. 15, 1926.
When to the flowers so beautiful
The Father gave a name.
Back came a little blue-eyed one,
All timidly lt came:
And standing a t Its Father's feet.
And gazing ln his face.
It said, ln low and trembling tones:
"Dear God, the name thou gavest
me,
Alas! I have forgot.”
Kindly the Father looked him down
And said, forget' me not.
Mama, grandma, auntie and uncle.
Mrs. Dorothy Richards. Mrs. Constance
Young. Mrs. Grace Warren, Master
Floyd Young.
Rockland.
•

CHISHOLM BRO S.
Opposite Waiting Room

Saturday *
Specials
BITTER SWEET

P epperm int P a tties
Made in our Own Faetory
Thursday

29c
A ssorted C h o colates
29c
P ean ut B rittle
Made
ide FMi
FMday
Thin and1 Full oof Peanuts

23c
FRESH

A ssorted K isses
Seven Kinds

2 9 c lb.
FIFTEEN DIFFERENT KINDS

HARD C A N D Y
18c, 2 8 c, 3 5 c , 3 8 c

CHISHOLM’S
CONFECTIONERS

ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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P age Four

a taxi To The rail why StaTOh, "found
to be asleep while Bnbe was mint
the trunk without misadventure,
ing all sorts of sudden and calam
and took it back to the studio. By
itous noises In her effort to get
that time they were both wildly
dressed and get her breakfast in
excited over the mystery of its
perfect silence, nnd really to fall
contents.
asleep again for another twenty
Martin was trying to be calm, and
minutes after the studio door had
Insisted upon being maddeningly
slammed behind her. But by half
methodical about the preparation
past nine she’d finished her own
for opening it. They had to clear
breakfast, washed the dishes, put
everything out of one corner of the
the studio to rights and, dressed
for the street, was wishing that
studio until they hnd a ten-foot
Martin had set his hour earlier.
space absolutely bare before he
He had said ten o'clock, hadn’t he?
would let her unlock it. But she
When ten o’clock passed without
saw his hands trembling as be
bringing him, she hegnn getting
tugged at the straps.
cross. Hnd he Just gone off to
What they found was Just what
work as usual nnd forgotten all
Rhoda dimly remembered the con
about her? At half-past ten she
tents to have been, sheets of yel
stopped being cross and began to
low paper covered with notes, equa
be frightened. Hnd Uncle Wil
tions nnd diagrams. Some of them
liam done some horrible thing to
looked to her like gigantic mag
him to get hliii out of the way? Or
nifications of a child's game of
Claire, with n pearl-handled re
naughts and crosses. Pictures of
volver, this time. In her little wristbag? Or Max Lewis, or Conley?
He’d been making formidable ene
mies in her cause, hand over fist,
house after the trial and tried to
during the last twenty-four hours.
make
him
give
me
up
to
you?"
When finally a few minutes after
SYN O PSIS
“I don’t remember," he retorted,
eleven she heard a step she
"having
said
anything
that
went
be
CHAPTER I.—At a public dance
thought was his come bounding up
M artin Forbaa, Chicago new spaper
yond what the situation seemed to
the studio stairs and had darted
man, la pleasantly attracted by on*
call
for.
But
th
a
t’s
not
what
1
want
to the door and flung it open, she
• f the girl dancera. Ha "cuts in"
to
talk
about
tonight.
It’s
not
the
• n her partner, a man whose name
was so glad to see him intact, that
ha laarna later la Max Law la, and
reason I came all the way from
her eyes filled up with silly tears
whom ha Instinctively dislikes. The
California
to
find
you."
again and she was in his arms be
g irl telle him her name la "Rhoda
Rhoda,
turning
desperately
away
fore she knew it.
W hite." Ha ovarhaara a conversa
tion between Lewis and an unknow n
from him, saw a harbor and went
Thus a carefully planned effect
wom an which ha reallxea concerns
to It, in Babe's arms. She heard
went all to smash. A short raptur
Rhoda. Senalng a good new spaper
what
William
Royce
went
on
say
story, ha Informs the girl of a
ous eternity then went by. the de
"blind ad” signed “C. J.." Inquiring
ing, but with no other emotion than
tails of which she was afterward
for the w hereabouts of “R hoda Mc
a
passionate
wish
that
he
would
unable to remember except for the
F arland," which, judging from the
stop
talking.
electrifying discovery that Martin
talk he overheard, he la convinced
la the girl's real name. She refuses
“Tour father wrote to me shortly
was trembling too and that his eyes
to deny or adm it It.
before his death requesting me to
were wet.
take care of you and look after
CHAPTER I I —That nig h t Rhoda
By and by, over on the divan,
finds the advertisem ent. The sight
your interests. I couldn’t find you
Martin made a confession. “I’d
of her discarded name (M artin was
at that time. The management of
fully made up my mind," he told
rig h t) recalls her childhood In a
the hotel where you had lived in
C alifornia town. Her m other dead,
her, “that I’d be very calm and
■ha la happy with her father, pro
formed me that you had gone to
brotherly this morning and at least
fessor In a small university, until
live with friends in Denver. I as
give you a chance to think, if you
m isfortune copies. Associated with
sumed you were in good hands and
the blow la her uncle, W illiam
wanted to, that the whole thing
Royce, who becomes in her childish
there seemed to be nothing for me
had been a bluff for Uncle Wil
m ind an "ogre.” Her fa th e r brings
to do in the matter until I saw
liam's benefit I told mvseif I'd be
her to Chicago, where he le engaged
recently in a San Francisco paper
In some mysterious work. Rhoda.
a dog to take advantage of you. It
by chance, learns lip-reading and
an advertisement for your where
wasn’t the money 1 minded so
a fte rw a rd , stenography. W hen she
abouts. Seeing that, I came to the
much—I mean the chance that
Is sixteen her father dies suddenly,
conclusion th at a certain contract
vainly trying to give her a m essage
you’re going to be horribly rich.
ab o u t "papers" In a trunk. 6he has
Pictures of Molecules. Martin Said
which your father had enclosed
That was what was worrying Uncle
some money, and a fte r his death,
He Guessed They Were.
with his letter might have a value
William, of course. But I remind
fe arin g she will be claimed by her
for you, and that you ought to be
ed myself that you'd only known
uncle, she changes her nam e to
moloeules,
Martin said he guessed
"W hite” and becomes a sten o g 
found.”
me about a week, and you were a
they were, but it was all, he frank
ra p h er In the newspaper office where
“Good
lord!”
Martin
exclaimed.
mere
child
and
probably
didn't
F orbes is working She Is living
ly admitted, considerably worse
“Do you mean to say you’ve got the
know what love was about, and
w ith a fellow worker, "Babe” Je n 
than Greek to him. There was an
nings. Babe, who had boon a t tho
contract that everybody has been
how much nobler It would be if I
enormous amount of it, thousands
dance the night before, telle her
trying
to
steal?
Did
you
see
Fors
showed
you
I
wasn’t
just
greedy
Lewis had asked her If Rhoda's real
of sheets. Several thousand. They
ter this afternoon and tell him you
and was willing to w ait And I
fcame was not McFarland.
began taking them out reverently,
will w ait; I’ll wait seven years If
had it?”
one at a time. Then they took
CHAPTER I I I —Next day M artin
“I
refer,"
said
Uncle
William
ma
you
want
me
to.
But
do
you
think
has supper with Rhoda and Babe.
them out by handfuls. There was
jestically, “to a contract which my
that could make you any surer?"
He la told the girls' ap artm en t has
no sort of order to them, apparent
been broken Into and (300 Rhoda
late brother-in-law entered into with
“I think ” she told him. “that if
ly. It wasn’t conceivable that this
had laid away, le stolen. M artin
C.
J.
Forster.
I
was
speaking
to
you'd
said
that
first
night
at
the
has learned th at the m ysterious “C.
mass of stuff was anything that
J." of the advertisem ent is Charles my niece. I cannot see that it con
Alhambra, ‘Will you marry me?’
J. F orster, uncle of Max Lewis, and
Forster wanted.
cerns you in any way.”
Instead of ‘Do you want to be res
living a t the W orcester hotel The
“Everything that concerns Rhoda
Well then, what else was in the
cued?’ I’d have nodded my head
girl adm its her name Is M cFarland,
concerns me,” Martin told him.
trunk? They got to the bottom of
nut tells Martin little else of her
at you Just the same. Anyhow.
histo ry A mysterious “Claire Cleve
“She and I are engaged to be mar
it at last and gazed at each other
I’ve known since then."
land" ask s Rhoda for an Interview'.
with eyes blank with disappoint
ried.”
“Well, then." he said, "that’s set
“Humph i” snorted Uncle William.
ment. It seemed there was noth
CHAPTER IV —Rhoda
m eets
tled. anyhow,” and he let go one of
aire. who tells her she knew her
ing in the trunk but those yellow
He was a perfectly terrible per
her hands to fish a ring out of his
,ther well and Is anxious to secure
son. Martin didn't wonder that
sheets.
waistcoat pocket and slip it on her
a docum ent belonging to h e r which
poor Rhoda had changed her name
Rhoda got up stiffly and an
P ro fe sso r McFarland had In his pos
finger.
session when he died. C lairs also
and hidden herself away from him
nounced her intention of getting
It was a blindingly beautiful
re v ea ls knowledge of the tric k
like a frightened little rabbit.
lunch. “I’m going to cook my hus
w hich wrecked M cFarland's life, a
thing, and she sat gazing at it,
Martin could see him now majes
band's first meal.” She made cof
false charge of violation of the
spellbound,
for
about
a
minute,
try
M ann act. She w arns Rhoda to be
tically pausing before he hurled a
fee and heated up a can of corned
ing
to
realize
what
it
was
and
what
w are of Forster. The girl prom ises
thunderbolt.
beef hash and set the little table
it
meant.
But
when
she
turned
to look for the paper, but finds the
“If," he said, “your matrimonial
while he continued to sit on the
tru n k In which were a ll h e r f a 
back
to
Martin
to
thank
him
with
intentions toward my niece are in
floor in a brown study, shuffling his
th e r’s possessions, and w hich she
a
kiss,
she
caught
him
in
the
act
of
had sealed, has been stolen.
anyway predicated upon your knowl
yellow papers.
looking
at
his
watch.
Even
with
edge of the existence of that con
They were so occupied when
CHAPTER V.—Rhoda. convinced
out
that
she
could
have
told
from
tract, I think It only right to tell
Babe, it being Saturday, came home
th a t C laire has engineered the theft
the
way
his
kiss
felt
that
he
had
of the trunk, which the g irl had
you that it is of small value and
from workj unaware that she was
something on his mind.
told her was In her apartm ent,
doubtful validity."
looking at "a married couple. Rhoda
charges her w ith the act. Claire,
“What
is
It?”
she
asked.
“Are
"That’s what Forster told
of course. Indignantly denies It, but
told her promptly and her exuber
you
thinking
about
that
old
trunk?
Rhoda, her suspicion aw akened,
ant joy over the news combined
this evening,” Martin observed.
Does it matter if we don’t get it
tra ils h e r to the W orcester hotel,
with her fury at not having been
“He said he had told you that it
w here F o rste r lives.
this morning? Does anything mat
invited to the wedding produced the
wasn’t worth a nickel.”
ter?”
CHAPTER VI —M artin, suspicious
effect of an active young tornado.
“I’ll have no more of this im
“There’s only one thing that mat
of F orster, goes to the W orcester,
She hugged Rhoda and kissed Mar
pertinence,” Uncle William ronred.
a t a venture. He overhears Claire
ters," he said, getting up and mov
tin, and berated them both in her
telephone Lewis to bring a "tru n k "
“You can’t marry my niece. She's
ing
away
a
little
to
put
himself
to h e r flat. Martin follows Lewis,
best manner all the time.
still a minor, and I shall never con
out of temptation, “and that’s yonr
w ith the trunk, which he recognises,
It was right in the midst of this
sent . . .”
to a railroad depot, w here Lewis
father. I think perhaps we can do
“Look here,” Martin Interrupted
tumult that Martin announced a dis
checks It. M artin has an Idea. He
something
if
we
strike
while
the
phones Claire.
covery. "There are about a hundred
him, “we don’t like each other at
iron is hot. I haven’t got it clear
of these sheets that are written in
all, but there’s no good in our
enough to talk quite good sense
CHAPTER VII.—At the depot
quarreling unless we have some
lead pencil, but all the others are
L ew is Is accosted by Babe Jennings.
about
it,
but
it's
a
little
like
the
She leads him to believe she is also
carbon copies. The penciled sheets
thing to quarrel about. And un
old woman and the pig that
going to New Tork, Claire appears
aren’t different in any other way
less you’re Rhoda’s legal guardian
wouldn't get over the stile. Do
and accuses Lewis of try in g to "get
way that I can see from the car
I can’t see th a t we have. Are
aw ay." Bahe flees, a fte r g e ttin g the
you remember, ’Stick won’t beat
tru n k check from Lewis.
bons. They’re in the same hand
you?"
dog, dog won't bite pig’? You see.
“I’m her natural guardian," said
writing, anyhow. Can you make
the only person who can set your
CHAPTER VIII.—Rhoda secures
anything of that?”
Uncle William.
adm ission to F orster’s a p artm e n t at
father's memory right before the
the W orcester. He tells h e r he was
“Not her legal one, then," Mar
Rhoda was busy opening the hot
university world—and that's the
h e r fa th e r's friend and offers to
tin observed. But as he turned to
only world he cared about—is
can of hash and sbe said she
“adopt" her. but ths girl Is susplRhoda he saw a panic awake once
ctous. Finally shs tails him of the
couldn’t.
Uncle William, who is president of
tru n k containing the papers, th a t
more in her eyes. “We won't have
Just after Babe went out she saw
the board of trustees out there.
w as stolen.
any more of this tonight," he went
Uncle William’s the pig, all right.
him get up, In a preoccupied sort of
on.
“Rhoda’s
had
a
terrible
day.
CHAPTER IX —F o rste r Is plainly
He knows the facts and I think he
way, and go over to the telephone.
u p se t by the newt. L earning of
and she's come clear to the end of
believes them. But he won'-t get
He called the Worcester hotel,
R hoda's m eeting w ith Claire, he de
It.
I'm
going
to
ask
Babe
to
put
over the stile until somebody bites
asked for Uncle William and got
nounces ths woman as a b lackm ail
her to bed a t once. I’ll go back
e r and Intim ates th a t R hoda is her
him. Then he said, "This Is Mar
him on the leg.”
accomplice He also tells her her
with you to your hotel and put you
“Who's going to bite him?” she
tin Forbes. Rhoda and I were mar
fa th e r was 1n his employ w hen he
abreast of the situation.”
asked. But when he answered.
ried this morning. We're going to
died A phons message causes him
This
was
a
Napoleonic
move.
“Forster," she echoed the name in
to leave Rhoda. She tries to phone
have a conference this afternoon
Babe came into action instantly.
Babe, but is Interrupted by the a r 
simple astonishment.
at three o'clock and we’d like you
riv al of Max Lewis.
Before he finished speaking she
to be here if you can, and bring the
“I can't guess what it is, dar
was
leading
Rhoda
toward
the
lit
contract between Forster and Pro
CHAPTER X.—Lewis roughly de
ling,’’ he told her, “but there's
tle stairway that went up to the
m ands w het Rhoda Is there for. She
fessor McFarland with you.”
something in that little trunk of
tells him Forster sent for her. Con
loft where their bedrooms were.
yours that Forster thinks he can't
It seemed strange to Rhoda that
ley. F orster's bodyguard, appears,
Martin followed along to the
end the men ouarrel and finally
live without. I want to find out
she didn’t see any blue flames from
foot of the atalrs. "She’s not to
fight.
In the hall Rhoda. fleeing
what It is and hurl it at him while
the receiver licking about Mar
from the conflict, hears the voice
get up in the morning," he told
he's still frightened. He is fright
tin’s ear. Uncle William was even,
of her uncle, the "ogre.” In panic
Babe
as
if
he
were
a
doctor
giving
she takes refuge In an adjoining
ened half out of his wits. He's
Judging from Martin's fragmentary
a nurse Instructions about an un
room.
making Max marry that Cleveland
replies, being polite. "What's hap
conscious patient, “—at least not
woman. I saw them, this morning,
pened to him?” she asked as Mar
CHAPTER XI.—M artin, convinced
until
late.
I'll
come
around
some
down at the city hall, she with her
th a t F o rster has got hold of Rhoda.
tin hung up. “Didn’t he breathe
time after ten with the documents
goes to the W orcester and w ith the
face all bandaged up and Max look
anv fire at all about our being mar
help of a belibnv gains e n try Into
and we’ll go down the baggage
ing as glum as if ne was waiting
ried r
F o rs te r’s home. There, a fte r a series
master
and
get
her
trunk.”
to be sentenced to a term in the
of adventures, he m eets Rhoda, who
“Oh, no, he took that ail right.
Then, ceasing to treat Rhoda as
explains her presence In the a p a rt
penitentiary, with Conley on guard
I thought he would.”
,
If she were unconscious, he kissed
m ent.
to see that he didn't do a bolt, wait
He spoke absently and she saw
her
and
she
heard
him
murmur,
his
ing for the marriage license bureau
CHAPTER x n —Rhoda and M ar
he was getting ready to telephone
lips so close to her ear that it
tin witness, themselves unseen, a
to open up.”
again. This call was even more
tickled, “Don’t you worry, darling.
m eeting between F o rste r and Claire,
Gazing* at him wide-eyed she saw
astonishing. It was the Worcester
T hey cannot hear the convereatlon.
The hunch is coming along ail
him flush like a schoolboy, and at
b u t Rhoda seems to understand
again and he asked for Mr. Fors
right You leave Uncle William
F in ally Clairs reads a letter, which
that she flew at him and hugged
ter's apartment. He recognized the
to me.”
R hoda listens to w ith joy. Then
him. She couldn't help it. “Did
answering voice, for he said, “Con
F o rs te r produces a pistol. Claire
Evidently Martin was the right
you get ours, too?" she asked.
stru g g les with him, and the w eap
ley? Take this message for Mr.
sort i” person to leave him to. Her
on is discharged.
He nodded. “I thought it was
Forster. Say that Miss McFarland
last giimpse from the balcony was
better,” he said. “—just in case of
has recovered her father’s trunk,
CHAPTER XTII.—F o rste r Insists
of her uncle, smoldering and fum
C laire shot herself. She is not badly
emergency. That’s what I told my
and if the contents of It interest
ing
like
Vesuvius
getting
ready
for
Injured.
Rhoda reveals th a t she
him. as we believe they will new
self at the time. But will you,
an eruption but going out Just the
know s all ahout the conspiracy th a t
Rhoda, now? Before we go and get
we've examined them, he can come
ruined her father's life (her k now l
same through the door Martin held
the trunk? St. Timothy’s is Just
edge of lip-reading has come in
to her studio this afternoon at three
open,
obedient
after
all.
handy). Forster makes a p a rtial
around the corner. I know the
o'clock and discuss what’s to be
When Rhoda really waked up
( confession. Rhoda seems satisfied,
curate and he'll be there."
done about tlieui. Find out if we’re
and she and Martin leave. At R ho
the next morning—rather a long
“I’ll get my hat and coat.” she
d e ’s apartm ent, to the g irl's con
to expect him, will you?" There
process
after
an
unusually
solid
sternation. they find the "ogre," He
said.
was a breathless pause of about a
night’s sleep—she felt very adult
and F o rste r are business associates,
And it wasn't more than ten min
minute. Then Martin said. "All
; b u t Rhoda does not understand.
and sensible. She didn’t precisely
utes before she found herself being
right. Three o’clock,” and hung
M artin has an inspiration. He an 
regret
her
childish
terror
of
the
nounces, boldly, that he and Rhoda
married by a hearty young man
up.
night before, since it had brought
a re engaged.
who had, it seemed, put out his I
There was a queer, rather scared
out once more what a peach Mar
pipe Just before he'd put on his
look in his face as he turned
tin was. She didn’t believe he liked
cassock.
back to her.
her the less for it. either. He was
CHAPTER XIV. CONTINUED
She wondered later, when she
“Martin,” she cried, "have you
like that. He understood things.
had time to think things over,
found it?—have you found the thing
But her line with him when he
about how vague an Impression
he wants?”
" "ItRoda didn’t know what he
came this morning to take her
this service made upon her. She
could have meant by that. She
down to the station and get the
was barely able to remember any
would hardly hate noticed that
.TO BE CONTINUED
trunk must be one of sturdy com
thing about it. On the other hand,
he’d said It If she hadn't been
mon sense. Above all she must let
every word Martin had said during
aw are that Martin looked at
him see Instantly that she took
their walk to the church was
him with sudden sharpening inter
the!.' pretended engagement as a
etched deep upon her memory- The
est.
She found ’herself overpow
brilliantly clever maneuver for out
force of his purpose to set up her
ered by hopeless anger and she
flanking Uncle William and nothing
father's name again in its proper
knew that in another minute, in
else. It would be terrible if he
place, cleansed of the mud of scan
SERVICE & REPAIRS
spite of herself, she was going to
were left to think for a single min
dal and suspicion; the fact that he
begin to cry. Her eyes were al
ute that she thought that he meant
ALL MAKES OF SETS
had a plan and that until he had
ready blurred with tears but she
It seriously.
set that plan in motion everything
Except for the expedition to re
put the last spurt of her energy
else, even love-making, would have
R. W . TYLER
cover the trunk there was no rea
Into a final appeal.
to wait, put • new dimension into
son why she shouldn’t have gone
"Don't you remember,” she re
PHONE 58-23
her love for him.
to work th is morning as usual, al
minded him, ‘‘the things you said
- SToia the church door they took
though
It
had
t»en
fun
to
preteqd
to Jjjm i h« 4?y
<3ts?e io our

S

m,
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V IN A LH A V E N

COURIER-GAZETTE C R O SS-W O R D PUZZLE

Commencing next Monday t'
Maine Air Transport's plane will
leave Rockland at 3.30 instead of 4.
The subject of the morning ser
19
9
1
8
7
3
2
1
mon at Union Church will be "The
•
Discovery of God,’ and for the eve
II
ning, “God's Plan for a Christian."
IO 1
Mrs. Merton Beggs of Rockland is
the guest of Mrs. Carrie Thomas.
lb
14
'5
13
12
Mrs. Lyford Coombs left Tuesday
for a visit with her sons Charles and
19
Stanley Dippell in New York.
18
17
Mrs. Everett Libby was a Rockland
visitor Thursday.
2 2 23
20 21
Mrs. Sada Robbins entertained at
a picnic dinner Thursday at h e r
2
$
30
28
home on High street.
27
2*4 25 2(o
B. L. Lane returned Thursday from
Rockland.
3
2
M
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Young re
A g rea t, m o d e r n h o te l
turned Thursday from Camden where
they
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
3b
37
located "ju st a step from
34
35
35
Ralph Berry.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess of
B ro a d w a y .” A d jo in in g
39
Jb A
North Haven were guests ArmisticeDay of Mr. and Mrs. Allston Roberts.
countless theatres, railroad
Mrs. Robert Arey entertained the
45 4b 47 48
43 4 4
40 41
42
4 A’s a t her home Thursday evening.
t e r m in a ls , p ie r s , s h o p 
Marguerite Chapter will hold itk
51
regular
meeting
Monday
night.
Mrs.
50
49
ping and business c e n te a .
E. A Smalley is chairman of the en
tertainment
committee.
53
•
•
52
There Will be inspection of Dc.
Valois Commandery, K. of T., Nov. 20.
|5b
1
Supper will be served by a committee
1400 R O O M S
55
54
from Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S.
Ben Morong of Rockport has been,
Each with B a th [T u b an d
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McIntosh
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Shower] Servidor and Radio
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
the past week.
15- Paradise
40-A sailing vessel
1-Certain
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ross enter
16- ldentical
4-Mischievous child 43-Mistake
tained Thursday evening at a dinner
21-Harvests
45-Saucy
6-Abbreviation
party Miss Elizabeth Ross. Miss Ruth
23- 0 ne afflicted with a
149-Scarce
(abbr.)
Ross. Miss Louise Libby and Arthur
DAILY RATES
dread disease
;50-Prefix. Not
10- Mimic
Thomas.
24- Japanese coin
51- Large lake
11- Fish eggs
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bradstreet re
25- Prefix. Three
52-Greek letter
12- A flower
SINGLE 53.00, 53.50, 54.00
turned Thursday to Rockland, having
26- Femlnine name
53- Mineral spring
14-Salary
been guests of his brother Edgar H
28- Father
54- Biemish
16- Qarter
DOUBLE
54.00, 55.00, 56.00
Bradstreet.
29- Before
55- Precious stone
17- An insect (pi.)
O.
P.
Lyons,
whose
birthday
anni-'
30- Accomplished
56- Consider
18- Final
versary occurred on Armistice Day,'1
34- Test
19- Old
H *7h« ftaur HOTEL
was pleasantly remembered with a
35- Aj»r
20- Prefix. Before
VERTICAL
large
bouquet
of
chrysanthemums
26-Farm building
22-A tree
and a shower of post cards.
37-Back of neck
24-Remained
Max White of this town and Miss
40- Raised
1 1-Girl's name
27-Wanted
Helen Robinson of Rockland, attend
44tli to 45th St. of 8th Ave.—New York
41- Grade
| 2-0 n
31- An eagle
ed the bridal couple Larry Lufkin and
42- Persia
ROY MOULTON, Manager
32- S. W. State of U. 5. 3-Halt
Evelyn Barter at their marriage cere
44-Twisted hemp
5-Manner
(abbr.)
mony
Sunday
at
the
Methodist
par
46- Language of the
7- To boast
33- Treaty port in
V illlli
sonage.
Scottish
8- The trunk of a tree
’ E. China
Mrs.
Robert
Arey
was
a
recent
Highlanders «
9- Long grass stem
36-Crooked
guest of her daughter Miss Leah
47- Mature
13- Discover
38- A serpent
Arey in Rockland.
48- Set of workers
14- Nourish
39- A constellation
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
Mrs. Charles Dutton of Augusta is
STEAMBOAT CO.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
in town for a visit with relatives.
FALL ARRANGEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young are
(In effect Oct. 1. 1931)
N O R T H H A V EN
Vinalhaven Line
spending the week in Camden.
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dallv ex
Mrs. Frank Mullen who recently cept
Sunday
at 8 A. M. Arriving In
Mrs. George Lewis, Forrest Cal- underwent a surgical operation at Rockland at 9.20
A. M. Returning leaves
derwood. Rodney Haskell, Mr. and Knox Hospital returned home Mon Rockland at 2 30 P M . direct for Vinal
haven
arriving
at
3 45 P. M.
Mrs. Will Ladd were among those in day, accompanied by her husband.
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
sl
~Ja1 ! Rockland for the day Tuesday.
Steamer
leaves
Swan's
Island dally ex
Mrs. Ada Arey has returned from
1-4
—4^-1 . On the Westport Wednesday noon
Sunday at 6 A. M . arriving at Ston
a visit with Mrs. Walter Arey in cept
ington
at
6
55
A
M
.
North
Haven at 750
the following started for Sarasota, Waterville.
A. M , due to arrive at Rockland about
Fla., where they will spend the win9
o'clock
Returning
leaves
at
Mrs. Marietta Winslow is a patient 130 P M , North Haven at Rockland
2.35 P. M..
—f= | l ter: Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond,
at
Knox
Hospital,
making
the
trip
Stonington
at
3.40
P.
M
.
due
to
arrive
at
—1
I—I
Mr. and Mrs. Augustine Whitmore
Swan's Island about 5 o'clock.
and daughter Clara. Mr. and Mrs. Monday by plane.
B H. STINSON. General Agent.
A fine supper was served at the
123-tf
Will Ladd.
vestry
for
the
benefit
of
Union
If the weather would continue here
Church
Armistice
Day.
Those
in
I such as it has been the past two days
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
we would have people coming from charge of tables were Gwendoline
Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Florida to North Haven instead of Green, Marv Tolman. Frances Mac matism,
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
intosh. Phyllis Black. Abbie Hutchin
I
vice
versa.
when
HO PE
1 There was a fine gathering at the son. Nellie Nickerson. Ethel Douehty,
A party of Hope motorists consist old church Tuesday night. The Elizabeth Hopkins, Helen Arey. Enna
METHYL BALM
ing of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Barrett. newly installed electric lights add Vlnal. Quite a sum was netted.
will bring almost instant relief?
Miss Minnie Barrett, Mr. and Mrs. very much to the comfort and at
Frank M. Payson. Mr. and Mrs. Ever- i tractiveness of the interior. ConA scientifically compounded ex
SO M ERV ILLE
ett
and children.
ternal application that should be
T . Hobbs
. ...____
. . . . Mr. and Mrs.
..... i tributions toward the lights may be
Leigh Weaver and Mr. and Mrs
the pastor or
in every home. Sold only at
Mrs. Gustavus Brown
Herbert Hardy and children went to Eunice Brown
A hpa
vote Qf
Abra E„ wife of Gustavus Brown of
Johnston’s Drug Store
® ^ kspOr‘ SUS 2 '
H66
i,
wa5 given Lewis Burgess for Weeks Mills, died Nov. 3, at the age
bridge. The Fred Hardy family of his interest and ajd
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
of 83 years. She leaves her husband,
Lincolnville joined the party and
Armistice Day passed very quietly two sons, Perley G. and Bertrel D. Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
while there they met Mr. and Mrs. in this place.
75 cents
Benjamin Nichols of this town also' Services Sunday at the church will Brown, two granddaughters. Miss
62-tf
viewing the splendid structure which be: Church School at 9.45: worship Reta Brown and Mrs. Sylvia M.
is seven feet higher than Brooklyn with sermon by the pastor a t 11; the Dodge and a great-grandson Russell
Dodge, all of Weeks Mills. Funeral
Bridge.
young ladies' choir will sing; young
Mrs. Ida Norwood returned Friday people meet at 6; there was a record services were held at the Union
WORK
of last week from Camden where she attendance at the young people's church Friday afternoon, Mrs. Susan
DONE ANYWHERE
spent several days with Mrs. Ida meeting last Sunday, 37 being pres Sisson Jones of South China officiat
ing. There were many beautiful
PROMPT SERVICE
Ingraham.
ent; at 7 o'clock, service of song, or
Aubrey Rolfe. Edward Rolfe and chestra selections and address by the floral tributes. Interment was in the Water Pipes Repaired and Relaid.
Inside and Out Digging Included.
Vaden Hoxey of Milo were last week pastor, “Life’s Greatest Discovery.” family lot in Chadwick Hill cemetery.
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
end guests of relatives and friends Let’s keep up the fine attendance of Mrs. Brown was a woman of sterling
character, a loving wife and mother,
Laid Out and Cleaned when
at the Head-of-the-Lake.
last Sunday.
a kind neighbor, always ready to help
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
Mr and Mrs. William Robbins of
High School pupils at solicitation of in time of illness and was beloved bv Rocked, and Septic Tanks, Shallow
Rockland visited Mr. and Mrs. Earl the Red Cross chairman. Leon Stone,
everyone. Sincere sympathy is ex Cellars Dug Deeper, Floors Ce
Norwood Sunday.
will conduct during the next ten days
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs and Mr. a canvas for th a t organization. Of tended the bereaved family. She will mented and Walls Repaired, Cel
and Mrs. Herbert Hardv recently a t the $1 paid for membership 50 cents be sadly missed both in the home lars Whitewashed.
S. E. EATON
tended a luncheon at the Blaine remains in the local chapter. The and in the community.
Tel. 1187-Y
Rockland, Maine
Mansion in Augusta, given by Gov. posters
of the Red Cross are very at
N O RTH W ARREN
and Mrs. Wm. Tudor Gardiner.
107-S-tl
tractive.
Moses Mills of Camden is working
for John Marriner this week.
Anderson School
SPRU CE HEAD
Mrs. Agnes H art attended the fu 
The pupils of Anderson School were
neral of Sion Luce in Searsmont
happily surprised by a Halloweeh
Irving McLeod of Portland is visit party given by their teacher. Miss
Tuesday.
ing
his
mother
Mrs.
Carrie
McLeod
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Quimby of
Vora Nye. Games and Halloween ► E M B A L M IN G 4
Islesboro visited Mrs. Fannie Brown at the home of his grandfather Capt. stunts were enjoyed and refresh
Freeman
Elwell.
Sunday.
ments were served. Prizes were MOTOR AMBUIANQ
Mrs. Maurice Davidson of Portland
Mrs. P. T. Ware has joined Mr. awarded for the games and the school
spent Thursday of last week with Ware in Waterville for the winter, bus came so quickly that it was asked Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
where he is engaged in the fish busi to return later as everyone was hav served the families of Knox County
Mrs. E. R. Norwood.
ness.
LADY ATTENDANT
ing so much fun.
Mrs. Marguerite Harris and son
School was closed two days while
P O R T CLYDE
Day Tel. 450
781-1
The Willing Workers will hold a Dicky visited Mrs. Lillian Rackliff Miss Nye attended convention in
over the holiday.
Portland.
B U R P E E ’S
food sale Nov. 17.
V. Shea and family have moved
Several parents and friends visited
Gertrude, daughter of Mr. and to E.
ROCKLAND, ME.
and will take apartments Anderson school Nov. 12 and 13. It
Mrs. Andrew Breen, is in a Portland at Rockland
The
Lauriette.
the
same
they
have
was
Educational
Week
and
the
regu
hospital receiving treatment. She occupied for several winters.
lar working schedule was carried out.
was accompanied to Portland by her
Mrs. Eben Elwell is spending a few
mother.
days with Mrs. Abbie Clark in South
Mrs. Ada Simmons has returned Thomaston.
S O U T H H O PE
from Rockland where she has been
Mrs. H. F. York and Mrs. Raymond
the past two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mr.
Rackliff were in Rockland Tuesday.
Mrs. Leah Davis entertained the
AU Makes of Radios
Mrs. Cassie McLeod is employed at and Mrs. C. B. Taylor motored to
Willing Workers sewing circle Tues the home of Merrill Bartlett in South Bucksport Sunday to see the new
A ny Tim e
A nyW here
day evening.
bridge, and also visited Fort Knox.
Thomaston.
Mrs. Olive Marshall and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. W. Mayo Payson and
Mrs. Annie Burton and Vesper Bur.
Lenata who are spending the win ton of Reading, Mass., and Mrs. Ed' Gertrude Payson of Portland spent
ter in Portland were at their home gar Newhall and son Roger of Rock the weekend here at the Payson
here a few days last week.
land were in town Tuesday calling’on homestead.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis of friends and relatives.
Evelyn Bowley was given a sur
L. C. BU SSELL
Rockland spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Eleanor Carroll of The High prise last Friday when Mrs. Flora
Mrs. Forest Davis.
lands visited Mrs. Stanley Simmons Peabody, Mrs. Evelyn Robinson,
TEL. THOMASTON 57-12
Mrs. Lizzie Wilson Dalghran of Tuesday.
Mrs. Grace R. Spear, Mrs. Laura
128-tf
McKinley has been visiting relatives
Mrs. Charles Burke is boarding two Starrett and Mrs. Jessie Walker, ail
and friends here.
of the workmen on the 'Keag bridge. of Warren, called upon her laden
Rev. John Holman delivered a
with good things edible and to
splendid Armistice sermon last S un
spend the day.
COHEN BROS.
R O C K V ILLE
day morning.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Bronkie
of
Na
Sidney Andrews spent last week
Fortland were at the home of C. L.
tick, Mass., were weekend guests of Dunbar a few days the past week.
end in Portland.
Miss Nellie Lowell is visiting in Mr. and Mrs. William Clough.
King Fish has recently had a radio
Mrs. Marshall who has been visit installed in his home.
Attleboro. Mass.
ing
in
Augusta
has
returned
and
is
Mrs. John Holman and young
her daughter. Mrs. Clarence
daughter Margaret have returned with
W ANTED
DR. ETHEL CRIE
Lamson.
from a three weeks’ visit in CrouseVesper Hall is having work done on
HIGHEST
PRICES
O stepathic Physician
ville.
his buildings.
THOMASTON, MAINE '
No
lot
too
small;
none too large.
Fred Higgins is ill with pneumonia
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Robbins spent a Office Phone 136 Residence Phone 83
and was taken to Knox Hospital few days this week in Portland.
Free Children's Clinic every Saturday
Charles McKeller
Tuesday.
Mrs. Abbie Ripley has returned to
WARREN
TEL. 2-3
Wyman Trull of Brunswick was in Thomaston after a few days’ stay morning 9-10. Continuous through
out the year. Bring children for
124Stf
town over the weekend.
with Mrs. Margretta Oxton.
check-up.
132-143
A happy time was enjoyed at the
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter spent
home of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis Armistice Day with Mr. and Mrs.
when Leah and Catherine, young House in Searsmont.
USED
daughters of Sidney Andrews, cele
George Tolman is in Medford,
brated their sixth and seventh where he will pass the winter with his For RHEUMATISM take
■with an
that counts'
birthdays by entertaining a large daughter Mrs. Burleigh Blaisdell.
company of their young friends. Ice
All the senior members of Rock
I CARS
cream, cake and cookies were served. port High School are busy with their
SPECIAL COMPOUND
Capt. Cameron of the B urnt carnival now in progress. Every You will not regret it. For sale at all
Sea View Garage, Inc.
Island Station has moved his family effort is being made to have it a suc leading drug stores. Let us send you
into the house owned by Henry cess for upon its financial outcome a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab 689 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1250
hangs the Washington trip next bot Village, Me.
Davis.
’
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Caroline Balano is boarding spring.
Rockville members are
u-tr
with Mrs. Bertha Jones.
Louise Sheriff and Dorothy Tolman.
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man of Brockton, Mass., and Miss
R O. Elliot farm which he purchased 1 W H F F I F R 'Q Vt’ A R N IM F
nomination would not succeed be- gram, it is expected that Presidential was demonstrated when La Follette
Adelia T. Carleton of Rockport.
from the Crouse heirs, formerly th e '
WttlAlNliNLj cause of the overwhelming sentiment politics will be linked with them.
; ran in 1924.
Rockland, Oct. 31, George C. Hop
Albert Seavey farm.
for him, but said th at if the "bosses’’ Senator Norris of Nebraska, leader
"The only interest of the Eastern
kins and Annie B. Thorndike, both
M
ontana
D
em
ocrat
Sees
a
were able to prevent Roosevelt from of the Senate insurgent group, has bosses is in their loce' ''rganization.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Olson, daughter
(R. Waldo Tyler)
|
of Camden.
two-thirds of the convention declared he will not be a candidate They would prefer a Republican
Ann and Mr ana Mrs. H. J. Mar
A review from the columns
Third P a rty If Bosses De- getting
Jersey City, N. J., Oct. 20, J. M.
they would nominate “some dark for President. However, it is well President to a Democrat they
shall were at Fort Knox Sunday.
of this paper of some of the
Walker of Jersey City and Miss Eufeat Roosevelt N om ination horse satisfactory to the power inter- known that not only Senator Johnson couldn't control themselves."
Lingering summ er weather sure Mr. and Mrs. Irving Fales and chil
retta Ward of Rockland.
happenings which interested
_____
ests, who seek to control the govern- j but also Senator Borah of Idaho i s ________________________________
dren
Barbara
and
Richard
with
Mr.
has
had
its
effect
on
short
wave
re
Portland, Oct. 30, William F. Roelconsidering the question of running
Rockland and vicinity in this
Prediction th a t a third party will ment
ofson of Boston and Caro B. Rhodes ception the past two weeks and it is and Mrs. Carl Fales of East Friend
While Senator Wheeler was pre or at least is being urged to make the
month, 1906.
ship
were
also
recent
visitors
there.
be
formed
if
Governor
Franklin
D.
doubtful
if
even
th
e
oldest
timer
in
of Rockland.
F. W. Atkins has returned from a Roosevelt or some other "liberal” is dicting a possible third party, there race.
Rockland, Oct. 30, Henry A. Sim our circuit has seen a greater variety
was more talk in Republican quarters
“If the Democratic bosses should
visit
in Nova Scotia an d Boston.
of
receiving
conditions.
It
wasn’t
j not nominated by the Democrats, was that the insurgents may put up a ■■ucceed.” said Senator Wheeler,
mons and Annie E. Lovejoy.
Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S. ten
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wotton, son made Thursday by Senator Burton K. candidate. Senator Hiram Johnson, “there would be no more chance for
Deer Isle, Oct. 17, Ernest L. Bates just enough th a t conditions should
dered a reception to Grand Patron and Christie C. Thurlow.
be poor but there were times when Junior and Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Mc Wheeler, Democrat of Montana.
of California, is being encouraged to success at the polls than there was
Albert H. Newbert.
Senator Wheeler said "Eastern get into the running by his friends in 1928. The Democrats can win
Thomaston, Charles H. Tillson and it was impossible to hear even a sin Farland. of New Harbor were re 
EDNA G R E G O R Y
bosses”
would
make
a
determined
William H. Daggett fell from a Mrs. Lucy A. Knowlton.
gle station on the 3500 kc band, and cently in town and calling on friends.
and by some of the opponents of the with Roosevelt or lose without him. Graduate of the Faelton Pianoforte
Limerock Railroad engine.
The
zorville, Oct. 24, Herbert E. Cun- even at night, when conditions have
Eben Davis has employment in effort to defeat the nomination of Administration. Senator Robert M Thev can take their choice.
School, 1931
Mr. Roosevelt by getting favorite La Follette. of Wisconsin, was credit
wheels passed over his left arm, near- i ningham and Elonie A. Howes.
been running away ahead of day Camden clearing blueberry land.
“If they fail to nominate Roosevelt
sons into the race to keep th e New ed with intimating at Cleveland that or some other liberal they can rest*
ly severing it. His right thigh was
Rockport, Oct. 27, Arthur C. W hit light, the headquarters station of the
Lessons
given
in pupil's home
Crute has had the interior York Governor from the necessary
dislocated, and he suffered internal tier and Miss Carrie M. Andrews, ARRL at Hartford! has been just of Frank
the "progressives” \sould have a can assured a third party will spring up
(if desired) at Reasonable Rates
his
barn
remodeled,
Harry
Young
two-thirds in the convention.
injuries which resulted in his death both of Rockport.
barely audible on a four-tube re doing the work.
didate.
embracing inc progressive elements
He said the “bosses” did not want
a few hours later.
Rockland. Nov. 3, Frank Stevens ceiver. (Let it be known to read
12 (ENTER ST.
ROCKLAND
Insurgent Senators and House in both major parties. If it does it
Many
of
our
residents
here
are
sufRoosevelt
because
he
was
too
“libTelephone 169-M
ers of this column who have little
Hiram Farrington, janitor of the and. Mrs. Etta Lothrop.
memb°rs will so6n hold a series of in
fering
from
severe
colds
and
lame,
eral”
and
"progressive.”
He
predict
will
take
more
votes
from
the
Demo
Lincolnville, Oct. 20, Arthur C. idea of the sensitivity of the average
131‘lt
formal conferences and while these
Federal building was seriously ill.
Sawyer of Stonington and Leona short wave receiver, that, in average i ness.
ed the movement to prevent his Wj]]
primarily on a legislative pro- crats than from the Republicans, as i
F. M. Sherer was substituting.
conditions a good four-tube short
There were no landslides in the Dunton of Lincolnville.
• • • •
wave receiver will step out a n d '
general elections. Republicans re
A. O. Kaler moved from Waldoboro pick up several European stations j
tained control of Congress by 70 ma
to Thomaston.
with ease).
jority.
Sarah P., widow o f. Dr. F. W.
In the two weeks I found it impos
Some retail prices: Fresh eggs, 38 Wheeler of Camden died in a Bangor
sible on several occasions to hear
and 40 cents; case eggs, 30 cents; hospital.
even a high powered station in Hart- |
creamery butter, 32 cents; dairy but
G. A. Tuttle was elected president ford just a little more than 200 miles J
ter, 28 cents.
of the Temple Club in Camden.
av'ay, so it can be readily seen that |
Harrison Dow was assistant opera
The Tenant’s Harbor Steamboat the program listeners are not the
tor at the Western Union.
Co. relinquished all claim to the cnly ones that have their troubles
Capt. and Mrs. Brant of the Salva steamboat wharf to the Eastern with the aurora. Secretly I am won
tion Army held a farewell meeting.
Steamship Co. for 20 years.
dering if some of th e blame Aurora
Uncle Abner Dunton of Hope cele Borealis gets is not a lot of “bunk.”
Howard Humphrey went to Reno,
brated his 99th birthday.
Nev. to locate.
* * * •
Avery Small of Rockport was con
Milkmen were charging seven cents
Not only is th e “shortwaver" ac
fined
to
the
house
with
a
broken
a quart.
customed to poor reception but he is
The keel for the new sixdnasted collarbone.
also acquainted with what is called
A.
E.
Boggs
leased
the
E.
O.
Clark
schooner in Cobb, Butler & Co.’s yard
freak reception many times. I have
bowling
alley
and
billiard
room
in
was attracting attention.
in mind particularly the case of
Waldoboro.
A. J. Bird bought the wrecked
Alonzo D. Linekln, Civil War Vet W2CXL at Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
schooner Helen B. Crosby for $1000.
eran", dropped dead while walking up which for the fact th a t it was being
The Rockland Savings Bank was Creek hill in Thomaston. He was 73 operated by Corp. Carl Black of this
occupying remodelled quarters.
Ben Keller of Appleton went to city, with whom m any of us tried to
Capt. Oliver J. Conant, Civil War Portland to finish his medical studies contact, had a special significance to
the local short wave men and meant
veteran, and one of the early com at the Maine General Hospital.
North Haven’s postmaster, W. L. a special notation in our log books.
manders of Edwin Libby Post, died
Here was a station constantly in
a t his home on Union street, aged Ames picked ripe strawberries, Nov. 8
Frank P. Graves of West Rockport contact with foreign countries, main
81 years.
Enoch Davies, who had served 45 W'as believed to be the heaviest man taining schedules for the U. S. Army
consecutive years as clerk of the in Knox County, weighing 340 in remote places of the world and
council or city clerk, died at his home pounds. He was 6 feet, 4 inches tall. which possessed th e power of 500
J. W. Mason was elected master of watts, considered to be enough for
on South Main street, aged 78 years.
universal reliability on short waves.
Sweet cider was a scarce article Amity Lodge, F.A.M., in Camden.
The Lincoln County News resumed W1BAE of Rockport was in schedule
about town. Skeered of the law.
William H. Perkins and William publication in Waldoboro after a with this station day after day and
TO QUIT BUSINESS
occasionally one of the other lo
O. Abbott bought the Britto lunch year’s suspension.
Charles
W.
Singer
was
elected
cals would contact Carl for an in
room in Farnsworth block at The
president of the Baptist Choral Asso teresting exchange of news and
Brook.
Every lady entering this
ciation.
greetings, yet, w ith all its power it
Rockland was having a scarlet
store before LOO Monday
,
A clam war was in progress be is safe to say th a t those who followed
fever epidemic.
afternoon will receive a
Lightning struck J. J. Veazie's tween Cushing and Friendship fish Carl from the key of W2CXL with its
BEAUTIFUL and USEFUL
house on Orange street, during a be ermen.
500 watts to the little ham station
GIFT absclutely FREE!
A loud explosion which startled the W2AHF using a 201A tube and a
lated thunderstorm.
Eugene Cates went to Brunswick residents of South Warren, prefaced low power motor generator received
D u r in g T h is G r e a t A u c tio n Sale H u n d re d s o f D o lla rs o f
as division man for the Western a fire which totally destroyed the the latter with more volume and re
building occupied bv Counce & Jo r liability than they did the big army
Union.
Capt. Brainerd Simmons bought dan as a store, bv the South Warren station. With due respect for the
Will Be Given Away ABSOLUTELY FREE! Get Ycur Share!
the John A. Huntley house on Willow Grange and Dostoffice. The loss was scientific let us call it "skip-distance”
about $12,000.
street.
effect, a meaning n ot unfamiliar to
A. M .Fuller’s team was run into
the shortwaver b ut scarcely known
by a Lime Rock Railroad locomotive,
to the program listener. Theory ex
W ALDOBORO
but nobody was injured.
plains that short waves are reflect
Fred A. Parker, former clerk at
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Flint, Mr. and ed from the heavyside layer and that
Pooler’s drug store went to Boston Mrs. W. G Labe. Mr. and Mrs S. H. the angle of reflection is all import
where he had a position with a lead Weston, Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston. ant to the signal strength at a given
ing drug firm.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller, Mr. and point. Lacking proof to the con- !
E. H. Maxey sold his residence on Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mr. and Mrs. trary let’s not argue.
Union street to Joseph Cohen,
Ronald Somes attended ladies night
• • «•
E. B. Burpee stumped New York of, the Camden-Rockport Lions Club
Speaking of W2CXL brings to ,
State for Charles E. Hughes.
Friday.
mind that I have lately been ad- j
Thomas Anastasia opened a barber
Degrees were conferred upon two vised that Corp Black, formerly con
shop in the Carini building.
candidates at the Monday evening
George N. Harden was acquiring a meeting of Meenahga Grange. Dur nected with this station- of the U. S.
national reputation for his pictures ing the lecturer's hour. Mrs. A P Army, has been transferred to
of warships made while trials were Jackson entertained with piano selec Washington, D. C., where it is hoped
th at he will be on th e key of the new '
in progress.
tions and Mrs. James Wood with
"The Moonshiner’s Daughter” was readings. A special meeting will be army amateur station W3CXL. This
T h e C. Law rence C ook
presented by the Glencove Dramatic held next Monday evening for con word comes from Ray Easton
(WIBAEi of Rockport who hears
Club with Fred E. Leach, H. W. ferring, degrees .
Co., A m erica ’s F orem ost
from Carl frequently by mail since :
Keep. Alvah Staples, Charles A. Syl
Mr. and Mrs. William Moore and
F urnitu re and Rug A u c 
vester, Adam Cole. Elizabeth Gregory, family are occupying an apartment in the discontinuance of the station at 1
Fort Monmouth. T he winter of local
Helen Flanders and Florence Haley the Gay block on Friendship street.
tio n eers, Is C onducting
activity will hold a bigger kick for
in the cast.
Mrs. Samuel Waterman has re
T h is A uction!
The Central Cafe was in new quar turned to Brockton, Mass., after pass most of ps if we can get hold of Carl
ters opposite the foot of Park street, ing the summer at her home on the over the air from Washington regu
C o m e a n d see ho w th e g r e a t
larly.
and Proprietor James F. Carver was South Waldoboro road.
est s e llin g o rg a n iz a tio n in th o
• • • «
being congratulated.
w o rld <!oe§ it!
Y o u w ill h a v e
Lions and guests numbering 100 a t
Ken White, (W1BOF), now on a
Prof. R. C. Rankin was conducting tended a banquet given in Odd Fel
p a r tic u la r confidence— you
w ill
dancing classes in Rockland and lows dining hall Wednesday evening hunting trip in the big woods, is well
be im p re s s e d — w h en you see th e
on
the
way
towards
another
hun|
vicinity.
In
te
llig
e
n
t
m
a
n
n
e
r
In
w
h
ic
h
th e
of last week. Councilor Lewis O.
" .e rc h a n d is e is presented.
Meadow Brook was dry for the first Barrows of Newport and E. C. Moran ared messages handled through his
time in many years. The Sturgis Jr. of Rockland were the speakers. station for the month. One Portland
Commission was not responsible for Mrs. Barrows accompanied Mr. Bar- paper and several New England radio
this however.
rows and Mr. Moran was accompan publications have commended Ken
Rockland’s water supply was com ied by Mrs. Moran and Mr. and Mrs. on his message handling and re
ing exclusively from Chickawaukie E. C. Moran, Sr. Music furnished by liability and his regular schedule
Lake the drouth at Mirror Lake hav a local orchestra added to the pro with VE2BB is th e envy of traffic
ing made this advisable.
gram. The catering was done bv men all over this end of the coun
A. H. Blackington was conducting members of the Methodist Church try. VE2BB is one of the most re
extensive lumber operations at societies and elicited much praise.
liable outlets for Canadian and
Northport.
All stores and schools in town were Northern bound traffic on the conti
Dr. G. L. Crockett was writing a closed Wednesday in honor of Armis nent, and Ken's ability in landing a
political book.
schedule with him is an accomplish
tice Day.
Schooner Northland, equipped with
Twelve members of the Woman's ment both for him and his station.
auxiliary power, and having a gross Club enjoyed an interesting after
* * * *
tonnage of 2047 was launched at noon Tuesdav at the home of Mrs.
News of the week shows:
Cobb, Butler & Co.'s yard. The craft Dora Howard Yorke. The roll call
That W1DDL is contacting locals
C O N T IN U O U S
was to be commanded by Capt. consisted of selected quotations nnd with good reliability, using no an
Thomas J. Wheeler of Tenant’s Har Mrs. Yorke read a paper on "Old tenna.
FROM
bor.
That Ross McKinney (W1CTP) is
Glass." Being a collector of antioues
«
.<
>
*
'
.. h
*****
she has made a study of the subject back in the station after an unsuc
These births were recorded;
and her listeners were carried back cessful hunting trip in the big
Rockland, Oct. 28, to Mr. and Mrs. many years in a most interesting woods.
AM O
George W. Brown,»a daughter.
story concerning old glass. On a
That Oscar Crie, (W1AWR) of
Thomaston. Nov. 2, to Mr. and Mrs. table, beautifully arranged, Mrs. Thomaston is now sojourning in the
FROM
Charles Dyer, a daughter.
Yorke had specimens of Stiegal.
after big game.
South Thomaston. Nov. 8, to Mr. Sandwich and Bohemian glass and woods
That Kenneth Dyer (W1AEC) of
and Mrs. Francis Hunter, a daugh her paper dealt primarily with early Camden
didn’t move after all, but
ter.
American glass. The committee on
Rockland. Nov. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. the Friendship quilt, which is to be is still at the station on Mill street
Come in a ftern o o n or ev e n in g , b e fo r e the auction b e g in s.
in Camden, answering the roll call
Frank Beals, a son, Donald.
made for the Lincoln Home are Mrs.
Shop th e g re a t assortm ents le isu r e ly and pick out th e m er
Camden. Oct. 28. to Mr. and,Mrs. Ida Stahl, Mrs. Rena Crowell, Mrs. every Sunday morning.
And. that only two stations in the
B efore Each A u c tio n ch an dise yo u w an t to bid on.
N o d ela y . No w a itin g .
J. K. Hooper, a daughter.
Isabel Labe and Mrs. Maude Gay.
local network showed 100 per cent
Washington. Oct. 27. to Mr. and
attendance at th e roll call of the
Mrs. Henry Sukeforth. a son—Glen
Sunday morning assembly of the
B U R K ETTV ILL E
wood Ralph.
Stonington, Oct. 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Turner of Bangor spent the Knox County Amateur Radio Net
during October. These were W1BOF
John E. Gross, a daughter.
weekend at home with relatives.
St. George, Nov. 7, to Capt. and ,The Halloween entertainment given and WlGQ.
Mrs. Ardie Thomas, a am.
at the Grange hall Thursday evening
Deer Isle, Nov. 10, to’Mr. and Mrs. bought out many parents and friends.
C U S H IN G
Anthonv Bye. a daughter.
Mrs. Lora Olson, Mrs. H. J. Mar
For E very Hom e
F o r Every Room
A good sum was realized for the
Rockland. Nov. 9, to Capt. and Mrs. sohool from the sale of candy, pop shall. Miss Grace Moran. Marion
Frank Meader, a son.
Coombs, also Mr. and Mrs. Albert
corn, grab bag, etc.
** * *
Members of the 4-|H Club with Mank were entertained at E. K. Ma
The marriages for this period were:
loney's Armistice Day.
Rockoort, Nov. 6. Roswell S. Hewes Ralph Light went to Wiscasset last
A. H. Young w ith his crew of
of Rockport and Miss Georgia Mc Saturday to attend the county con workers is building the joint road
test.
Queen of Rockdale. Penn.
The November meeting of the ai Pleasant Point.
Union. Nov. 5. Elisha Linscott and
T housands o f O cca sio n a l P ieces, A rt O b je c ts, C abinets, T a b le s, T apestries, M irrors,
Mrs. H. L. Killeran, who has been
Farm Bureau was held at Mrs. Nettie
Mrs. Delphina Proctor.
with her daughter Orpha at Hinck
D esk s, B reak fast S ets, K itch en C abinets, D in ette Sets, and h u g e quantities o f variou s
Rockland, Nov. 10 William M. Fish Grinnell’s last Thursday with 15 in ley is now in Harrison, the guest of
attendance. Main dishes and left
Som e furnishin g n e c e ssitie s
to be sold w ithout r e se rv e or lim it . . . to th e h ig h e st
and Grace M. Huntley.
her niece, Dr. Day, while she is re
China, Nov. 6. Walter Davis of overs was the subject for the day, cuperating.
bidder at
Matlnicus and Miss Virginia Davis and dinner was prepared during the
Mrs. H. J. M arshall, Arietta Ma
forenoon. A business meeting and
of Cushing.
Thomaston, Nov. 10. Andrew M. round table discussion was held in loney and Miss Edith Maloney were
Kelleran and Blanche Young, both of the afternoon. Mrs. Ella Grinnell en at the Pleasant Point school Wed
tertains Dec. 15 and all members are nesday.
Cushing.
N. J. Peck, George Hubbell and
Camden. Nov. 10. Thomas Myrick asked to be there as Miss Lawrence
will be present and it will be the an  William Andrew are at Saints’ Re
and Miss Sadie F. Fitzgerald.
Rockland. Oct. 24, George H. Reed nual planning meeting at which time treat for a few weeks.
Miss Thelma Wales entertained a
of Hampden and Carolyn S. Blood of subjects, etc., will be chosen for the
party of little friends Armistice
year.
Rockland.
Work on the road which leads past Day, which was also her natal day.
Rockland, Oct. 24, Frank P. Pack
A crew from the Central Maine
ard and Sarah Brewster.
Edward Grinnell’s is completed and
Friendship. Oct. 13. J. Cornelius Alonzo Damm, foreman, has returned Power Co., Rockland, were in town
Thursday to wire Eli Maloney's
Morse and Emma Wotton.
to his home.
I Waldoboro. Oct. 22. Edward A.
Gunners are quite in evidence hcuse.
Mrs. Nancy Bushnell of Thomas- j I
Winslow and Mrs. Abbie A. Trow these days, but thus far no game has
ton, is at the home of her daughter I1
bridge.
been reported.
Mrs. W. F. Flint for the winter. Her i
Rockport. Oct. 27. Arthur Whittier
and Miss Carrie Andrews.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy sister Mrs. Awilda Davis is at the j ■
of The Courier-Gazette, with the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ames I
Sunshine. Oct. 14. Harry C. Smith copies
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
and Miss Lois B. Eaton.
gress 8t.: or Ross News-stand, 381 >,<• Con who have moved here from North 1
Rockport, Oct. 31, William H. Sted- gress St.
Waldoboro, and are occupying th e '
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TH OM ASTON

1 HAVE TAKEN OVER THE

Wilbur Strong, Jr., John Singer,
Richard Spear, Roland Paquin.
Ralph Davis and Lawrence Carroll
will be the delegates from the Bap
IN WARREN
tist Sunday School to the boys’ con
ference in Augusta Nov. 20-22.
W ith a Com plete L ine of
The Beta Alpha Club will meet
Monday evening with Mrs. Ellis
G R O C E R IE S , H A R D W A R E , E T C .
Young, Georges street.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond ana
1 will welcome all patrons— old and new
daughter Glenice spent Armistice
SELDEN D. ROBINSON
Day with his parents in Union.
136-138
The Rockport High School band
paraded Main street Friday morning
in the interest of their carnival
G reat Issu e Provoked
which was on Friday evening and
W ARREN
again tonight. They made a natty
P a ssio n s of S ta tesm en
appearance and know how to play
Selden Robinson is in charge of the
Tlie
startling«leelaration
of Bob
their instruments. A good advertise grocery store at Malcolm's Corner,
Toombs of Georgia, that he pro
ment.
formerly carried on by Dana Smith.
Mrs. F. L. Whitten and daughter
A wildcat weighing 28 pounds was posed to call the roll of his slaves
Miss Alice Whitten of Belfast are shot by Leroy Norwood on Armistice from the base of Bunker Hill tuonuvisiting their cousin, Mrs. E. V. Day. A good turn for gunners as the ument—this in derision of the
Massachusetts representatives who
Townsend.
wildcat is reputed to be a killer of were fighting slavery, was made
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Gill- small game.
in congress when the slavery ques
chrest and children Billy and Bar
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Simmons ac- tion was incidentally raised in the
bara entertained at dinner Wednes companed by Mrs. Eva Cummings, discussion of a measure to pur
day at their cottage at Stone's Point, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E. chase Cuba, writes J. H. Galbraith,
Cushing. An hour was soent climb John Miller in Waldoboro.
Ohio historian. It was on Febru
ing Hornbine hill, from top of which
Next week will be the time of the ary 25, 1859, and Gen. I. B. Sher
a wide view is had of country and membership drive for the Red Cross. wood, who told the story, said it
sea. The smoke stacks of the cetnen* Districts have been assigned as fol was the occasion of his first visit
plant were distinctly seen. The lows: Janet Robinson will call at to Washington. He waS in the sen
guests were Mrs. Bessie Petried and places between Hanly's Corner and ate that night and heard the sensa
daughters Adeline, Doris and Vivian. the monument; Mrs. S. F. Haskell tional debate. Over the thrilling
Mr. and Mrs. Rowell and daughter from the monument to Malcolm's memories of four years later in the
Olive. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lunt.
Corner; Mrs. Ruby Kalloch, Pleas Civil war the memory of what he
Mrs. Frank D. Elliot returned Fri antville; Mrs. Alice Mathews, Mal saw that night stood out clear and
day from a visit in Boston.
colm's Corner to South Warren: Mrs. fresh to his last days.
Horace Keizer gave a venison sup- George M artin, West Warren; Mrs.
Toombs supported the purchase
per Thursday evening in Warren to Leland Philbrook, Hanly’s Corner to bill and made a vicious atack on
a number of big game hunters. Oyster River. North Warren will Senator Seward who opposed it.
Those bidden to the feast were J. kindly send fees to Mrs. Philbrook. Senator Benjamin said that unless
Murray Miller, Edwin Anderson, Al Smaller contributions for the cause the purchase was made, Spain
bert Elliot and Warren Everett.
would free her colored slaves and
will also be acceptable.
Basketball practice in the High
Harry Gordon and Arthur Perry- there would be no tropical fruits,
School will begin Monday night.
ns these could be raised only by
are working in Damariscotta.
Miss Daisy Upham is spending a
Seward moved to
Parts in the La Dorkasa Klubo play slave labor.
week with her parents Mr. and Mrs. "Our Awful Aunt,” have been as tack on the homestead bill as an
John Upham.
signed to Paulina Starrett. Florence ’ an amendment. That roused Toombs
Mrs. R.
Elliot went
n.. kO.j . cuiui
wcul Friday
m u*), to
iv FacKard,
a
Packard. Thelma oxton
Oxton and
Doris to anger. That "land for the land
Marblehead, Mass., to visit her Bowley. From the Boys’ Club those less" argument was a scheme of
daughter Mrs. Warren Bulkeley.
who will take part are Kenneth Cous the demagogues. "I despise a dema
Miss Dorothy Starrett is spending ins, Gerald Brown, Andrew Connell gogue.” he said, “but I despise still
the weekend with her parents on Gay and Elmer Jameson. Jr. This will be more those who are driven by dem
street. Capt. Starrett motored to a two-act farce, and will be supple agogues.”—Detroit News.
Farmington for her.
mented by a one-act comedy and
*** ♦
several good vaudeville acts. The
Norman Simmons has returned to date for the presentation is uncerBackgammon in 3000 B. C.
Southwest
Harbor
where
he
has
em.
,
k. tain but will probably be some time in
The University of Pennsylvania
ployment, after a short stay with his December.
museum has what is regarded as
family here.
Mrs. Wilder Moore who has been one of the oldest dice in the world.
Sunday services at the B aptist, m js nQW able tQ fce about
in
The dice, which is said to date
Church: Bible School at 9.4o a m
Mrs Grace Benner Qf Waldoboro. from about 2750 B. C., was found
< 2 ^ daughter of Mrs. Tena Hunt, is re by Dr. E. A. Speiser in excava
Home, Sweet Home of the Soul covering from a surgical operation tions at Tepe Gawra, Mesopo
The quartet will sing “O Come to My performed last week at Knox Hospi tamia.
Heart, Lord Jesus," Ambrose, and
The dice is culical in shape and
"Spirit of God," Brown. Christian tal.Several from Ivy Chapter were is made of baked clay. The num
Endeavor meets a t 6 o'clock. At 7
bers are arranged so that five op
there will be a union service at the guests of Grace Chapter. O.E.S. at poses four and two opposes three
Methodist Cffiurch the speaker Miss ^ ^ ^ e s d a y evening, their on the cube. The university mu
McKnight of the Knox County Rural n!?€Ctl<^1Knl? h t'
...
. .. ,
seum has also a backgammon
Religious Association.
r? ? ’
board among its collection which
Earl Miller is one of the successful Carrie Ntchols at Rockland Wednes- dates from about 3000 B. C. It is
hunters. having returned from Island aa2,.
believeik probable the dice found
Falls with a deer
1 The BaPtlst sewing committee met at Tepe Gawra may have been one
Mr and Mrs. L. B. Gilchrest have at the Montgomery rooms for work of a pair used to play backgam
closed their house for the winter, and Tuesday afternoon and remained for mon.
supper.
leave tonight for New York.
Overnight guests of Mrs. Elizabeth
Charles Young. Harry Gillis and
Kenneth Robinson have returned Mills Tuesday were Mrs. Albert
Muitard
from a hunting trip. They did not | Cables and Mrs. Amanda Choate of
Mustard has many household
succeed in bagging a deer, and report Rockland.
Rub some dry mustard on
the game plenty but wild. Another
Percy Moore has been doing some uses. hands
after peeling onions,
hunter who has come back without papering and painting for Mrs. S. F. your
and wash In the’usual way. You
game is Vertner Beckett, whom busi- Haskell.
find that all odor will be re
ness called home.
Friends were relieved to hear that will
moved. Do the same with the knife,
Miss Mildred Mitchell and Frank Miss Grace Lawrence was not seri- although made mustard is better
Lcmbard of Portland were Armistice ously injured when she was in an than dry for this purpose. Place
Day guests of Miss Mitchell’s sister, automobille accident Wednesday.
a little muslin hag containing some
Mrs. Ellis Young.
Mrs. Holman Robbins of South dry mustard next to fresh beets In
Mrs. Abbie Meservey of Union is Union spent Wednesday with Mrs
the pantry. It will keep the beets
spending a few days with her sister Wilder Moore.
fresh for days. Mustard freshly
Mrs. A. V. Townsend.
Mrs. Flora Peabody is having her made will often remove ink stains.
Frank Hills returned Friday from house painted. Wilder Moore's crew Spread thickly, leave for an hour,
a visit to his sister in Massachusetts. is doing the work.
then sponge off.
At the Federated Church Sunday.
Mrs. Sarah Russell observed her
Rev. Joseph W. Strout will preach at 88th birthday anniversary Nov. 6.
the 11 o'clock service. The music
Ralph Spear is painting his build
G e y s e r D ra w s C ro w d
will include a tenor solo from "The ings.
Old Faithful geyser Is the central
• • * •
Messiah" by Dr. O. F. Cushing, and
point of interest in Yellowstone
“All is Well." Von Berge, by the choir.
Good Move Appreciated
National park. Its eruptions take
Evening service a t 7.15 will be adA much needed sign directing mo- place every 67 to 70 minutes with
dressed by Miss Margaret McKnight, torists to Warren village was erected marked regularity, a trait which
who is engaged in the work of the Thursday at the junction of the d ep o t' gives the geyser its name. The
Knox County Religious Association, road and the new concrete at Mal great blast of water shooting up
and the congregation of the Baptist colm Corner, placed there by Fred ward 150 feet and falling at its
Church will unite in this service, w atts for the town. Lack of mark- base in sprays of mist and steam
Sunday School is a t 9.45 a. m.
mgs has seriously inconvenienced inreflect all the colors of the prism.
• ’ • *
coming motorists since, this strip of
The Baptist Church, which dates road was opened to the public because
its organization from 1816, had one of tbe change in the appearance of
Family Lives in Cava
of its most interesting roll calls tbe corner. The sign is 4L feet by
Kinvers, England.—The housing
Thursday evening. More than a 11 inches and the letters 6 inches shortage has been solved by a fam
hundred members with others of the high.
ily living in a cave in the hills, the
society gathered in the vestry and
rooms of which are inside the solid
spent three hours to the enjoyment
rock.
UNION
and edification of all. The church
membership is 228. resident 134. non
Howard Messer is suffering from a
resident 94. The latter are very
widely scattered, California furnish broken leg, the result of a collision
F o u r - E y e d F ish
ing a resDonse from Charles Hathorn. between the bicycle which he was rid
Among the specimens recently
ing
and
a
motorcycle
operated
by
a son of Capt. Halsey Hathorn, whose
added to the collection of a Phil
home was on Knox street. Twenty- Philip Morine.
adelphia museum is a four-eyed
The
auxiliary
of
the
Woman's
three responded by letter and 76 an
fish from Honduras. It was taken
Home
Missionary
Society
was
enter
swered personally. A few of the long
from the Kio Choluteca. The ex
time members made references to the tained by Mis. Wentworth and Mrs. istence of such a fish lias been
Young
Thursday
afternoon
at
the
appearance of the original meeting
known, but specimens are exceed
house, built in 1836-37, and the home of Ralph Young.
ingly rare. It was accompanied by
changes made when it was remod
Miss Florence Thurston is spend about 100 other fish specimens. A
elled in 1879-80. Names of some of ing the week in Boston* She is ac nine-inch moth was the leading fea
those who had carried on the work, companied by Mrs. Estelle Perry of ture of the insect collection from
and had been "builden together with Rockland.
the same locality. The expedition
God" fifty and more years ago were
Mrs. Frank Whitten and daughter was somewhat hampered in its
mentioned. There are two who have Mrs. Alice Whitten of Belfast have work by the prevalence of fogs of
been members of the church 66 years, been visiting Mrs. Abbie Meservey such density us would put the Lon
and 25 who have been members 50 and calling on other friends here,
don fog to shame. There were
years and more. For a program
Mrs. Murray Whalen of Rockland days when the explorers dared not
hymns were sung, prayers offered, has been a recent visitor at Merle to venture a few feet from the
and an address bv Rev. H. H. Marr of
cave in which they made their
the Methodist Episcopal Church of Messer’s.
headquarters.
Ralph
Hannon
is
working
lor
Earl
Rockland. Mr. Marr chose as subject
Hannon
on
the
hay
press.
“Follies," and considered four: Folly
Charles Thurston is doing carpenof discontent, follv of scorners, follv
S a v a g e In t e r n a l W a r f a r e
of the busybody, folly of the procras- ' ter work for Oscar Upham on his
In
1648 the Cossacks rose against
tinator. These were skilfully and buildings,
Polish-Ukrainian lords who
vigorously presented. The presence! Mr and Mrs Alonzo Hanson and the
sought to impose upon them the
of a eoodlv number of the young son Robert of Thorndike visited Mr. Roman Catholic faith in lieu of
members of the church was a pleas and Mrs. Charles Esancy over last their own Greek Catholic religion.
ing feature. Lunch with coffee was weekend.
Tlie Cossacks fought with the ut
provided bv an efficient committee
William Collins had a shooting most brutality, overcoming the
with Mrg. Lucy Sillery in charge.
match Wednesday.
Toles and torturing their leaders
Mrs. Waldo Hoit of Portland is to death. Their Roman Catholic
First prepare the list of people ,o Spendjng (be week with her parents. priests were hanged before the al
whom you will present gifts. Next Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Simmons.**
tars with a butchered hog on one
decide upon the approximate amount
Mrs. Ralph Hannon entertained J side and a Jew on the other. When,
you intend to spend. And then visit relatives from Madison a few days after more than a year, this re
our shoo where vou will find a com- recentlv
ligious rebellion was put down,
prehensive selection for relatives and , The Young People's service will be the Cossack leaders w-ere punished
friends, young and old. at an at-1 held at the Nazarene Church, North with equal brutality.
tractive range of prices. The Sign of Waldoboro Sunday evening at ■6
T he Ship, 3 Elliot street, Thomaston. o'clock. Class meeting Tuesday at
—adv.
137-139
W i ld c a t Loses to L o c o m o tiv e
7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Jackson and
A wildcat battled a locomotive
STO N IN G TO N
son Francis and Mrs. Kenneth Spear near Statesboro, Ga., recently and
and son Richard of Rockland were died gallantly under tlie wheels of
th
e
Commencing next Mondayguests Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. W. the roaring monster. The engineer
Maine Air Transport's plane will C. Perry.
says the noise of the train fright
leave Rockland at 3 30 instead of 4.
ened a covey of quail the bobcat
was stalking. Angered at the in
RADIO SERVICE
trusion, the animal leaped upon the
Strout Insurance Agency
track and flew into the face of the
On All Makes of Radios
17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME.
oncoming train. The train roared
PHILCO & SPARTAN RADIOS
on into the night and a pathetic
Insurance in all its branches
ball of fur and flesh remained on
L. C. BUSSELL
Probate Bonds
Notary Public 53 Wadsworth St.
Thomaston the tracks, tlie sole reminder of the
outcome.
Teh Thomaston 57-12
J. Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout
123-125
124-125T&Stl I

R U SSELL

STO RE

Every-Other-Day
P r o b a t e N o tic e s

jn E verybody’s Colum n
I
IP

SITUATIONS
... .*.

:
Ip

STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements In this column not to
To all persons interested In either of exceed three lines inserted once for 25
i the estates hereinafter named:
! cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, , lines five cents each for one time. 10
EXPERIENCED practical nurse wants
in and for the County of Knox, on the cents for three times. Six words make cases
ALICE M. KNIGHT, 29 James St
20th day of October in the year of our a line.
Tel 552-M.
_______________________________137-139
Lord one thousand nine hundred and —
!
AMBITIOU8
WOMEN EVERYWHERE
thirty-one and by adjournm ent from —
—We have pleasant full or part time
day to day from the 20th day of said Oc- R
work at home
Write at once. THE
tober the following matters naving been 1
i EARLE CO.. South Portland. Me.
presented for the action thereupon i
I hereinafter indicated it is hereby
| _______________________ _______ 137*139
Ordered:
I m — — — — ——
—
»
POSITION desired as housekeeper, or
T hat notice thereof be given to all j "
” work by day. hour or week, or a cooking
persons interested, by causing a copy of
IF THE PERSON seen taking the position. MI^S JOHNSON. 28 Lisle St.
this order to be published three weeks sheepskin coat from a car last night at
137*139
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a Pete Edward's dance will return the coat
CAPABLE, experienced woman wants
newspaper published a t Rockland in to the SPRUCE HEAD POSTOFFICE, no housekeeping
position. Best references.
said County that they may appear at a questions will be asked.
136-J38 Apply BEGGS BAKERY. 71G Main St.
Probate Court to be held a t said Rock__„
,, ,
, *
136*138
land, on the 17th day of November A. D.
GLASSES in black case lost between Tel. 8380______
1931. at nine o’clock in the forenoon, , Hie-h School and Pleasant St. Reward
YOUNG marrie I man wants part or
__________________________
137-139 full
and be heard thereon if they see cause.
TEL.
911-M
time work. Experienced store clerk
GEORGE POTE.
SKIFF, painted brown, picked up tfov. and truck driver.
LEANDER B. SMITH, late of Owl's
135*137
Head, deceased. Will and Petition for 11 in Wheeler's Bay. Inquire of WALTER Thomaston R. F. D.
137*139
Probate thereof, asking th a t the same RACKLIFFE. Spruce Head.
WANTED at once—chance to work
may be proved and allowed, and that
board
and
room
while
in
commercial
E.
A.
SPRAGUE.
McPUNT found.
Letters Testamentary issue to Minnie C.
137*139 college. DON PERRY. Tel. 990. 135*137
Sm ith of Rockland, she being the Execu Loon’s wharf.
trix named in said will, w ithout bond.
——————————
—1^
JOHN MORRIS, late of St. George, de
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
thereof, asking that the same may be
proved and allowed, and th a t Letters
Testam entary issue to Frank T. Morris,
K—
— — — — — —— — —
of St. George, he being the Executor H ••• ••• ••• ••• «•«••••••••• —■ •— —
TENEMENT to let cheap, electric
named in said will, without bond.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT of three
lights,
flush
toilet,
garage.
TEL.
1016.
^ESTATE CORA E. WHITMAN, late of
•
136-tf rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults
North Haven, deceased. Petition for Ad
only.
LILLIAN
BICKNELL. 82 Limerock
m inistration. asking th a t Margaret B.
POSITION as chef or order cook want
137*139
Sm ith, of North Haven, or some other ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY. St
suitable person be appointed Adminis Grace St. City.
137*tf
GARAGE to let until April 1. dead
tratrix. without bond.
PLAIN SEWING wanted also repairing storage or winter use. MRS J. C CUN
ESTATE MAYNARD D. WILLIAMS, and mending of clothing and bedding. NINGHAM. 51 Granite St. Tel. 152-M.
late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition ANNIE MULLEN. 48 Pacific St.. Rock
136-133
for Administration, asking th a t Lilia land.
135*137
FOR RENT a t North End. a seven
Williams, of Thomaston, or some other
ELDERLY PERSON or invalid to care room house. Apply L. W. BENNER. Tel.
suitable person be appointed Admin
for at my home. 12 Brewster St. MRS. 233-J.
137-139
istratrix. without bond.
CHARLES
WOOD. Rockland.
135*137
ESTATE EDWARD W. BERRY, late of
TENEMENT of five rooms, garage,
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin
RADIO REPAIRING expertly done. 24 bath, in excellent condition and clean.
istration. asking that Annabelle Walker houf service on all work. ROCKLAND ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 Main St.
Berry, of Rockland, or some other suit RADIO HOSPITAL. Tel. 854 or 987-X.
Tel. 77.
122-tf
able person be appointed Administra
132-tf
trix.
ROOM AND BATH to let. all modern.
HILL DANE. Tel. 427-W.
135-tf
ESTATE GRAFTON SMITH, late of j
Rockport, deceased. Petition for Ad- i
UPSTAIRS TENEMENT to let at 9
m inistration asking th a t Dudley F. •
Ocean St
Inquire HAROLD MAR
Wolfe, of Rockport, or some other suit
SHALL. Knowlton's Market.
135*137
able person be appointed Administrator. I
w ithout bond.
FURNISHED eight room house to let.
ESTATE GEORGE F. LEWIS, late of I EIGHT ROOM house for sale, dpuble bath,
hot and cold water, furnace heat,
M arr again differs from the aver North Haven, deceased. Petition for garage, northern side of Limerock St.. etc. MINNIE
COMING NEXT WEEK
C. SMITH. 37 Spring St.
asking th a t Lamar K 15 mins, walk from Main St., house, in Tel. 981-W.
137-139
age comedian in th e fact that he Administration,
Lewis,
of
North
Haven,
or
some
other
|
good
condition;
lots
98
ft.
front.
132
ft.
Don Healey and His Georgians in never stoops to sm ut or suggestive suitable person be appointed Adminis deep Reasonably priced. ERNEST C.
TWO furnished light housekeeping
Musical Comedy Tabloid At Park comedy. Its the kind of a show that trator. without bond.
DAVIS, a t Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
137-139 rooms, modern conveniences, also single
RUTH
Theatre
ESTATE ALBERT L. PAYSON, late of
GEESE for sale, alive or dressed. rooms: prices reasonable. MRS. 137*142
the youngest in th e family would Thomaston,
deceased. Petition for Ad Orders taken for Thanksgiving. MRS SMOLANDER. 7 Pleasant St.
laugh at as hearty as grandpa. Not m inistration. asking th a t Ethel A. PavFURNISHED room, modern conveni
The old saying “T here is nothing being satisfied with a real funny son of Rockland, or some other suitable i W- A. CREAMER. Warren. Tel. 1-41.
137-139 ences at 17 MAPLE ST. Reasonable.
be appointed A dm inistratrix.,
new under the sun” generally goes show. Mr. Marr h a s engaged the | person
135*137
(Jqth bond
........I 'GREEN hard wood for sale, $8 oord. Tel 942.
ESTATE ARZELLA E. CREAMER, late ; fitted, sn . dellvered anywhere. AUGUST
for. the usual musical tabloids that fastest and cleverest dancing and
COZY
three
room
apartment,
to let.
135*137 al! furnished, with or without garage.
chorus in th e world.
; of. Friendship, deceased. Petition for Ad- I —
s t George.
play here a day and th e re a day and singing
137*139
A m nne thp m an v nrinciD als to bp ' m inistration, asking th a t George W
TWO RABBIT HOUNDS for sale, THOMPSON'S. 16 Willow St.
no pplace
general. nBut
just
Among
principals
or some
other lt. FRANK H yattaw, Warren. Tel.
7-5
uu
iacc in general,
u t wait,
waie, just
wUh tne
(he many M
a rr revuetothoe
ls Cook of Falmouth
fee appolnted
Admlnistrator
137*439
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let for
light housekeeping, all modern. Adults
wait for the different musical come- season will be Frank Murray the w ithout bond.
—'
_____ ___
PATCHWORK QUILT TOPS. Prices only. M. M. GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
ESTATE GARDINER F. WINSLOW, reasonable. MISS MABLE CHAPLES,
dy tabloid presentation. Sure you F rench comedian working opposite
137*tf
otherwise known as G. F. Winslow, late j Lake Ave. Tel. 566-J
136-138
guessed it, it’s Ray M arr and his Mr. Marr, as principal fun maker, of
_____ Petition for Ad
Warren, deceased.
TWO
FURNISHED
apartments
in
the
NEW RIVER soft lump or steam coal, La Rosa. Grove St., also modern five
clever associates comtftg to Park Lew Carron, tenor. Dorothy Dane : m inistration, asking th a t Winnie E. $7.75;
best hard coal, $15.50. del. Thom
Theatre next week
Ray Marr is P-.ima Donna and Blue Singer, Chet
W^ ”ap flu ted 'A to lL lM rl:' aston or Rockland. J. B. PAULSEN. room apartment on North Main St.
Thomaston Tel 84-2
137*133 ERNEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
positively the funniest man on the Griffith, Ruth and Bunny, Terry | trlx. without bond.
135-137
stage today and has well earned and Gordon, Nelson an d Nelson, and
ESTATE CORA E. KITTREDGE, of ! BRUSH FOR BANKING houses and
TWO
HEATED
apartments,
with
ga
JOHN
JONES.
Head
of
the
Rockland,
Petition
for
License
to
sell
i
gardens.
kept the title of king of clowns. Mr. Don Healey and his Georgians, certain real estate, situated In Owl's Bay. Tel. 384-R
136*138 rages. Low price. Call at THE MEN S
Marr has a company th a t Flo Zieg- stage band of Radio stars. Spe- Head, and fully described In said Pe
SHOP.
Park
St.
137-139
BELTING—a limited quantity 3 In.
feld could really boast of having, cialties that are equal to any tition. presented by Scott F. Kittredge, and 3‘/j In Goodyear Belt for sale, 19c
UNFURNISHED apartment, five rooms,
Jamaica, Long Island. N. Y . Conser and 27c per foot. BICKNELL MFG. CO wth toilet, lavatory, hot and cold water.
Every show of Mr. M arr's is a com- Broadway Revue will be in the offer- of
vator.
Adults
only. MRS. FRED A. CLARK. 74
Tel.
360.
118-125-S-tf
plete story with its plot and rib tick- ing with Mr. M arr's cast this season,
123-tf
ESTATE F ’” EN E. PERRY, late of
ONE FARM IN ROCKVILLE, on State Camden St.___________
ling climax. Some of the situations W ait until you hear T hat Quartette, Rockland, dr. eased, Petition for License road:
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
170 acres, about 70 acres blbeto
sell
certain
real
estate,
situated
In
that he gets into an d then tries to , T he scenery
and costumes
way i Rockland, and fully described In said berries. large orchard of apples, pears, Inquire of MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176
,.
. are _
123-tf
plums and cherries; 100 foot barn, hen Main St. Tel. 874-W.
unwind without h u rting anyone s above the at erage. There is never a Petition, presented by Benjamin c. houses
and a good home. Electric lights,
| Perry, of Rockland, Admr.
AT 17 Orient street, up stairs, five
feelings are a positive scream. Mr dull moment.—adv.
five good wells of water and city water if rooms
furnished
to
let;
gas
range,
ESTATE A. H. NEWBER.T, late of wanted. Borders the pond. Barn full
1Rockland, deceased. Petition to Deter of hay and straw all ready to do a going kitchen, oil burner, living room toilet,
mine Inheritance Tax. filed by Alonzo business. Will sell or trade for place electric "lights. Call NELSON B COBB
M. Newbert of South Weymouth. Massa In the city. GEORGE M SIMMONS. or Louise Williams at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
chusetts and Walter E. Newbert of 23 Tillson Ave.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 4
Waban, Massachusetts. Administrators
HOUSE of seven rooms, to let. bath,
137-139
O u td o o r L ife , No G ild e d L iv in g —
of the Estate of Ella L. Newbert.
gas and lights. MRS. E C. GRANT. 184
SLABS,
hard
wood,
sawdust
and
lum
South
Main St. Tel. 526-M.
134-tf
ESTATE HERBERT L. BUCKLIN, late ber for sale. I. E. SPEAR. South Warren.
; of Warren, deceased. Petition to Deter Tel.
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
Warren
23-3.
131*3-140
B a s is of N ew H o lly w o o d C ode
m ine Inheritance Tax. presented by Levi
to let at South Main S t . $25
BLOOD WORMS for smelting. DYER'S veniences,
I R. Bucklin, of Warren, Admr.
a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Paik St.
137*139 Tel.
ESTATE MATTIE KANKAS OR KAN- GARAGE Tel 585.
1080. ______
123-tf
GAS. late of South Thomaston, de
VEGETABLES for winter. Cabbage,
FOUR rooms and bath. 41 Grace St.
ceased, First and Final Account present- hard, good keepers. $1.50 per 100 lbs.; Price
Apply 34 JAMES ST.
! ed for allowance by Kllma Kankas, Exx., turnips, tender, mild. $1 bu.; squash, or Tel.reasonable.
206-R after 5 p. m._______ 130-tf
otherwise Hllma Kangas.
I good quality, $2 per 100 lbs.; carrots.
TWO
apartments
to let. at 126 Park
ESTATE DANIEL H. GLIDDEN. late
40 bu.: beets, tender and good. $1.25
of Vlnalhaven. deceased. First and Final bu.^ parsnips. 10 lbs. far 60c CHATER S St., all modern, four and five rooms. In
quire
ELIZABETH
DONOHUE.
89 Park
Account presented for allowance by GARDENS, on back road. Rockport to
134-tf
Jeannette G. Carver, of Vlnalhaven, Camden, turn left beyond bridge Will St. Tel. 741-R.
mgs,
deliver
Tuesday
and
Friday
mornli
. Exx.
TO LET—5-room fiat, ail modern. Z3
125-tf
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
ESTATE HERBERT L. BUCKLIN, late
DRY MOUNTAIN hard wood. $2 foot 240 Broadway.
132-tf
j of Warren, deceased. First and Final Ac
count presented for allowance by Levi slab wood. $1 foot. LEON CALLAHAN
FURNISHED small house to let. three
Bucklin, of' ~Warren. Admr.
"R ----7 Luce Ave. Tel. 1169-Y.
137-139 rooms;
also two room furnished apart
ESTATE LIZZIE A. CARROLL, late ol
APPLES for sale—Delicious and Nod- ment. gas. lights and toilet. FLORENCE
! Rockport, deceased. First and Final Ac- heads. also McIntosh Red Jelly. J. F. McLAIN. 100 Main St. Tel. 1263. 132-tf
j count presented for allowance by Oscar CALDERWOOD. Union.
136*141
DESIRABLE Main street office to let,
W Carroll, of Rockport, Admr.
SAWED SLAB WOOD $1 per ft., $8
heated: furnished If desired
ESTATE LILLIAN E WENTWORTH, cord: fitted hard wood. $185 foot. $3 50 steam
Rent reasonable. TEL. 899-W.
132-tf
late of Rockport, deceased. Petition for two feet. Also general trucking. V.
DESIRABLE six-room rent, with ga
praying that the Court determine as a C. GRINDLE. 105 New County road Tel.
If desired. Inquire 11 JAMES ST.
fact whether the omission of Fremont
1351137 rage
Tel. 577.
132-tf
Robinson' being mentioned In the Will 679-X
DRY HARD WOOD fitted $11. Junks
of said Lillian E. Wentworth was in
ONE
FURNISHED and one unfurnised
tentional or was occasioned by mistake, $11. FRANK ERICKSON, Box 70, R. F.D . apartment to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST.
IS7H39 Tel. 156-W.
presented by Charles D Wentworth, Exr. Thomaston.
132-tf
ESTATE ANNIE F McLAIN. late of
NAILS—limited quantity. 8. 10. 20. 40
HOUSE on Camden St., seven rooms,
Appleton, deceased. First and Final Ac
I penny nails at 5c per lb. Full kegs at bath,
Tel.
count presented for allowance by Sarah : wholesale. BICKNELL MFG CO. Tel 318-W.furnace. Apply MRS. FROST.132-tf
A.
Exx.
* Lewis.
—
360.
118-125-S-tf
TENEMENT to let. five rooms and
ESTATE J. EMERY LADD, late of Vlnal
FULL BLOODED AYRSHIRE bull. 18
haven. deceased. Petition to sell certain m onths old, for sale. D. H. LUDWIG. bath, down stairs. 16 Ocean St. PHIL
132-tf
Real Estate, situated In said Vlnal Hope.
137*139 SULIDES. opp. Strand Theatre.
haven. fully described In said petition,
TWO FURNISHED rooms for light
VERY BEST dry hard wood, fitted, per housekeeping
presented by Lllllas A Elwell, of Rock
to
let.
E.
N
SYLVESTER.
I ft., $2: dry soft wood slabs, sawed, per 23 Cedar St. Tel. E04-J.
land. Admr
132-tf
$1. Free delivery South End Wood
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es ft.,
OARAGE to let. reasonable price. In
76-J.
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox Yard C. F. PRESCOTT, Mgr. Tel.135*137
quire 85 MASONIC ST.
133-tf
County. Rockland. Maine.
Each new star has her favorite diversion for keeping the radiant health and
A ttest:
IDEAL SHORE COTTAGE, new. two
IN ROCKPORT on Camden St., seven
vigor demanded today. Dorothy MackaiU (left) is an expert with the aqua
rooms pantry. Shore lot. dock, beach room house and garage to let. C. E.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
plane, while Evalyn Knapp is one of the brightest pupils of Isaac Walton.
Eargain $300.
Smith typewriter $7 GROTTON, Waldoboro, Me. Tel. 49.
JOHN GORDON. Port Clyde. Me 137*139
133*
the glamorous, la edged the only antidote for the glare
Notices
of
A
p
p
o
intm
ent
H OLLYWOOD,
CATTLE
BEETS
50 cents a hundred.
58 WARREN STREET, up stairs tene
and strain of the studios.
changing character.
ment. modern, newly papered and paint
A. BLOCK. Thomaston. Tel. 169-13.
“Every actress,” says Dorothy
I. Charles L. Veazxe, Register of Pro
Gone are the old days of scant
135*137 ed, very easy to heat. Rent low. L. A.
bate for the County of Knox in the
468 Old County road. Tel
sleep, starvation diets and artificial Mackaill, "needs as much physical
A FEW CHOICE R. I. Red cockerels for THURSTON.
of Maine, hereby certify th at in
135-137
living in general. The ojd capital of endurance a3 any champion of sports State
MISS 1159.___________
the following estates the persons were sale for breeding purposes.
TWO TENEMENTS to let, one on
glitter rapidly is becoming one of our affairs. The strain is just as trying."
appointed
Administrators,
Executors, MARTHA STUDLEY. Warren. Tel. 15-41
135*137 Grace St., one on Lindsey St., all mod
most important homes of physical Dorothy rides, swims and plays golf. Guardians, and Conservators and on the
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbVACUETTE, in perfect condition, em.
culture and one of the best of ob To this program she adds strict ad dates hereinafter named:
DAVIS._________
128-tf
ALPHONSO A. ORCUTT. late of needs no electric current; price $10.
ject lessons in how health pays and herence to the common-sense menu.
See lt at 39 Tillson Ave. E. M. STROUT.
UNFURNISHED or partly furnished six
Vinalhaven.
deceased.
Sept.
15.
1931.
"I always plan my menus to include Clyde Orcutt of Vlnalhaven was ap
pays.
135*137 room house to let. on Myrtle St., flush
electric lights MRS. DANA
The new Hollywood code is the a balanced assortment of homely pointed Executor, without bond.
DRY HARD WOOD. 4 ft. $9.50, sawfed toilet, cellar,
‘ Te'
t e l . 709-M.
------135-137
code of physical fitness. Many of the dishes—plain foods and include plenty
LILLIAN E. WENTWORTH, late of S1C.50, fitted $11.50. slabs $5. sawed $7; KOWLTON
SIX ROOM house to let With garage
new contracts carry cancellation of the regulating, bulk foods like Rockport, deceased. Oct. 6. 1931. Charles edgings for kindling. 15 bundles $1, F
D.
Wentworth,
of
Brunswick
was
ap
J.
SAWYER.
Tel.
357-R
Rockland.
at
191
Broadway,
all
modem.
Tel.
949.
clauses which become active if the fibrous vegetables and bran in muf pointed Executor, without bond.
128-tf
136*138 CASLON PRESS.
star becomes inactive—from illness. fins or in some other form—the simple
MOLLIE J,. ADAMS, late of Warren,
DRY HARD fitted wood for sale. $12
Good health has become a matter of things that keep the system toned deceased. Sept. 15. 1931, Frank B. Adams cord;
2 feet, $3.50; junks. $12; 4-ft wood.
of Warren was appointed Administrator, $10 DODGES MT. FARM. Tel. 352-24.
the most supreme importance in the and alive with health."
Evalyn Knapp adds her testimony 1931 quallfied by filln8 bond Oct. 13,
movie world.
137-139
Today the Hollywood menu calls to the value of sports, exercise and
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
FAIRFIELD F. WILLIAMS, late of
for food, and plenty of it. The good sensible diet "If you have noticed Thomaston, deceased. Oct. 20, 1931, by m anufacturer; samples free. H. A.
135*446
nourishing kind—milk, eggs, cereals, the way a girl walks or sits down," Marian D. Williams, of Thomaston was BARTLETT. Harmony, Maine.
SPEAR'S CIDER MILL at West Warren
Administratrix, and qualified
SOFT WOOD, sawed or fitted; price will
beefsteak and such sensible, old- she says, "you can tel) if she has her appointed
close Nov. 14. A. K SPEAR. R. 3.
by
filing
bond
on
same
date.
reasonable.
Will
sell
lump
or
by
cord. \yaldoboro,
fashioned bulk foods as spinach, let body under control. As an actress is
135-137
HENRY CROUSE, late of Rockland, M. NIEMI, R. 2. Warren.
134*139
ever before the public, her every move deceased. October 20, 1931. Jane T.
tuce, bran and beans.
ATTENTION!
25 CORD dry hard wood
FIVE
ROOM
house
for
sale.
15
acres
Crouse
of
Rockland
was
appointed
Ad
is noticed sharply. Food, exercise
Sleep, too, Is given full recognition
quick sale $12. delivered. THE
land, five acres blueberries. South fitted.ior
inistratrix, without bond
137-139
Eight hours or more each night is the and rest are the only real secret to m GEORGE
WOOD,
late« a aof
St. Georee
Thomaston,
price $1050,
rent
plan. $10 MEN S SHOP. Park St
—
—
A
rt
«
®
—
*
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T
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T
Y
Y
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—
those
valuable
qualities,
poise,
anima
per
month.
F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St
regular thing. And fresh air, sports,
NOTICE—After this date I shall not
deceased. October 20. 1931. Florence I.
132-tf be responsible for any bills contracted
Nairn, of St. George was appointed Tel. 1080.
games, the simple life are acknowl- tion and personal charm.”
Executrix, without bond
SUNBEAM hot air furnaces for a?Ie. by Mrs. Jennie Newbury, she having left
CHARLES M. KALLOCH. late of Rock, We have a carload which w« are selling me and the children. Signed. STANLEY
deceased. October 20. 1931. Louise at very low prices this year. A. T. NOR W. NEWBURY. Rockland. Nov. 14. 1931.
Jameson,
Waldoboro,
president; land,
HENS C H IE F TOPIC
137*139
M. Kalloch. of Rockland was appointed WOOD. Warren. Tel. 22.
132-tf
H arry Waterman, South Thomaston. I Ex'ecutrlx7'without bond.
THE BRITTIHOME will care for eld
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $J4; erly
CARRIE W STACKPOLE. of Thomas
ri
r \v; i i
vice president; and Arthur Paquett.
people, invalids, convalescents, any
October 20. 1931. William H. Stack- Junks. $12; small round wood, stove
r o s te r Jam eson or Waldo- N orth Edgecomb, secretary and ton,
of sickness except surgical or con
pole. of Thomaston was appointed lengths. $10; fitted soft wood, $8. O. H kind
tagious cases.
132-tf
CRIE.
Thomaston.
Tel.
122-2.
129-tf
Guardian and quallfied by filing bond
boro Is N ew President of treasurer. They were elected.
same date.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
SAWED hard wood $1.75 foot. $12 cord; and
=
M r- Jameson will act as represen- onJOSEPH
repair
your
furniture
at
216
LIMES. BLACK, late of Vlnal- fitted $1.85 foot. $13 cord: sawed soft
ro u ltry A sso c iation
tetlve {rom the two counties at the l haven, deceased.
October 27. 1931. wood. $1 foot. $8 cord. ALFRED DAVIS. ROCK ST. Tel. 1010._____________132-tf
The Knox and Lincoln group of meetings of the S tate Association, | Annie R. Black of Vlnalhaven was ap- Lovejoy St. Tel. 1064-R.
127-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
j
pointed
Executrix,
without
bond
the Maine Poultry Producers' Asstf- '
FIRST QUALITY fitted hard wood. Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
GEORGE A. HENDRICKS, late of
132-tf
$12;
limbs,
$10;
Junks.
$12;
long,
$10;
ciation held its an n u al meeting in 1
”
———— — —
— -------- Rockland, deceased. October 20. 1931
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
I Charles H. Hendricks, of Stonington’ fitted soft wood and slabs. $8; also lum 
Waldoboro Thursday. The meeting
ber
T.
J.
CARROLL.
Tel.
263-21.
132-tf
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
I was appointed Administrator, and quali
was in charge of F oster Jameson of
fied by filing bond October 27. 1931
SMALL HOUSE for sale at Pleasant solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
132-tf
' WILLIAM H. DYER, late of East Gardens, rent plan. $600. $8 month. V.
Waldoboro, president of the associa
Lansdowne. Pennsylvania, June
16. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
tion.
1931, Beulah Taney, of East Lansdowne
132-tf
Harry Richardson poultry special
Pennsylvania, was appointed Executrix,
PARLOR STOVE, and kitchen rahge
w ithout bond Frank H. Ingraham of
ist of the extension service, explained
with gas attachm ent and hot water
FOR SA L£
Rockland appointed Agent in Maine.
tank. Both stoves are In fine shape and
the work done last year by the As
Attest:
can be bought reasonable. W. F. TIBCHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
sociation and discussed the poultry
RUUD
132-tf
131-S-137 BETTS. Tel. 297-R or 297-W.
outlook.
FITTED hard and soft wood, slabs. 4 ft.
Instantaneous
Automatic
Dinner was served by the Waldo
and fitted. Trap stock and lumber.
Prompt delivery.
Reasonable prices
boro Grange.
RALPH E. CLINE, Spruce Head. Tel
Perley I. Fitts, president of the
132-tf
58-13.______________

: LOST AND FO U N D \

W ANTED

TO LET

FOR SALE
•$ * * * ♦ * * -* * -* * * * »

— — fc— — ——

; MISCELLANEOUS <
.a.

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

New Hampshire Poultry Growers’
Association, told th e members about
his organizations an d the benefits
that can be obtained from one.
Stealing of poultry* was discussed by
many members and w hat the Asso
ciation could do to stop it.
A nominating committee consist
ing of Albion W otton, Friendship.
Henry Keller, West Rockport, Fred
Law, Whitefield an d Charles Hen
drickson of West Aina. pr;-.ented
these as officers fo r 1932: Foster

Keys made to order. Keys made
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

;
$£

AUTOM OBILES
,e.

\
.e.

NEW 15 PLATE heavy duty storage
battery for sale, cheap, brand new. never
unpacked. J. E. RAWLEY. 120 Limerock St. Tel. 989-J.
129*tf
ONE-HALF TON FORD truck, four
heifers,
two
and
three
years
old.
4-ft.
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND soft wood. 50.000 cedar shingles, cedar
Telephone 701
trees for your lawn, cedar posts any
size.. C. H. PLUMMER, the Auctioneer.
96-tf
North Appleton, Me.
135*137

C rie H ardw are Co.

GAS HOT W ATER
HEATER

Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON—You enn buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church: also at M. Andclman's, 284 Tre

mont St.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 14, 1931
Mrs. Basil Stinson entertained at
luncheon and bridge yesterday after
noon at her home on Masonic street.
Honors were won by Mrs. R. S.
Sherman, Mrs. C. P. Joy and Mrs.
Harry Brown.

M akers of V icks VapoRub
A nn o u n ce a N ew Plan for
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Andrews of
Hom e-Control o f C o ld s
Warren are enroute for Safety Har
bor, Fla., where they are looking for
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
m ent especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ____ ________ 170 or 794-W

Miss Hazel Marshall entertained at
supper and bridge Thursday evening
at her home on North Main street.
There were three tables, and honors
were carried off by Mrs. A. R. Hav
ener, Mrs. Gardner French, Mrs.
Herbert Curtis and Mrs. Charles
F. C. Gates, manager of the Au Schofield.
gusta House, and Mrs. Gates, were at
The Thorndike Wednesday.
R. E. Thurston on his return from
a visit in Boston was accompanied by
Mrs. Fred C. Lindsey Jr. enter Mrs. Thurston who had been at the
tained the Chummy Club Tuesday Massachusetts Memorial Hospital for
evening at her lujme on Laurel street. treatment.
Bridge honors were won by Mrs.
Frank Fields and Mrs. Flora Fernald.
Mrs. Henry B. Bird has been in
Mrs. F re d ^ . Lindsey Sr. and Miss Old Town for the week as guest of
Lillian Rowell were special guests.
her daughter, Miss Eleanor Bird.

ward to another pleasant winter.
E. D. Spear of Maple street is at
Knox Hospital, where his condition
occasions considerable concern.

I iNew s C om es W ith D evelopm ent of a New Product;

A
U nique C om panion to the Fam ous T reatm ent, Based O n
a N ew Idea for P revention of Colds

Page Seven
A FO O D SEN SA TIO N

^llllllllllllllllll!lllllllll!!llll!!lllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllt

P erry ’s M arket W ill Intro
duce New Products To- ■
day
The first auick-frosted foods to be
sold in Rockland will be put on sale
this morning by Perry's Market
which was recently appointed dis
tributor of Birdseye Frosted Foods.
Visitors at Perry’s Market, which
is located at 428 Main street, will be
shown a new refrigerated display case
containing many varieties of these:
new foods. This specially construct
ed cabinet maintains an unchanging!
temperature of not over eight degrees |
above zero.
Among the products offered by
Perry’s Market are green peas, ripe?
raspberries, frosted steaks, and other
varieties of meat, fish, poultry, vege
tables and fruit which have been
quick-frosted in the prime of their
condition and are kept in sanitary, j
air-tight packages until ready for
cooking. The Birdseye quick-Jreezing process causes no change in f la - ,
vor, color or food value.
i
A particularly interesting feature
of the Birdseye Frosted Foods is i
that many foods normally out-of
season can now be purchased
throughout the year. Raspberries,
peas, and other summertime fruits
and vegetables will be available all
this winter, as well as many varieties =
of meat, fish and poultry.—adv.

BARGAIN BASEMENT

QUALITY MERCHANDISE
-at—

I Remarkably Low Prices I

M r.' and Mrs. Edwin Whalen of
Possible a F u rth er R e threatens—a t that first stuffy, sneezy
Portland are visiting Mrs. Whalen’s M akes
j
.
£
i
c
•! 1irritati°n of the nasal passages—a
mother, Mrs. Sadie Oliver, Crescent
au ctio n Or the r am ity ; few drops up each nostril, and many
street.
“ C olds-T ax” This W in ter | annoying colds will be avoided.
C O M E IN AND SEE FOR Y O U R S E L F
|
2;—AFTER a Cold Starts
Everett Kalloch left Thursday for |
in Tim e, M oney, H ealth
Medfield, Mass., where he will be the
At night, rub Vicks VapoRub well
guest of his sister, Mrs. Lewis DeA quarter century ago, Vicks Vapo over throat and chest and cover with
war, during the winter.
Leave bed-clothing
Rub introduced the modern external warm flannel.
method of treating colds. Now, Vicks loose around the neck so the medi
Armistice Day ended with the Nose & Throat Drops—latest de cated vapors can be inhaled all night
Moonlight Auctioneer’s Club at Mrs. velopment by the Vicks chemists— long. During the day—any time or
Phyllis Clark’s. There were three introduces a new idea in preventing place — use the convenient Vicks
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Maxey of Au
William T. Flint and Miss K ath tables of bridge, refreshments were colds. Together, these perfect allies Drops as often as needed. This gives
gusta were in the city Tuesday called erine Winn attended the Colby-Bates served and all received a prize. Miss make possible the new Vick Plan for you full 24-hour treatment. (If there
here by the death of Mrs. E. B. Silsby. game in Waterville Wednesday.
Madlene Rogers, Mrs. Ethel Suke- better "Control of Colds" and reduc is a cough, you will like the new
OUR GUARANTEE
forth, Miss Eva Rogers, Mrs. Ruth tion of the family "Cold Tax" in time, j Vicks Cough Drops—medicated with
Mr. and Mrs. "Dardy" Rackliffe
Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding of Thomas Hary, Miss Esther Alhberg, Mrs. money and health.
s
' ingredients of Vicks VapoRub).
and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gould have re ton has been spending a few days Carrie Douglas, Mrs. Margaret
Here is the Vick Plan of Control:
Trial Offer to Vick Users
turned from a hunting trip at Holeb, with Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Broadway.
Spruce, Mrs. Doris Eldridge, Mrs.
bringing back an eight-point buck
1.—BEFORE a Cold Starts '
The makers want every user of
Elizabeth Post, Mrs. Gladys Buzzell
and doe.
Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis were in and Miss Gladys Bowen were pres
On exposure to colds or to any of Vicks VapoRub to try Vicks Nose
Blaine for the holiday.
the causes th at ordinarily lead to Drops. Free trial samples of the nose
ent.
The Hatetoquitit Club was enter
colds— (crowded indoor places— Drops were sent every druggist in the
447 M ain Street
Rockland, Me.
tained at supper and bridge Tuesday
Mrs. David Talbot was hostess to
The Progressive Literary Club will stuffy, poorly ventilated rooms— United States—but if you failed to
evening by Mrs. Mabel Thorndike, at the Tuesday Club.
6Udden temperature changes—wet get yours, buy a bottle today and try
meet
with
Mrs.
Lucie
Walsh
Tues
135-136
the home of Mrs. Millie Thomas,
day afternoon at 2.30. Quotations and cold, etc., etc.)—that slow down out the Vick Plan for better HomeS E E T H E V ISIO N O LA
^illlHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUHIIIIIIIllMIHHIIIIIIIIIIJlIMHHIli^
Robinson street.
Mrs. George R. Gove (Kathleen from Tennyson’s “Sir Galahad" will the normal functioning of the nose, i Control of Colds as directed. -If you
Fiske) and son Henry of Haverhill,
Nature's marvelous “first line of de- are not delighted with results, your
Mrs. Donald Leach, Mrs. B. G. Mass, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. be the response to the roll call. The fense against colds"—use Vicks Drops druggist is authorized to refund your
T he Sensational New H om e achievements of the Sparton radio brought into play by the distribu
Hagerman, Mrs. W. S. Cameron and Harry Chase, Brewster street. They reading of Shakespeare’s “King promptly. Or, if a cold actually i money without question.
manufacturers. He has a complete tors and dealers of all kinds of prod
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr. motored will be joined for the weekend by Lear" will begin with Act I, scene 4.
Talkie U nit W ill Be H ere line of Spartons all sizes and styles, ucts,
whose biggest job is to get pros
to Portland Tuesday.
Mr. Gove and son Fiske. The family
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hampton of
which may be viewed between pre pects to view merchandise. Being a
Next W eek
.
, .
'
I will return home Sunday.
Medford,
Mass.,
have
returned
home
sentations by the Visionola, The practical novelty, whose entertain
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Lightfoot
_____
The most sensational development machine will be demonstrated dur ment value cannot yet be estimated
of Hyannis, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank , The bridge party given by the after spending the weekend with Mr.
O U R H O M E S E R V IC E C O L U M N
ol the radio year is the Sparton ing the full week, Nov. 23-28 with even by the officials of the Sparton
Roy Miller of Auburndale, Mass., are p p w club Thursday evening, with and Mrs. Ivan Cunningham.
guests of Mrs. C. E. McIntyre, Elm J Mrs
jj Anderson as hostess, had
Visionola, a radio outfit which un frequent showings, afternoon and Co., it is certain to be a big atten
including
Thanksgiving tion-getter. Besides all this, the
CA M D EN
veils a highly efficient home talkie evening,
street, Camden.
, sjx tables, honors being won by Mrs.
Sparton Visionola dresses up the
(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Miss Montana Thomas who is in
unit. The Visionola has been dem Day.
Olive Sylvester, Mrs. Crockett, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Tibbetts and I Thomas
onstrated thus far at radio shows
About the same size as a Sparton Sparton line, greatly adds to its pres
Keating,
Mrs.
Austin training a t St. Barnabas Hospital in
Central Maine Power Company)
Mr. and Mrs. Vertner Beckett o f1Brewer, Mrs. M. S. Dick, Mrs. Ernest Newark, N. J., is spending a month
only and has everywhere been re 103, compact and delightfully effi tige and opens up a vast new field of
Thomaston are on a hunting trip.
♦
ceived with enthusiasm and it lit cient, Sparton Visionola is made to sales possibilities.—adv.
Campbell and Mrs. Lucius York. with her parents. Town Manager and j
erally ran away with the recent To order for scores of entertainment
Tiiese parties, given weekly and Mrs. Herbert Thomas.
Capt. and Mrs. F. L. Green and open to the public, become more
Oven Dinners
Mrs. Guy Benner entertained
ronto show.
uses. It undoubtedly will be used
daughter Evelyn, Mrs. Lillian Joyce, popular than ever, now that they are friends at dinner and bridge at Wads- j
Rockland will have an opportuni largely to bring home office mes
Traveling Men
Now, when economy is being so in the morning, the clock set to go on
and Miss Flora Lufkin of Boston have to be in series, with a capital prize wortn Inn Thursday afternoon.
ty to see and hear this remarkable sages before sales conventions of all
Find it a
at
four
in
the
afternoon
and
off
at
particularly
stressed,
one
is
desirous
been at Deer Isle where funeral sejvFrank Thomas and Alvin Jagels,
and without another thought machine for a week beginning Nov. kinds. It is bound to have a wide
Valuable Medicine
ices were held for George Joyce who at the end of each series.
students at the U. of M.. will spend of conserving in every possible way. six
23.
It
will
be
presented
by
the
F.
popularity
in
clubs,
children's
camps,
from the housewife, the dinner is
was recently killed in an auto acci
to take with them
W Farrel Co. at their show rooms on hotels, lodges, schools and by all
The Universalist ladies will serve the weekend with relatives in town. If one uses an oven-controlled elec served at six.
dent in Chicago.
Postmaster and Mrs. Leslie D. Ames tric or gas range there is one excel
supper Wednesday at 6 p. m., with
Below is listed an example of an Main street, just beyond Rankin serts of organizations. There Is an Prepared by Norway Medicine Co .Norway.Me.
have returned from New York city lent way of conserving and th a t is by oven dinner for five people, cooked Block and will be free. Mr. Farrel unlimited market in the Industrial
YOUR M ONEY REFUN DED
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bradstreet were j Mrs. Emma Frohock as chairman
where they spent a few days. They cooking the entire dinner in the oven. | with time and temperature'control is arranging the demonstration to field. It, can be used for all kinds oi If it fails to benefit you when used as directed oe
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar:
the
insidewraDDerT^'i,
bottle.Sold by all dealore
show
the
public
the
outstanding
propaganda purposes. It will be
Bradstreet in Vlnalhaven.
! Mrs. Charles
. , Fales went to Au- J were called home by the illness of his Meat, a number of vegetables a n d : for two hours; control set at 400 de_____
gusta yesterday and on her return nephew. Merton Ames, 24, who is a certain desserts may be cooked at the grees
Mrs. E. K. Leighton entertained th e ! was accompanied by her son, Albert, patient at the Maine General Hospi same time and temperature without! Roast pork, baked apples. F rantal, Portland, from infantile paralysis. the odors intermingling.
’ ’ '
1conia potatoes, steamed carrots, InLuncheon Club yesterday at her who has *)een a Patient at the Au
Thomas W. McKay has returned
Cover foods unless they are placed dian pudding.
gusta General Hospital since a sehome on Talbot avenue.
from
a
gunning
trip
at
Lake
Nicain the pan with the roast. This prePlace meftt in pan with apples at
, vere auto accident of some days ago.
Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth, Miss Iren e, Mr. Fales was brought home in tous. He was accompanied on the vents steam from escaping into the i one end and potatoes, brushed with
trip
by
Dr.
Douglas
Thom
and
Dr.
oven and keeping the other foods butter in order not to form a crust.
Wells and Miss Nell Freethey of ; Bowes & Crozier’s ambulance. His
from browning.
at the other end. Pan on first ru n 
Brooklin were recent guests of Mrs. condition is most encouraging, al- Christopher Bonner of Boston.
The
ladies
of
the
Methodist
society
Ih cooking vegetables in the oven, ner. Put carrots, prepared and sea
Frances Davis and Mr. and Mrs. j though he will be confined to the bed
will meet at the vestry Wednesday. prepare and season as for the table soned for table, in a covered baking
for a few weeks yet.
George B. Davis, Rankin street.
Mrs. E. A. Robbins, president of the and put in a tightly covered utensil dish with one fourth cup of water.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver who
Mrs. Earle MacWilliams enter- Camden Garden Club, has called a with one fourth to one half cup of Put Indian pudding in a tightly cov
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. tained the T Club Thursday evening meeting of the civic welfare and ex' water. Choose foods that require ered baking dish and place it and
ecutivc committees of that organiza-, about the same time and temperature carrots on rack above the roast, a r 
Ibrook Cross. Grace street, have re- at her home on Chestnut street,
tion for next Monday evening at 7 to cook. If these vegetables >do cook ranging pans for proper circulation
turned to Vinalhaven.
-------------i Mrs. Frank Perkins of Northeast o’clock at the St. Thomas parish longer than the required time the fla of heat. Damper wide open.
vor is not badly impaired as they are
This dinner may be placed in the
Mrs. Evelyn Snow entertained the I Harbor is the guest of Mrs. George house.
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Gookin have not standing in large quantities of oven at any time of day, the lower
Sleeper Bible Class Monday after- I E. Dunton Broadway, while Mr. Peroven unit turned to high, the oven
noon at her home in Thomaston.! kins and Mr. Dunton are enjoying a closed their cottage at Lake Megun- water.
If two racks are necessary in the control set at proper temperature, the
ticook and returned Friday to Cam
with the lesson study devoted to the few days' gunning.
oven in order to have room for all clock set for proper cooking time,
bridge, Mass.
second part of the book of Isaiah.
'
------OF THE
Mrs. Finlay Calder entertained the the pans, care must be taken to as damper opened, and no ether thought
with the hostess as leader. Those ! A public bridge party will be given
sure
free
circulation
Of
heat.
The
given
to
it.
Allow
twenty
to
twentyFriday
Auction
Club
at
her
home
on
present were Mrs. Evelyn Hix, M rs.] Tuesday afternoon in Legion hall ,
utensils should touch neither sides five minutes for pre-heating oven.
Lottie Hall, Misses Carolyn and Alice under the auspices of Ralph Ulmer Ul” °n
,
. . ., _
What a marvelous thing to be able
Erskine, Mrs. Fanny Knowlton, M rs.! Camp Auxiliary. Playing will be- (. , ^ , P 'll a “lea class met^at the Bap- nor back of the oven nor edch other,
Cora Snow, Mrs. H attie Keating. Mrs gin at 2. and reservations may be 1tiath 9 ? ^ Par‘ors Friday evening as this will interfere with the even to prepare dinner at eight in the
morning, forget it for the entire day,
with either Mrs John wlth Mrs Edna Moore and Miss Lena distribution of heat.
L. W. Fickett. Mrs. William Brawn, arranged
^tt^or M r. m a n irk
J “ I Dunbar hostesses.
An oven dinner may be a magic and at six in the evening open your
Mrs. E. J. Hellier. Mrs. A. B. Norton W
w atts or Mrs. m . h . dick.
j Members of Megunticook Grange ! dinner" when the time clock is used. oven door to find it ready to serve.
and Miss Annie Frye.
Ladies Ni<dit will be observed bv wiU attend" the Sunday morning j The dinner may be put in first thing i Such is, indeed, a magic dinner.
.
____ _ _ _ y I sprvirp
antlct fChurch
’hnrnh
—
'
■
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.
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at thp
the ‘R
Baptist
Alvary Gay. home from Bowdoin Rockland. _Lodge.
B.P.O.E.. Wednes service at.
The Friends-In-Council will meet at
England, for only 900 of the patients
College for the holiday, had as his hay evening, with dancing to begin
O
N
T
H
E
SA
M
E
T
O
P
IC
in 1930 came from Boston proper, and
guest a classmate, Norton Maloney of at 8 Mrs perley Damon is chair- the home of Mrs. John L. Tewksbury
Tuesday at 2.30 with Mrs. Tewksbury
two-thirds were from outside Bos
LaToque, Canada.
man of the ladies’ committee.
and Mrs. Jane Barron as hostesses.
N ew E ngland M ethodist P as ton's suburbs.
Mrs.
W.
E.
Hatch
will
entertain
the
“I am very sure that no loyal
A bridge party will be given at
Mrs. Benjamin Pendleton and Mrs.
tors T o Stress H ealing Methodist
will be indifferent to this
Grand Army hall Tuesday evening James Taylor and daughter Barbara Woman s Baptist Missionary Society
Tuesday
afternoon.
appeal, and that the prayers, labors
under the auspices of Ruth Mayhew have returned from a three weeks’ , „ n
M inistry of Christ
/-.j..—— „ _ p„,
and gifts of many thou'ands will,
Tent.
trip on the Barge Rock Harbor, o f ! h ’ f »hp° “"j!1prf -nU nt8 u t S
coleny » In town
which Mr. Pendleton is captain. b
f th summer coleny.
The coming Sunday will be unique during November, be generously
for
a
few
days.
Mrs. Helena Coltart has gone to They visited in Philadelphia, Provi
in 'the history of New England Meth forthcoming to the end that our hos
Mrs. Arthur O'Keefe has returned odism for two reasons. Not only will pital shall go forward free of the
Boston to spend the weekend with dence and New York.
to Cincinnati, after passing the sum practically every minister of the 750 burden of interest on its debt and
friends.
mer in Camden.
churches of the area preach on the thereby enabled to carry on its h u 
The Garden Club will meet TuesThe Camden-Rockport
Lions
Club same topic, but perhaps 75 percent of manitarian service."
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton day evening at 7.30 at the Copper mpV
w
X
Z
S
nn
ThnrJriav
Nearly every church, it is reported,
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Perkins of Kettle, when R. C. W entw orth,! X t
Wadsworth Inn Thursday them will occupy pulpits other than
is working to complete its canvass bv
Northeast Harbor have returned from
their own.
Finite
"
^
r
1’
WentwnrthOnh
«
Smmn
'
Mrs'
Zelma
M
Dwinal
entertained
Methodist
a week’s motor trip through New
The reason for these innovations, Thanksgiving Day.
- The „„„„
„„ ,
_____
S
ParUcula“
Onr ta t t e n U o n t ,
L ^ n s according
Hampshire.
to the announcement, is
ng t0 ralso ®5(?°.000 of
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie was hostess t o ,
t o £ tor that the campaign for the Deaconess th® $1,600,000 camoaign objective.
Hospital, maintained by the church, and the slogan is “Every Methodist
a gunning trip at Ralph Turner’s at is under way. and practically every Represented by a Gift to Deaconess
the Itooevik Club Tuesday when a ,
Bar(tener<!
137-141
vegetable dinner was served. The u u r saraeners.
Kokadjo
church is cooperating. One of the Hospital
r
a
m
afternoon was devoted to discussing
A. S. Prince returns today from features Sunday of the campaign i s ; ---------The Harmony Club will meet with a Mrs.
the winter's work which will be di
visit with relatives in Boston a n d ■the use of the sermon topic—"The
board of registration
Mrs.
E.
F.
Berry
Wednesday
evening
rected along usual charity endeavors
vicinity.
Healing Ministry of Christ as exem- Notice is hereby given that the Board
a
t
7.30.
of previous years. The club meets
The annual installation of Amity plified by the Deaconess Hospital. Of Registration will be In session at their
Tuesday afternoon a t the cottage of
Lodge. F.&A.M., was held Friday eve The other is the interchange Of pul- rooms. Spring street for the purpose of
The
first
meeting
of
the
season
of
.,
revising and correcting the voting lists
Mrs. Sumner Perry, Crescent Beach,
ning and these officers installed by pits
in order th at the churches maj Oj> ^he City. The sessions win be held
the Junior Harmony Club will take district
to tack quilts.
deputy grand master Ralph hear the message from other tongues. Nov. 25. 27. 28. 30 and Dec. 1. 2. 3
place Wednesday evening a t the U. Clark of Rockland: Richard DamIn his special
message
for• the day.
*2 from
U p 2’n“?.d
,
' j uti
j;
from an<j
3 p. 7m. to 5 p.a_mm. and
7 p. m.
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon enter BPW rooms at 6.30.
ery, worshipful master; Henry T. Pen Bishop Anderson said: It IS no dis- j to 9 p. m. As the last three days of said
tained the Friday Night Club at sup
dleton, senior warden; A. Burton paragement to the other 78 hospitals ; session are for the purpose of verifying
Mrs. Willard Hall of Warren was Stevenson, Jr., junior warden; Fred under Methodist auspices, to claim aald
per and bridge.
®ond„,tOth?mS
.1fUnari nnC
.. .
..
the records
or the session,
no lOn«tr^
names
a guest of Mrs. Mary Saunders Elwell, treasurer; Leslie D. Ames, sec that
among them all the New Eng- | wm be added to or stricken from said
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Newman have
retary; Earle Marriner. senior deacon; land Deaconess Hospital stands su- lists on said days.
sprvice'w
hich it
re nn - henry
Bv order
Board of Registration,
returned home from Concord. N. H..
Percy Luce; junior deacon, Allan Pay- nrpm
premee in
in th»
tne service
wnicn
it is
is re
m . of
de the
ROCHEMONT.
Chairman
Mrs. J. C. Burrows was called yes son, senior steward; Jesse 3ates, denng.
where they were guests of Mr. and
This service goes to all New
13S-141
Mrs. Charles H. Ames for a few days. terday to Medford, Mass., by the ill junior steward: Adin Hopkins, chap
They were accompanied by Mrs. Ar ness of her mother. Mr. Burrows ac lain; F. W. Miller, Charles C. Wood,
companied her to Portland.
thur Elwell of,Belfast.
MON.-TUES.
Allie O. Pillsbury, finance committee;
Thomas L. French, trustee of charity
She
was his inspira
The SGE Club met Monday night fund for three years. Refreshments
Mrs. G. M. Derry and Mrs. Fred
tion and he was her
L. Linekin entertained The Play with Mrs. H. W. Whitehill. Broad were served after the installation
ideal—but that's not
mates Wednesday evening at Mrs. way.
which was private.
enough when you
Derry's home on Camden street, at
Armistice Day was a quiet one in
w ant kisses and two
supper and bridge.
Mrs. Clara Johnson, Mrs. Cora Camden. The stores were closed but
strong arms to hold
Williams and Miss Polly Crockett
was no celebration of any kind.
Mrs. H. H. Flint is visiting in Wa have returned from a motor trip to there
you. Could she re
John
A.
Brown,
who
suffered
a
terville.
veal her heart with
Topsfield, Mass., where they were sunstroke while heaving coal for P. O.
out losing him?
guests of J. A. Kingsley.
Willey
&
Company
has
been
awarded
Mrs. John Chisholm entertained at
$18 a week compensation from June
bridge Wednesday evening at her
Mr. and Mrs. Owen D. Lermond of 5, 1931, until further notice, the In 
heme on Grove street, with honors North
Haven were guests Wednesday dustrial Accident Commission an
falling to Mrs. Raymond Moulaison,
Brown said he has been in
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd and Mrs. David cf their daughter Mrs. A. J. Nichols nounced.
capacitated since May 29. 1931, when
L. McCarty. Mrs. Corinne Kenney before leaving the following day for he
IN
was stricken while working in the
their winter home in Sarasota, Fla.
was a special guest.
sun after 10 to 15 minutes respite
THE NEWEST SENSATION IN MUSIC/tL COMEDY
given employees because of the heat.
Mrs. Herbert Hall spent the holi
Richard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl The commission’s decision, because of
ALSO
day with relatives in Portland.
E. Freeman, Glencove, celebrated his the unusual nature of the Occident,
2o birthday Tuesday afternoon with I was -on 16 typewritten pages, 'rtie
HOWARD
JONES
The Shakespeare Society will meet* a delightful party. A color scheme average accident compensation de
Monday evening with Mrs. Helena of yellow was carried out in the cision takes two pages.
in “SPRING TRAINING”
Fales, Camden street. Mrs. Evelyn decorations, and there were tiny
25
PEOPLE ON THE STAGE
25
Hix will-be leader and Mrs. Emily baskets and gay balloons for the lit
NOW
SHOWING
WHEN IN BOSTON—you can buy
Stevens will present the paper.
tle guests. The dainty luncheon fea
“CISCO KID”
of The Courler-Oazette, with the
tured a birthday cake bearing two copies
home news, at the Old South News
with
Relief sewing at the Congrega candles.
Richard's guests were Asenoy. Washington St., next Old South
EDMUND LOWE
ENTIRE NEW STAGE SHOW WED. AND FRI.
tional vestry will be Thursday in G reta Nelson, Margaret Barron, Church: also at M. Andelrnan's. 284 Tre
ON THE SCREEN
WARNER BAXTER
ON THE SCREEN
stead of Wednesday as originally an Earline Perry, Diane and Clifford mont St
WITH COMPLETE PICTURE PROGRAM
nounced. It will be an all-day ses Cameron, Diane Curtis, Leatrice
MON.-TUES.
WED.-THURS.
sion with noon luncheon in charge Nutt, Patricia Perry, Alice May
Paramount Publix Theatre.
of Mrs. C. H. Duff and Mrs. H. B. Fuller. Emmy Lou Peaslee, Marilyn
RICHARD
Leo Carillo
Fales.
Cates, Donald French, Wayne Drink- G L O B E L A U N D R Y
DIX
In
water, Herbert Brazier and Jack
i l f
Portland* Main®
Steamship tickets to all parts of Williams. Special guests were Mrs. Quality Work*
Family Washings
in
“LASCA OF
the world. We attend to all details Harry French, Mrs. Thomas Maker
Called For and Delivered
Including passport and visa. Phone and Mrs. Harrison MacAlman and
MONDAY
TILL
FRIDAY
Parcel Delivery Service
“SECRET
THE RIO
Performance! at 2.00, 6.30, 830
675 for details. Robert & Veazie. also the mothers of the children
MATINEE 2.00 P. M.—25c, 35c
SERVICE”
GRANDE”
Continuous Saturday—2 to 10.30
__
Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Love- The young host received many lovely Walter Dorgan, TeL 106R
EVENINGS, DOOP.S OPEN AT 6.30; Show Starts at 7.00.
Special Matinee Tuesday at 4 o'clock for Chilurcn—admission 10c
Joy, Mgr.
36-tf
gifts.
35c, 50c

S RANGES
|
|

REFRIGERATORS |

VACUUM CLEANERS
SMALL APPLIANCES

1
j

I Central Maine Pow er Co.

NOTICE

CHRISTMAS CLUB
DEPOSITORS
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
T h e la s t p a y m e n t o n t h e 1 9 3 1
C h r is t m a s C lu b is d u e o n N o v 
em ber 17, 1 9 3 1 .
F u ll p a y m e n t m u s t b e m a d e o n
or b e fo r e N o v e m b e r 2 5 , 1 9 3 1 ,
t o r e c e iv e in te r e s t.

T H E T R E A T O F TH E SEA SO N

DON’T
MISS
IT!

JANET GAYNOR
CHARLES FARRELL

“Merely Mary Ann”

RAY MARR'S FROLICS A FRILLS

WITH DON HEALEY A N D HIS GEORGIANS

I
a a n iw

I

#
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ber, "Guardian Angels” was in
cluded—and how perfectly Mc
Cormack sings Handel! Three “first
time" numbers were presented—two
Irish folk songs — “The Forlorn
Queen" and "The Spanish Lady;'*!
and "Smilin' Kitty O’Day.”

the upright Belgian gentleman, with
A V ID D E M O C R A TS
his trim beard and coat all bound
round with dinky braid. Well, the
A lm ost In Control of C o n 
new Graveure is a young man, a very
handsome young man with clean
gress, L aying Plans F o r th e
shaven face. He has divorced lovely :
Eleanor Painter; perhaps discarding
C o m in g Session
♦ * * *
the beard is just another mark of j
Adella h. VeazH
G la d y s S t. C lair M o rg a n
The New England Conservatory freedom. Who knows?
Party plans for the coming session
• • • •
Orchestra presented its first concert,
have taken clearer outline, particu
of the current season last evening,
larly those of the Democrats—almost
In this same issue of Musical Cou
with Heinrich Gebhard of the fac rier is a fine article on the Eastern .
in control of Congress.
{Number Thirty)
ulty
as
assisting
artist,
playing
the
With the Democrats almost certain
Maine Music Camp, in which the
All who were privileged to hear the judges. So be sure to vote and
piano
part
in
Vincent
D'Indy's
Last week I heard a friend say that to organize the House, Senator H arri
Elaine Blouin when she sang here add to th e list of great musicians a Symphony on a French Mountain camp itself is fully described and
he failed in raising calceolerias. son of Mississippi gave notice th a t if
a resume given of the summer's I
from Maine.
last week with the Ethelbert Nevin second Rosa Ponselle
Aii. A w’ork of special interest on ] activities including classes, faculty,!
They came up well but all died be any vacancies occurred during the
«• **
Club of Sanford-Springvale are still
thr program was the orchestral fanfore maturity. Sometimes a neglect session to give his party a plurality in
Ernest Schelling and members of tasie "The Mystic Trumpeter" by guest artists, etc.
• • • •
of ju st one day in watering seedling the Senate it would take over the
marveling about that talented young the Boston Symphony Orchestra are
plants will ruin tne whole crop and reins there.
Lucille Lawrence who charmed her
lady. She has a wonderful voice, scheduled to present their annual Frederick S. Converse, dean of the
faculty. This work is based on Walt
Heartened by the trend of recent
I I fancy this may be the cause of his
almost unbelievably so, for she has children's concerts in Boston S at Whitman’s poem of the same name. audiences in a Camden concert this
| failure for he is one of those busy elections, Democratic leaders in both
summer
was
a
featured
artist
in
the
urday
mornings
Jan.
16,
Feb.
20,
just passed her 19th birthday and
It is of interest to note that this con first gathering of the Musicians’ Club !
individuals who carry on so many the House and Senate plan early
March 5 and March 19. Apropos of
I kinds of business at once th a t it is conferences to frame a Legislative
has studied only three and one-half these concerts there is now on exhi cert is to be repeated Tuesday after in New York. The review said that I
1almost impossible to attend to them program. It will be directed princi
years. She has the chief requisites bition a t the Boston Public Library noon. Nov. 17, at 4 o'clock, through "Miss Lawrence displayed her accus
pally to a party policy on taxes and
Station WHDH.
all at the same time.
tomed technical and interpretative '
ct the great singer—youth, beauty, a collection of prize-winning note
• • • •
Support for previous
The seeds of calceolerias and of the tariff.
finesse
in
pieces
by
Corelli,
Haydn,
books
from
the
children's
concerts
in
talent, poise and ambition.
Again as in other years the regis and others, including “Variations on
many other window plants, are so Democratic demands for tariff revi
Boston,
New
York
and
Philadelphia.
trar reports a good attendance cf a Theme 'in Ancient Style’ by Carlos'
When she came to Mme. Cora
fine th a t they look like a pinch of sion was expressed by Representa
The exhibit speaks well for the
dust, and after such tiny seeds begin tive Rainey. Democrat, Illinois, who
Richmond, the eminent voice teach youthful enthusiasm which Mr. young people at the Conservatory Salzedo, who is Mis6 Lawrence's
to germinate they must be kept moist. said tarriffs should be reduced on a
er whose home is in Sanford, it was Schelling has aroused as well as for frcm foreign countries and the in husband."
The best way I have found to accom reciprocal basis.
• • • •
quickly recognized that here was a the information which he has dis sular dependencies of the United
He also urged a land policy for the
plish this is to keep a pane of window
voice of unusual promise. She was pensed. I t mav be that some of our States. On the list we note by a
A biography of Jenny Lind has
glass over the box or pot until the Democ:ats along the lines of the re 
advised to leave school, even though local piano teachers will be in Bos hasty glance are pupils from Con made its appearance on the book
Helsingfors, stands. and bears the imprint of 1
little plants are large enough to be forestation plan of Governor Roose
she had taken but two years in ton in th e near future and be able stantinople, Turkey;
transferred to permanent quarters. velt, adopted last week by New York
High, so that every moment could to view these notebooks. It would Finland; Athens, Greece; Carlisle, Houghton-Mifflin Co. It is the work
If you have never tried raising win State. T his compliment to a m an
England; Kumanato, Japan; Jerusa cf Edward Wagenknecht, who de
be devoted to voice building and be worth the time spent.
dow plants from seeds you have yet prominently mentioned for the Dem
lem. Palestine; Odessa, Russia; scribes Lind as the m ost famous
preparation for further development,
*»♦♦
i a great surprise and pleasure in ocratic nomination was balanced,
Taiku, Korea: Shanghai. China; singer who ever lived, with a fame ,
for Mme. Richmond is confident that
store. Almost any of the rare plants however, by a suggestion from S ena
Rachmaninoff comes to Portland Santa Fe, Isle of Pines; Somerset, which is still greater than th at of
she will take her place eventually
which you see pictured in catalogues tor Lewis, Democrat, Illinois, th a t
among our great singers. She is Dec. 10, and for those who may be Bermuda; Berlin, Germany; Barba- many a singer of the present time." I
may be raised in an ordinary living Roosevelt m ight step aside. He said
being most carefully drilled, and her interested in attending this concert, dees, W. I., etc. And such names— He carries the reader through Jenny ;
room, but remember th a t eternal the suggestion also applied to Owen
musical ability at this time is such tickets may be procured at Stein- Anoush Coudayan, Antigone Eco- Lind's American tour, giving inter- j
D. Young and former Governor
vigilance is the price thereof.
that she is able to sing operatic ert's. 517 Congress street. Portland. ncmides. Helga Holst, Nobuto Iwana- esting sidelights along the way, not I
Think of great clusters of spotted Smith of New York, both mentioned
roles with considerable authority; Within easy recollection Rachman ga. Hago Kurbjyian. Ruth Kim. Wai the least interesting of which is the
and striped calceolerias which were as possible nominees.
she has great emotional capacity for inoff in America was but an occa Tsuen Lee, Mrs. Ging Tang and fact that a ticket for her Boston
Lewis added that new issues before
larger than the plant itself and had
interpretation, and her poise is in sional Russian name upon concert Veronika Kayian.
concert was auctioned for $625. while
to be staked and tied in order to the convention would bring new
•
•
•
•
programs,
the
composer
of
sundry
born.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow paid
keep the weight from breaking the candidates an d said Democrats had a
In the alumni notes we read: “ '23. *8 for a place nigh in the balconies.
Miss Blouin is French, her people "favorite” pieces that even other
plant down! Mine "blossomed them Presidential possibility in the newly
pianists
included
in
their
recitals,
Ruth
E.
Thomas
has
received
from
not in position to provide a musical
The house in which Jenny Lind was
selves to death," as the saying is, elected Governor Moore of New
education for her, but they have and of various songs that audiences Commissioner of Education B. E. m arried in Louisburg Square, Bos
Courtesy New York H erald Tribune
after a long period of bioom which Jersey.
heard
gladly
as
often
as
apprecia
Packard
of
the
State
of
Maine,
a
let
bad the wise and good sense to place
ton, is only a stone's throw from the
Democratic control of the House
many friends enjoved with me. com
tive
singers
ventured
them.
Nowter
highly
commending
the
work
on
her entirely in Mme. Richmond's
sedate bookshop of the Houghton- [
ing several miles in some instances, would put the party in command of
audiences
flock
to
Rachmaninoff's
W
H
EN
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which she was lately engaged as one Mifflin Co.
hands, and this fine teacher will di
just to see those wonderful blossoms. the powerful Ways and Means Com
• • • •
rect her musical education, choose recitals once, twice and thrice in the of a committee on music for the new
I g ran t that thev are not especially mittee which originates all revenue
same
city,
while
programs
bloom
elementary school curriculum of the
her future teachers and always keep
Let's have a laugh:
Mr. an d Mrs. Fred Schlen- M any C hanges In State G ov easy to raise, but it can be done | raising Legislation.
a discerning eye upon her progress. with his music, symphonic, choral, state. Mr. Packard wrote: 'May I
Do you suppose the minister who
President Hoover has asked and re 
unless your house is piped for gas
for
the
piano,
for
the
singing
voice.
take this opportunity to express to married Rudy Vallee and Miss Webb
ernm ent W h e n Code Bill and in that case many ordinary ceived bi-partisan support on the
d ering Make a C hange In
This has been done legally—drawn
Hardly
another
musician
coming
in
jou my appreciation of the splendid inadvertently pronounced them man ]
up in an iron-bound contract for
emergency economic program involv
plants rebel, curl up and die.
C alifornia
Goes Into Effect
protective purposes. We understand recent years has been so quickly, work you did in making this curri and WEAF?—New York Sun.
ing revision of the Federal banking
One
of
the
easiest
window
plants
to
culum possible? It seems to me,
that people of wealth already have generally and variously applauded.
A program of a piano recital at
raise from seeds is abutilon, often system and the one-year moratorium
•
•
•
•
Fullerton
(Calif.)
newspapers
speak
When
the
adm
inistration
code
bill
there is no question but that the Asheville, N. C., announced the num- ]
become interested in her training,
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Such glowing reports have been placing of this course of study in the ber “Sheep and Goat" by Miss! with regret of the departure from goes into affect, there will be abol leaves, which look much like a maple urge non-partisan consideration of
and of course every effort is being
made to have her win the Atwater brought back of the McCormack hands of our teachers will result in a Nanney.
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Allison P. Howes of Palmyra, Vin
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signed the book. Rev. F. E. Hawes H. Gay of Newcastle. Leslie Boynton has closed.
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trustees of State reforT he open season on Wilson or Jack- of one in th e Senate but the tendency
expressed his regret at the Schlen- of Jefferson,
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Mrs. Schlendering’s brother. Gor- ' _ FCar” °.f Bl2*t° nT, SamueJ B Piscataquis. Franklin and Oxford called Tuesday for a Federal bond
don Davis has resigned his position F,Ur^iSh, 5 f I?ex^ r ' IT e *. B Bur^har? Counties, wh'ch close Dec. 15, deer issue of $3,000,000,000 to finance a
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M any people now d riving small cars will be Buick ow ners soon. For one o f Buick’s
dering in the management of his new ton. Nettle C. Burleigh of Vassalborn. m ent has been informed bv returned
LION PRESIDENT COMING
trustees of juvenile Institutions.
hunters that partridge and wood
fo u r new series o f Valve-in-H ead Straight Eights with W izard C ontrol is priced as low as
department store in San Pedro.
Daniel F. Field of Phillips. Harry cock were very plentiful, also deer.
] A. Furbish of Rangeley, Jessie H. Some hunters have said they "beat a ' Julien C. Hver of Fort W orth,
$935 a n d u p .f.o . b. F lint, Mich.—the low est price at w hich any six o r eight cylinder Buick
PLANNING THE WORK
] Ingraham of Bangor. C. F. Maroycs hasty retreat" and others have can-] Texas, president of the Lions In te r
national will make his official visit
has ever been sold. A nd this is the outstanding Buick of a ll time—h r surpassing even the
Many Farm Bureau Meetings To Be of Bar Harbor, Jo h n P. Deering of] celled scheduled hunting trips be- to Maine Nov. 16 at Portland. Mr.
Saco, Stephen J. Hegarty of Augusta. [ cause of the "amateur" hunters in the
Held During the Early Winter
fine present car w h ic h enjoys four to one sales leadership over all eights in its price range.
Hver will be guest of the clubs in the
State hospital trustees.
woods. Commissioner Stobie has al 4lst district and he will be feted by
Community planning meetings at
Jew”u of Fairfield. Her- ready classed as "rattle-brains" hunt the presidents and secretaries of
__ d ____ „
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man H. Adams of Belgrade, Mrs. Rose
17 New Improved Air Intake Silencer
8 New Longer Wheelbases, Series 52-80
which the Farm Bureau work for the F peiietier Of Lewiston. Harry R ers who kill or wound hum an beings. every local In Maine when he gives
1 The Wizard Control
his yearly message at a banquet
and 52-90
coming year is decided upon are al- ] Pipes of Presque Isle, Percy L. Oakes
18 New Hood with Door-Type Ventilators
2 New Automatic Clutch
NORTH W ALDOBORO
planned in his honor at the Eastland
ready being arranged by the local' of Newport, trustees of tuberculosis
9 New Engine-Oil Temperature Regulator
19
New
Smaller
Wheels
with
Larger
Tire
Hotel.
3 New Free Wheeling
committee and extension agents, sanatoriums.
The Young People’s service will be
10 New Improved Fuel System
Sections
These meetings will start the first fit! Frank H. Holley of North Anson,
4 New Silent-Second Syncro-Mesh Trans
December and continue into January. Carl C. Jones of Portland, Blanche C. held at the Nazarene Church Sun
20 New Adjustable Interior Sun Visor
11 New Improved Starting
mission
Several communities are to put on a Patten of Topsham, commissioners of day a t 6 o'clock, W arren Reynolds,
leader. There will be a duet bv Miss
12 Ten Degrees Increase in Cooling
21 New Electric Gasoline Gauge
program in the forenoon. This will tile department of public welfare,
5 Newly-Styled, Newly-Beautified Bodies
be followed by dinner and the a f t- ! Alice s Butler of Farmington. Wil- Ntwbert and Miss W alter. Every
13
New,
Modernized
Instrument
Panel
22
Rubber
Pedal
Pads
JAMES KENT, D. O.
by Fisher
emoon devoted to extension work j
K. Sanderson of Portland, Harry body welcome.
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New
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23
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Full
Front
and election of officers for the com- i
Plummer of Lisbon, Dr. Owen
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year.
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Smith
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Portland;
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F.
Wallace
I
Seat
15 Five Demountable Wire or W ood Wheels
Engine
. .. .. .. .. .. .
I of Portland, trustees of Maine School!
Schedule of Meetings
for the Deaf.
24 Twenty-Six Luxurious Models
16 New Anti-Rattle Spring Shackles
7 New Ride Regulator
Dec. 1, Bunker Hill, Community! Myron E. Bennett of Sanford.
Hall.
George E. Macomber of Augusta.
Together w ith m an y other im portant improvements
Dec. 2, West Aina, Sheepscott Val State board of vocational education.
ley G range hall.
William H. Thurston of Tremont,
Dec. 3, Whitefield. Union Hall.
Fred B. Spear of Eastport, Charles H.
Dec. 4, Montsweag, Woolwich Cahill of Bath, sea and shore fish
First Prize, £25,000
Grange Hall.
eries commissioners.
$ 5 o ,o o o I N A W A R D S
Dec. 8. Dresden.
Second Prize, #10,000
Third Prize, £5,000
Horatio D. Crie of Rockland, di
Dec. 9. Aina, Erskine Hall.
rector of sea and shore fisheries.
For the Best A n sw ers to This Q u estio n :
Forty-six other prizes ranging from $ i $oo to $ t oo. Contest
Dec. 10. Damariscotta, Christian
John I. Snow. Rockland, commis
starts Saturday, Nov. 14. Ends Midnight, Monday, Dec. 14th.
"JFAy dots the new Buick Eight, at its new low
Science Church.
sioner “of wrecks and shipwrecked
See your Buick Dealer for literature c yntaining fu ll i nforma*
Owners of S h a res of the S ix ty -F ifth Series R O C K 
prices, again confirm the Buick pledge: When better
Dec. 11, North Edgecomb, Town goods.
tion on the new Buick Eight, as well as complete rules o f the
LA
ND LO AN & BUILDING A S SO C IA T IO N a re
hall.
Arthur
B.
Andrews
of
Lewiston,
automobiles are built, Buick will build them."
contest—Today.
Dec. 15, Burkettville.
State assayer of ores and metals.
notified that final paym ent and dividend have b e e n
Dec. 16. Appleton, Grange Hall.
m ade, and th a t the Shares are n o w Matured -at a
Dec. 17, Friendship. Masonic hall.
STILL MAKING AUTOS
Dec. 18, West Rockport.
value of $ 2 0 3 .2 2 each, and are p ayable in cash a t
Dec. 19, Waldoboro, Board of Trade
The National Automobile Chamber
ou r office.
Rooms.
of Commerce announced that proDec. 29. Hope. Grange Hall.
I duction of the American automobile
$55,728.00
Dec. 30, Simonton, Community industry in October amounted to
A m ount Paid In,
Hall.
86 328 cars.
On this basts the
22.918.14
D
ividends
5
'/2
/!,
month's output was 40 percent under
Dec. 31, Camden. Grange Hall.
78.646.14
Value o f 387 Shares,
Jan. 5. Union, Grange hall.
September, and 46 nercSnt under the
51 Park Street
Rockland
Tel. 238
| nroduction for October, 1930. The
Jan. 6. Bristol. Church vestrv.
industry's production for the first
Jan. 7. Nobleboro. Grange Hall.
C A L L AND G E T Y O U R S
Jan. 8, Orff’s Comer, Community 10 months of 1931 was estimated at
2.283.018 vehicles or 29 per cent under
hall.
last yeaj.
Jan. 9, Jefferson.
Jan. 12, Warren. Montgomery
The trouble with a lot of going con
Rooms.
18 School S tre e t,
'
R ockland
cerns is that they are gone before
Jan. 13. Rockland.
Jan. 13. East union, Grange hall. vou have a chance to collect from
PR O D U C T
OF
GENERAL
M OTORS
.
..
them.—Jackson News.
Jan. 14, Rockport.
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